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THE NEW QUESTION
Ten years after the worldwide bestseller 6000* to Great,
Jim Collins returns with another groundbreaking work, this
timeto ask: Why do some companies thrive in uncertainty,
even chaos, and others do not? Based on nine years of
research, buttressed by rigorous analysis and infused with
engaging stories, Collinsand his colleague, Morten Hansen,
enumerate the principles for building a truly great enterprise
in unpredictable, tumultuous, and fast-moving times.

THE NEW STUDY
Great by Choice distinguishes itself from Collins's prior
work by its focus not just on performance, but also on the
type of unstable environments faced by leaders today.

With a team of more than twenty researchers, Collins
and Hansen studied companies that rose to greatness-
beating their industry indexes by a minimum of ten times
over fifteen years-in environments characterized by big
forces and rapid shifts that leaders could not predict or
control. The research team then contrasted these "10X

companies" to a carefullyselected set of comparison com
panies that failed to achieve greatness in similarly extreme
environments.

THE NEW FINDINGS
The study results were full of provocative surprises. Such as:

• The best leaders were not more risktaking, more visionary, and
more creative than the comparisons; they were more disciplined,
more empirical, and more paranoid.

• Innovation by itself turns out not to be the trump card in a cha
otic and uncertain world; more important is the ability to scale
innovation, to blend creativity with discipline.

• Following the belief that leading ina "fast world"always requires
"fast decisions" and "fast action" is a good way to get killed.

• The great companies changed less in reaction to a radically
changing world than the comparison companies.

Theauthorschallengeconventional wisdomwith thought-
provoking, sticky, and supremely practical concepts. They
include: 10Xers; the 20 Mile March; Fire Bullets, Then
Cannonballs; Leading above the Death Line; Zoom Out,
Then Zoom In; and the SMaC Recipe.
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THRIVING IN UNCERTAINTY

"We simply do not know what the future holds."

—Peter L. Bernstein1

re cannot predict the future. But we can create it.

Think backto 15 years ago, and consider what's happened since, the
destabilizing events—in the world, in your country, in the markets, in
your work, in your life—that defied all expectations. We can be aston
ished, confounded, shocked, stunned, delighted, or terrified, but rarely
prescient. None ofus can predictwith certainty the twists and turns our

lives will take. Life is uncertain, the future unknown. This is neither

good nor bad. It just is, like gravity. Yet the task remains: howto master
our own fate, even so.

We began the nine-year research projectbehind this book in 2002,

when Americaawoke from its false senseof stability, safety, and wealth
entitlement. The long-running bull market crashed. The government
budget surplus flipped back to deficits. The terroristattacks of Septem

ber 11, 2001, horrified and enraged people everywhere; and war fol
lowed. Meanwhile, throughout the world, technological change and
global competition continued their relentless, disruptive march.

All of this led us to a simplequestion: Why dosome companies thrive
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in uncertainty, even chaos, and others do not? When buffeted by tumul
tuous events, when hit by big, fast-moving forces that we can neither
predict nor control, what distinguishes those who perform exception
ally well from those who underperform orworse?

We don t choose study questions. They choose us. Sometimes oneof
the questions just grabs us around the throat and growls, "I'm not going
to release my grip and let you breathe until you answer me!" This study
grabbed us because ofour own persistent angst and gnawing sense of
vulnerability inaworld that feels increasingly disordered. Thequestion
wasn't just intellectually interesting but personally relevant. And as we
spent time with our students and worked with leaders in both the busi

ness andsocial sectors, we sensed the same angst in them. In the inter
vening years, events have served only to reinforce this sense of unease.
What's coming next? All we know isthat no one knows.

Yet some companies and leaders navigate this type of world excep
tionally well. They don't merely react; they create. They don't merely
survive; they prevail. They don't merely succeed; they thrive. They
build great enterprises that can endure. We do not believe that chaos,
uncertainty, and instability are good; companies, leaders, organiza
tions, and societies do not thrive on chaos. Buttheycan thrive inchaos.

To get at the question of how, we set out to find companies that
started from a position ofvulnerability, rose tobecome great companies
with spectacular performance, and did so in unstable environments
characterized by big forces, out of their control, fast moving, uncer
tain, and potentially harmful. We then compared these companies to
a control group of companies that failed to become great in the same
extreme environments, using the contrast between winners and also-
rans to uncover the distinguishing factors that allow some to thrive in
uncertainty.

We labeled our high-performing study cases with the moniker"10X"
becausetheydidn't merely getbyor justbecomesuccessful. They truly
thrived. Every 10X case beat its industry index by at least 10 times. If
you invested $10,000 in a portfolio of the 10X companies at the end
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of 1972 (holding each enterprise at the general stock market rate of
return until it came online on the New York Stock Exchange, the
American Stock Exchange, or NASDAQ), your investment would have
grown to be worth more than $6 million by the end of our study era
(through 2002), a performance 32 times better than the general stock
market.2

To grasp the essence of our study, consider one 10X case, South
west Airlines. Justthink ofeverything that slammed the airline industry
from 1972 to 2002: Fuel shocks. Deregulation. Labor strife. Air-traffic-
controller strikes. Crippling recessions. Interest-rate spikes. Hijack
ings. Bankruptcy after bankruptcy after bankruptcy. And in 2001, the
terrorist attacks of September 11. And yet if you'd invested $10,000
in Southwest Airlines on December 31, 1972 (when it was just a tiny

little outfit with three airplanes, barely reaching break-even and be
sieged by larger airlines out to kill the fledgling) your $10,000 would
have grown to nearly $12 million bythe end of 2002, a return 63 times
better than the general stock market. It's a better performance than
Wal-Mart, better than Intel, better than GE, better than Johnson &

Johnson, better than Walt Disney. In fact, according to an analysis by
Money Magazine, Southwest Airlines produced the #1 return to inves
tors of all S&P 500 companies that were publicly traded in 1972 and

held for a full 30 years to 2002.3 These are impressive results by any

measure, but they're astonishing whenyoutake intoaccount the roiling
storms, destabilizing shocks, and chronic uncertainty of Southwest's
environment.

Why did Southwest overcome the odds? What did it do to master

its own fate? And how did it accomplish its world-beating performance
when other airlines did not? Specifically, why did Southwest become

great in such an extreme environment while its direct comparison,
Pacific Southwest Airlines (PSA), flailed and was rendered irrelevant,

despite having the same business model in the same industry with the
same opportunity to become great? This single contrast captures the
essence of our research question.
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We've been asked bymanyof our students and readers, "Howis this
study different from your previous research into great companies, espe
cially Built to Last and Good to Great?77 The method is similar (com
parative historical analysis) and the question of greatness is constant.
Butin this study, unlike anyofthe previous research, we selected cases
not just on performance or stature but also on the extremity of the
environment.

We selected on performance plus environment for two reasons.
First, we believe the future will remain unpredictable and the world
unstable for the rest of our lives, and we wanted to understand the

factors that distinguish great organizations, those that prevail against
extreme odds, in such environments. Second, by looking at the best
companies and their leaders in extreme environments, we gain insights
that might otherwise remain hidden when studying leaders in more
tranquil settings. Imagine being on a leisurely hike, wandering along
warm, sunlit meadows, and your companion is a great mountaineer
who has led expeditions up the most treacherous peaks in the world.
You'd probably notice that he's a little different from others, perhaps
more watchful of the trail or more careful in packing his small day-
pack. Butoverall, given the safe predictability ofa glorious spring day, it
would be hard to seewhatreally makes this leader soexceptional. Now,
in contrast, envision yourselfon the side of Mount Everest with this

same climber, racing a murderous storm. In that environment, you'd
see much more clearly what makes him different and what makes him
great.

Studying leaders in an extreme environment is like conducting

a behavioral-science experiment or using a laboratory centri

fuge: throw leaders into an extreme environment^ and it will

separate the stark differences between greatness and medi

ocrity. Our study looks at how the truly great differed from the

merely good in environments that exposed and amplified those

differences.
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In the remainder of this introductory chapter we briefly outline our
research journey and preview some of the surprises we encountered
along the way. (You can find a more detailed description of our re
search methodology in the Research Foundations appendices.) Start
ing in Chapter 2, we delve into whatwe learned about the individual
people who led these companies, and in Chapters 3 through 6, how
they led and built their companies differently from their less successful
comparisons. In Chapter 7, we cometo what, for us, was a particularly
fascinating part ofour journey: studying luck. We defined luck, quanti
fied luck, determined if the 10X cases were luckier (or not), and discov

ered what they do differently about luck.

E.LNJDLI.NJG IUEJLJILXJCASJES. -

We spent the first yearofour efforts identifying the primarystudyset of
10X cases, searchingfor historical cases that met three basic tests:

1. The enterprise sustained truly spectacular results for an era of

15+ years relative to the general stock marketand relative to its
industry.

2. The enterprise achieved these results in a particularly turbu

lent environment, full of events that were uncontrollable, fast-

moving, uncertain, and potentially harmful.

3. The enterprise began its rise to greatness from a position of
vulnerability, being young and/or small at the start of its 10X

journey.

From an initial list of 20,400 companies, we systematically sifted
through 11 layers of cuts to identify cases that met all our tests. (See

Research Foundations: lOX-Company Selections.) Becausewe wanted to

study extreme performance in extreme environments, we used extreme

standards in our selections. The final setof 10X cases (see the following
table) delivered extraordinary performance during the dynastic eraswe
studied.
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FINAL SET OF 10X CASES

10X Case
Dynastic Era

of Study

Value of

$10,000
Invested*

Performance

Relative to

Market4

Performance

Relative to

Industry5

Amgen 1980-2002 $4.5 million
24.0X

the market

77.2X

its industry

Biomet 1977-2002 $3.4 million
18.1Xthe

market

11.2Xits

industry

Intel 1968-2002 $3.9 million
20.7X

the market

46.3X

its industry

Microsoft 1975-2002 $10.6 million
56.0X

the market

118.8X

its industry

Progressive
Insurance

1965-2002 $2.7 million
14.6X

the market

11.3X

its industry

Southwest

Airlines
1967-2002 $12.0 million

63.4X

the market

550.4X

its industry

Stryker 1977-2002 $5.3 million
28.0X

the market

10.9X

its industry

* Cumulative stock returns, dividends reinvested. Invest $10,000 in each company on
December 31, 1972, and hold until December 31, 2002; if the company was not
public on December 31, 1972, grow investment atgeneral stock market rateofreturn
until first month ofCRSPdataavailable forthat company. Sourceforall stock-return
calculations in thiswork: ©200601 CRSP®, Centerfor Research in Security Prices.
Booth School of Business, The University of Chicago. Used with permission. All
rightsreserved, http://www.crsp.chicagobooth.edu.

Before we move on, let's address a key point about the cases in our
study. Westudied historical eras ofdynastic performance that ended in
2002, not the companies as they are today. It's entirely possible that by
the time you read these words, one or more of the companies on the
list has stumbled, falling from greatness, leaving you to wonder, "But
what about XYZ company? It doesn't seem to be a 10X performer to
day." Think of our research as comparable to studying a sportsdynasty
during itsbest years. Justbecausethe UCLABruinsbasketball dynasty
of the 1960s and 1970s under Coach John Wooden (with its 10 NCAA

championships in 12 years) declined after Wooden retired does not in-
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validate insights obtained by studying the Bruins during its dynastic
era.6 In this same vein,a great company can cease to be great (see How
the Mighty Fallby Jim Collins), yet this does not erase its dynastic era

from the record books, and it's on that historical dynastic era that we

focused our research lens and basedour findings.

THEBJOMUEEJOEXONIRASI

Our research method rests upon having a comparison set. The critical

question isnot "What did the greatcompanies share in common?" The
crucial question is "What did the great companies share in common
that distinguished them from their direct comparisons?" Comparisons
are companies that were in the same industry with the same or very

similar opportunities during the same era as the 10X companies, yet

that didnotproduce greatperformance. Using a rigorous scoring frame
work, we systematically identified a comparison companyfor each 10X
case. (SeeResearch Foundations: Comparison-Company Selections.) As
a group, the 10X companies outperformed the comparison companies
by more than 30 to 1 (see diagram "A Study In Contrasts").7 The con
trastbetween the 10X cases and the comparisons during the relevant era
ofanalysis led to our findings.

Here then is the final study set of 10X cases and their comparisons
Amgen matched to Genentech; Biomet to Kirschner; Intel to AMD
Microsoft to Apple; Progressive to Safeco; Southwest Airlines to PSA
and Stryker to United States Surgical Corporation (USSC). Regarding
the selection ofApple as a comparison case, were aware that as of this
writing in 2011, Apple stands as one of the most impressive comeback
stories ofall time.Our research lensfor the Microsoft-versus-Apple con
trast focused on the 1980s and 1990s, when Microsoft won big and
Apple nearly killed itself. Ifyou'd bought Apple stock at the end of De
cember 1980, the month of its initial public offering (IPO), and held
it to the end of our era of analysis in 2002, your investment would've
endedup more than 80percent behind the general stock market.8 We'll
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address Apple's amazing resurgence underSteve Jobs laterin this book,
butone point is worth noting here: companies can indeed change over
time, from comparison to 10X, andvice versa. It is always possible togo
from good to great.

1972

A Study In Contrasts

1 OX Companies versus Comparison Companies

1982

Notes:

1. Each company held at general stock market return until first month of first public CRSP data.
2. Source for all stock return calculations in this work: ©200601 CRSP®, Center for Research

in Security Prices. Booth School of Business, The Universityof Chicago. Used with permission.
All rights reserved, www.crsp.chicagobooth.edu.

•SURRRl&EP BY THEJDATA

We then performed a deep historical analysis of each pair of compa

nies. We collected more than seven thousand historical documents to

construct a clear understanding of how each company evolved, year by

year, from founding through 2002. We systematically analyzed catego
ries ofdata, including industry dynamics, founding roots, organization,
leadership, culture, innovation, technology, risk, financial manage
ment, strategy, strategic change, speed, and luck. (See Research Foun
dations for more details on our data collectionand analyses.) We didn t
begin our journeywith a theoryto testor prove; welove being surprised

by the evidenceand changed bywhatwe discover.
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We developed the concepts inthis workfrom the data we gath

ered, building a framework from the ground up. We followed an

iterative approach, generating ideas inspired by the data, test

ing those ideas against the evidence, watching them bend and

buckle under the weight of evidence, replacing them with new

ideas, revising, testing, revising yet again, until all the concepts

squared with the evidence.

We placed the greatest weight on evidence from the actual time of
the events. The core of our analysis always rested on comparing the

10X cases to the comparisons across time and asking, "What was dif
ferent?" This method of inquiry proved particularly powerful for not
only developing insights but also shattering deeply entrenched myths.
In fact, many ofthe findings ran absolutely counter to our intuition and
every major finding surprisedat leastone ofus.Asa preview ofwhat s to

come, here is a samplingof myths undermined by the research.

Entrenched myth: Successful leadersin a turbulent worldare bold, risk-

seekingvisionaries.
Contrary finding: The best leaders we studied did not have a vision

ary ability to predict the future. They observed what worked, figured
out why it worked, and built upon proven foundations. They were not
more risktaking, more bold,morevisionary, and more creative than the

comparisons. They were more disciplined, more empirical, and more
paranoid.

Entrenched myth: Innovation distinguishes 10X companies in a fast-
moving, uncertain, and chaotic world.

Contrary finding: To our surprise, no. Yes, the 10X cases innovated, a

lot. Butthe evidence does notsupport the premise that 10X companies
will necessarily be more innovative than their less successful compari
sons; and in some surprise cases, the 10X cases were less innovative.
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Innovation by itself turns out not to be the trump card we expected;
more important is the ability to scale innovation, to blend creativity
with discipline.

Entrenched myth: A threat-filled world favors the speedy; youre either
the quick or the dead.

Contrary finding: The idea that leading in a "fast world" always requires
"fast decisions" and "fast action"—and that we should embrace an over

all ethos of "Fast! Fast! Fast!"—is a good way to get killed. 10X leaders
figure out when to go fast, and whennot to.

Entrenched myth: Radical change on the outside requires radical
change on the inside.
Contrary finding: The 10X cases changed less in reaction to their chang
ing world than the comparison cases. Justbecauseyourenvironment is

rocked bydramatic changedoes not mean that you should inflictradi
cal change upon yourself.

Entrenched myth: Great enterprises with 10X success have a lot more

good luck.

Contrary finding: The 10X companies did notgenerally havemore luck
than the comparisons. Both sets had luck—lots of luck, both good and
bad—in comparable amounts. The critical question is not whether
you'll have luck, but whatyoudo with the luck that you get.

A^REMLJLENS, AR_EimilJilNG QliESI

This book adds to a body of work on what separates great companies

from good onesthat beganin 1989 with the Built to Last research (con
ducted with Jerry Porras), and continued with the Good to Great re
search and the How the Mighty Fall analysis. The complete data set
from all this researchcovers the evolution of 75 corporations, for a total
of more than six thousand years of combined corporate history.9 So,
while this is a distinctive and original piece of research, it can also be
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seen as an integral part of a longer journey to explore one question,
"What does it take to build a great company?"

We think of each research study as like punching holes and shining
a light into a black box, inside which we find enduring principles that
distinguish great companies from good ones. Each newstudyuncovers
additional dynamics and allows us to see previously discovered prin
ciples from newangles. Wecannot claimthat the concepts weuncover
"cause"greatness (no one in the social sciences can ever claim causal

ity), but we can claim correlations rooted in the evidence. If you apply
ourfindings with discipline, your chances ofbuilding an enduringgreat
company will be higher than ifyou behave like a comparison case.

If youve read Built to Last, Good to Great, or How the Mighty Fall,
you'll notice very little discussion in the next six chapters about the
concepts uncovered in those works. With the exception of a direct
linkto Level 5 leadership, we ve deliberately not written in the coming
pages about principles like the Hedgehog Concept, First Who (the right
people on the bus), core values, BHAGs (Big Hairy Audacious Goals),
cult-like cultures, the Stockdale Paradox, clock building, the five stages
ofdecline, or the flywheel. The reason issimple: why dwell on what's al
ready well covered in the previous books in this book? That said,wedid
test the principles from the previous books andfound that they do apply
ina chaotic anduncertain world. At theendofthis book (see Frequently
Asked Questions), we'll address common questions about how the con
cepts in this work linkto those in prior books. But the primary purpose
ofthisbook is to share the new concepts learned from this study.

Now that we've completed our research journey, we feel a much
greater sense of calm. Not because we believe life will magically be
come stable and predictable; if anything, the forces of complexity,
globalization, and technology are accelerating change and increasing
volatility. We feel calm because we have increased understanding of
what it takes to survive, navigate, and prevail. We are much better pre
paredfor whatwe cannot possibly predict.

Thriving in a chaotic world is not just a business challenge. In fact,
allourwork is notfundamentally about business, butabout the princi-
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pies that distinguish great organizations from good ones. We're curious
to discover what makes for enduring great organizations of any type.
We use publicly traded corporations as the data set because they pro
vide a clearand consistent metric of results (so we can carefully select
our study cases), and easily accessible and extensive historical data. A

great public school, a great hospital, a great sports team, a great church,
a greatmilitary unit, a greathomeless shelter, a greatorchestra, a great
non-profit—each has its own definition of results, defined by its core
purpose—yet the question of what it takes to achieve superior perfor
mance amidst unrelenting uncertainty faces them all. Greatness is not
justa business quest; it's a human quest.

So, we invite you to join us on a journeyto learn what we learned.

Challenge and question; let the evidence speak. Take what you find
usefuland apply it to creatinga greatenterprise that doesn't justreact to
events but shapes events. As the influential management thinker Peter

Drucker taught, the best—perhaps even the only—way to predict the
future is to create it.10



10XERS

"Victory awaits him who haseverything in
order—luck people call it. Defeat is certain for
him who has neglected to take the necessary
precautions in time; this is called bad luck."

—Roald Amundsen, TheSouth Pole*

in October 1911, two teams ofadventurers made their final prepara
tions in their quest to be the first people in modern history to reach
the South Pole. For one team, it would be a race to victory and a safe
return home. For members of the second team, it would be a devastat

ing defeat, reaching the Pole only to find the wind-whipped flags of
their rivals planted 34days earlier, followed by a race for their lives—a
race thatthey lost in the end, as the advancing winter swallowed them
up. All five members ofthe second Pole team perished, staggering from
exhaustion, suffering the dead-black pain offrostbite and then freezing
to death as some wrote their final journal entries and notes to loved
ones back home.

It's a near-perfect matched pair. Here we have two expedition
leaders—Roald Amundsen, the winner, and Robert Falcon Scott, the
loser—of similar ages (39 and 43) and with comparable experience.
Amundsen led the first successful journey through the Northwest

13
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Passage and joined the first expedition to spend the winter in Antarc
tica; Scott led a South Pole expedition in 1902, reaching 82 degrees
South. Amundsen and Scott started their respective journeys for the
Pole within days of each other, both facing a round trip of more than
fourteen hundred miles (roughly equal to the distance from NewYork
City to Chicago and back) into an uncertain and unforgiving environ
ment, where temperatures could easily reach 20 degrees below zero F
even during the summer,made worse bygale-force winds. And keep in
mind, this was 1911. They had no means of modern communication to

call back to base camp—no radio, no cell phones, no satellite links—

and a rescue would have been highly improbable at the South Pole if
they screwed up. One leader led his team to victory and safety. The

other led his team to defeat and death.2

What separated these two men? Why did one achieve spectacular

success in such an extreme set of conditions, while the other failed even

to survive? It'sa fascinating question and a vivid analogy forour overall
topic. Here we have two leaders, both on quests for extreme achieve
ment in an extreme environment. And it turns out that the 10X busi

nessleadersin our research behavedvery much likeAmundsen and the

comparison leaders behaved much more like Scott. We'll turn to the
business leaders in a few pages, but first let's add a bit more detail to
the tale ofAmundsen and Scott. (Tolearn even more about Amundsen

and Scott,werecommend startingwithRoland Huntford's superbbook
The Last Place on Earth, a massive, well-written comparative study of

these two men.)

AREYQU^MJWM^^

While in his late twenties, Roald Amundsen traveled from Norway to

Spain for a two-month sailing trip to earn a master's certificate. It was
1899. He had a nearly two-thousand-mile journey ahead of him. And
howdid Amundsenmakethe journey? By carriage? By horse? By ship?
Byrail?

He bicycled.
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Amundsen then experimented with eating raw dolphin meat to de
termine itsusefulness asan energy supply. After all, he reasoned, some
day he mightbe shipwrecked, finding himself surrounded bydolphins,
so he mightas well know if he couldeat one.

It was all part ofAmundsen's years of building a foundation for his
quest, training his body and learning as much as possible from practi
cal experience about what actually worked. Amundsen even made a
pilgrimage to apprentice with Eskimos. What betterway to learn what
worked in polar conditions than to spend timewith a people who have
hundreds ofyears ofaccumulated experience in iceand coldand snow
and wind? He learned how Eskimos used dogs to pull sleds. He ob
served how Eskimos never hurried, moving slowly and steadily, avoid
ing excessive sweat that could turn to ice in sub-zero temperatures. He
adopted Eskimo clothing, loose fitting (to help sweat evaporate) and
protective. He systematically practiced Eskimo methods and trained

himself for every conceivable situation he might encounter en route to
the Pole.

Amundsen's philosophy: You don't wait until you're in an unex
pected storm to discover thatyou need more strength and endurance.
You don'twait until you're shipwrecked todetermine ifyou can eat raw
dolphin. You don't wait until you're ontheAntarctic journey tobecome
a superb skier anddog handler. You prepare with intensity, all the time,
so that when conditions turn against you, you can draw from a deep
reservoir ofstrength. And equally, you prepare so that when conditions
turn in your favor, you can strike hard.

Robert Falcon Scott presents quite a contrast to Amundsen. In the
years leading up to the race for the South Pole, he could have trained
like a maniac on cross-country skis and taken a thousand-mile bike
ride. Hedidnot. He could have gone to live with Eskimos. Hedid not.
Hecould have practiced more with dogs, making himself comfortable
with choosing dogs over ponies. Ponies, unlike dogs, sweat on their
hides so they become encased inice sheets when tethered, posthole and
struggle in snow, anddon't generally eatmeat. (Amundsen planned to
kill some ofthe weaker dogs along the way to fuel the stronger dogs.)
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Scott chose ponies. Scott also bet on "motorsledges" that hadn't been
fully tested in the mostextreme SouthPole conditions. As it turned out,

the motor-sledge engines cracked within the first few days, the ponies
failed early, and his teamslogged through mostofthe journey by"man-
hauling," harnessing themselves to sleds, trudging across the snow, and
pulling the sleds behind them.

Unlike Scott, Amundsen systematically built enormous buffers for
unforeseen events. When setting supply depots, Amundsen not only
flagged a primary depot, he placed 20black pennants(easy toseeagainst
the white snow) in precise increments for miles on either side, giving
himself a target more than ten kilometers wide in case he got slightly
offcourse coming back in a storm. Toaccelerate segments ofhis return
journey, he marked his path every quarter ofa mile with packing-case
remnants and every eight miles with black flags hoisted upon bamboo
poles. Scott, in contrast, put a single flag on his primary depot and
left no markings on his path, leaving him exposed to catastrophe ifhe
went even a bit off course. Amundsen stored three tons of supplies for
5 men starting outversus Scott's one ton for 17 men. In his final push
for the South Pole from 82 degrees, Amundsen carried enough extra
supplies to miss every single depot and still have enough left over to go
another hundred miles. Scott ran everything dangerously close to his
calculations, so that missing even one supply depot would bring disas
ter. Asingle detail aptly highlights the difference in their approaches:
Scott brought one thermometer for a key altitude-measurement de
vice, and he exploded in "an outburst of wrath and consequence"
when it broke; Amundsen brought four suchthermometers to cover for
accidents.

Amundsen didn't know precisely what lay ahead. He didn't know
the exact terrain, the altitude ofthe mountainpasses, or all the barriers
hemight encounter. He and his team might get pounded by a series of
unfortunate events. Yet he designed the entire journey tosystematically
reduce the role of big forces and chance events by vigorously embrac
ing the possibility of those very same big forces and chance events.
He presumed bad events might strike his team somewhere along the
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journey and he prepared for them, even developing contingency plans
so that the team couldgo on should something unfortunate happen to
him along the way. Scott left himselfunprepared and complained in
his journal about his bad luck. "Our luck in weather is preposterous,"
penned Scott in his journal, and wrote in another entry, "It is more
than ourshare ofill-fortune ... How great may be the element ofluck!"

On December 15, 1911, in bright sunshine sparkling across the vast
white plain, with a slight crosswind and a temperature of 10 degrees be
low zero F, Amundsen reached the South Pole. He and his teammates

planted the Norwegian flag, which "unfurled itself with a sharp crack,"
anddedicated the plateau tothe Norwegian king. Then they went right
back to work. They erected a tent and attached a letter to the Norwe
gian king describing their success; Amundsen addressed the envelope
to Captain Scott (presuming Scottwould be the nextto reach the Pole)
as an insurance policyin case his team met an unfortunate end on the

journey home. He could not have known that Scott and his team were

man-hauling their sleds, fully 360 miles behind.
More than a month later, at 6:30 p.m. on January 17, 1912, Scott

found himself staring atAmundsen's Norwegian flag atthe South Pole.
"We have had a horrible day," Scott wrote in his diary. "Add to our
disappointment a head wind 4 to 5, with a temperature -22° . . . Great
God! this is an awful place and terrible enough for us to have labored
to it without the reward ofpriority." On that very day, Amundsen had
already traveled nearly five hundred miles back north, reaching his
82-degree supply depot with only eight easy days to go. Scott turned
around and headed back north, more than seven hundred miles of

man-hauling from home base, just as the season began to turn. The
weather became more severe, with increasing winds and decreasing
temperatures, while supplies dwindled and the men struggled through
the snow.

Amundsen and his team reached home base in good shape on Jan
uary 25, the precise day he'd penned into his plan. Running out of
supplies, Scott stalled in mid-March, exhausted and depressed. Eight
months later, a British reconnaissance party found the frozen bodies of
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Scott and two companions in a forlorn, snow-drifted little tent, just ten

milesshort of his supply depot.3

DIFFERENT BEHAVIORS,

NOT DIFFERENT CIRCUMSTANCES

Amundsen and Scott achieved dramatically differentoutcomes notbe

cause they faced dramatically different circumstances. In the first 34
days of their respective expeditions, Amundsen and Scott had exactly
the same ratio, 56 percent, ofgood days to bad days ofweather.4 If they
faced the same environment in the same year with the same goal, the
causes of their respective success and failure simply cannot be the en
vironment. They had divergent outcomes principally because theydis
played very different behaviors.

So too, with the leaders in our research study. Like Amundsen and
Scott, our matched pairs were vulnerable to the same environments at
the same time. Yet some leaders proved themselves to be lOXers while
leaders on the otherside ofthe pairdid not. "lOXers" (pronounced "ten-
EX-ers") isour term for the people who built the 10X companies. In our
research, we observed that the lOXers shared a set of behavioral traits

thatdistinguished them from thecomparison leaders. In this chapter we
introduce these traits, and in subsequent chapters we describe how our
lOXers led and built their successful companies consistent with them.

Let's first look at what we did not find about lOXers relative to their

lesssuccessful comparisons.

They're not more creative.

They're notmore visionary.

They're notmore charismatic.
They're not more ambitious.
They're not moreblessed byluck.
They're not more risk seeking.
They're notmore heroic.
They're not more prone to making big, bold moves.
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To be clear, we're not saying that lOXers lacked creative intensity,
ferocious ambition, or the courage to bet big. They displayed all these
traits, but so didtheir less successful comparisons.

So then, how did the lOXers distinguish themselves? First, lOXers
embrace a paradox of control and non-control.

On the one hand, lOXers understand that they face continuous

uncertainty and that they cannot control, and cannot accurately

predict, significant aspects of the world around them. On the

other hand, 10Xers reject the idea that forces outside their con

trol or chance events will determine their results; they accept

full responsibility for their own fate.

lOXers then bring this idea to lifebya triad ofcorebehaviors: fanatic
discipline, empirical creativity, and productive paranoia. Animating
these three core behaviors is a central motivating force, Level 5 ambi
tion. (See diagram "10X Leadership.") These behavioral traits, which
we introduce in the remainder of this chapter, correlate with achiev
ing 10X results in chaotic and uncertain environments. Fanatic dis-

10X Leadership
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cipline keeps 10X enterprises on track, empirical creativity keeps them
vibrant, productive paranoia keeps them alive, and Level 5 ambition
provides inspired motivation.

FANATIC DISCIPLINE

In the late 1990s, Peter Lewis, CEO of Progressive Insurance, faced a
seemingly irrational Wall Streetdriving Progressive's stock price wildly
up and down. On October 16, 1998, Progressive's stock jumped nearly
$20, an 18 percent jump in a single day. Did anything fundamentally
changeaboutthe company that day? No. Did the economy makea sud
den lurch?No. Did the marketrally 18 percent that day? No.Absolutely
nothingofanysignificance had changed for Progressive on October 16,
1998. Yet the stockprice soaredan astounding 18percent.

Then in the very next quarter, on January 26, 1999, Progressive's

stock plummeted nearly $30, a 19 percent drop in a single day. Did
anything fundamentally change about the company that day? No. Did
the economy make a sudden lurch? No. Did the market crash? No.
Absolutely nothingof anysignificance had changed for Progressive on
January 26, 1999. Yet the stock price fell an astounding 19 percent.5

These fluctuations stemmed in part from Peter Lewis's belief that
playing earnings games to satisfy Wall Street lacked honesty. He re
fused to play the game of telling analysts about forthcoming earnings
so that they could more reliably "predict" those very same earnings, a
behavior Lewis saw as a shortcut alternative to deep analysis and field
work. Lewis also rejected the idea that a company should "manage

earnings" by smoothing them out from quarter to quarter so as not
to rattle the markets, viewing such shenanigans as undisciplined. But
this caused a problem. Because Lewis rejected the "I'll tell you what
we'll earn and you predict what we'll earn and we'll both be happy"
model, and because he refused to smooth earnings, analysts couldn't
consistently predict Progressive's earnings. As one analyst complained,
"I mightaswell flip a coin."6

And so, on October 16, 1998, Progressive exceeded analyst expecta-
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tions by44 cents a share,driving the stock up, and then on January26,
1999, Progressive's earnings fell below analyst expectations by 16 cents
a share, driving the stock down. If Lewis were to continue to refuse to

play the game, Progressive's stock price would continue to spike up and
down,which could make the company vulnerable to raiders. To ignore
that risk wouldbe likea polarexplorer choosing to ignorethe possibility
ofa freakstorm that could kill him. Yet capitulatingwouldcompromise

Lewis's principles. What was Lewis to do?

He rejected Option A (to ignore) and Option B (to capitulate), and
chose Option Q. Progressive would become the first SEC-listed com
pany to publish monthly financial statements. This would give analysts

actual performance data as the quarter progressed, from which they
could more easily estimate quarterly results. Other companies had ca

pitulated to the guidance game because, well, they felt they had no
choice, that theywere imprisoned bythishugeforce outoftheir control.
But Lewis freed Progressive from the prison. He accepted that these

pressures existed, yethe mitigated their effect byprodigious effort.7
What does this story have to do with "discipline"?

Discipline, in essence, isconsistency ofaction—consistency withval
ues, consistency with long-term goals, consistency with performance
standards, consistency of method, consistency over time. Discipline is
not the same as regimentation. Discipline is not the same as measure
ment. Discipline is not the same as hierarchical obedience or adher

ence to bureaucratic rules. True discipline requires the independence
of mind to reject pressures to conform in ways incompatible with val
ues, performance standards, and long-term aspirations. Fora lOXer, the
only legitimate form of discipline is self-discipline, having the inner
will to do whatever it takes to create a great outcome, no matter how
difficult.

lOXers are utterly relentless, monomaniacal even, unbending in
their focus on their quests. They don't overreact to events, succumb to
the herd, or leap for alluring—but irrelevant—opportunities. They're
capable ofimmense perseverance, unyielding in theirstandards yetdis
ciplined enough not to overreach. In our research-team discussions,
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we struggled with howto best describe the discipline we found in the
10X leaders. Most business CEOs have some level of discipline, but
the lOXers operated on an entirely different level. The lOXers, we con
cluded, weren't justdisciplined; they were fanatics. Lewis's decision to
issue monthly financial reports isakintoAmundsen's riding his bicycle
from Norway to Spainand eating raw dolphin meat; their behavior fits
nowhere on a normal curve.

HerbKelleher ofSouthwest Airlines believed passionately in sustain
ing a high-spirit, fun-loving, and iconoclastic culture full ofpassionate
people infusedwith a rebellious "Warrior Spirit."8 Kelleher understood

that superb customer service naturally arises when people have fun at
work and love their company. As the airline grew from a small Texas
commuterairlinewith onlya handful ofairplanes into a majornational
carrier, itwould be increasingly difficult, and increasingly important, to
sustain the culture. So,Kelleher himselfbehaved asa fanatic exemplar
of the culture.

"I will bet you one thing," Kelleher told 60 Minutes, "that I'm the
onlyairlinepresident in America that would goover to his maintenance
hangar at two o'clock in the morning in a flowered hat with a feath

ered boa and a purple dress." 9When asked to grace the cover ofTexas
Monthly magazine, he showed up in a white suit, zipped down to show
offhis bare chest; the cover shot portrayed him doing some sort of an
Elvis-like dance next to the headline "Herbie Goes Bananas."10 When

he faced a trade-slogan-ownership dispute with Stevens Aviation, he

met Stevens's CEO not in the courtroom, but in an arena filled with

hundreds ofemployees punching the air with pompoms—to resolve the

matter with an arm-wrestling contest.11 We on the research team joked
that Kelleher's Technicolorquirks evoked a Hunter S. Thompson quote

with a slight twist: when the going gets weird, the weird become CEO.
But to focus on Kelleher's weirdness as weirdness would miss the

point. He wasn't weird to be weird; he was behaving with outlandish
consistency to animate the culture, like an impactful actor who stays
perfectly in character while on stage. He was also a complete mono
maniac about building Southwest Airlines, never resting in the quest
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to make Southwest the best low-cost, high-spirit airline, winning every
battle and every war with its competitors. "In my spare time, I work,"
Kelleher explained in 1987, "seven days a week, usually until 8 or 9

o'clock at night," then he'd settle down before bed to make progress
on reading the thousands ofbooks scattered abouthis home.12 Kelleher
was like Muhammad Ali, combining a deadly serious intensity with a
blustery, comical exterior. You might laugh with Kelleher, much like
enjoying an Ali press conference, but then find yourself flat on your

back if you dared to square off in the ring. By one account, Kelleher
showed his competitive ferocity speaking to a gathering of Southwest
people, "If someone says they're going to smack us in the face—knock
them out, stomp them out, boot them in the ditch, coverthem overand

move on to the next thing." n

Both Kelleher and Lewis, like all the lOXers we studied, were

nonconformists inthe best sense. Theystarted with values, pur

pose, long-term goals, and severe performance standards; and

they had the fanaticdiscipline to adhere to them. If that required

them to diverge from normal behavior, then so be it. Theydidn't

let external pressures, or even social norms, knock them off

course. In an uncertain and unforgiving environment, following

the madness of crowds is a good way to get killed.

Andwhy would theyhave suchindependence ofmind? Not because
they had more inherent audacity than others, and not because they
were more brash and rebellious than others, but because they were
more empirical, which brings us to the second of the three core lOXer
behaviors.

EMPIRICAL CREATIVITY

In 1994, Andy Grove, chief executive of Intel, underwent a routine

blood test that came back with a worrisome number: a PSA (prostate-
specific antigen) reading of 5, indicating that there could be a tumor
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the size ofa sugar cube growing inside his prostate gland. The doctor
suggested that Grove's first step should be to visit the urologist. Most
people would do exactly that, but that wasn't Andy Grove's response.
Instead, he began reading research articles written by medical scientists
for medical scientists. Grove delved into the data. What did the PSA

test really indicate? How did the biochemistry work? What were the
statistics ofprostate cancer, and the pros and cons oftreatment options?
He also decided to "test the tests" to validate the data in his readings,
sending blood samples to separate labs to calibrate the degree of lab
variation in the test. Only afterall this did Grove makean appointment
with the urologist.

Buteventhen, Grove did not rely on his doctors to createa treatment

plan. After an MRI and a bone scan, he embarked on a more extensive
research regimen, going directly to original sources, culling through
the primarydata. He obtained all the articles cited in the bibliography
of a prostate-cancer reference book, devoured those, then searched for
scientific literature that had been published in the six to nine months
after the publication of that book, and then obtained even more ma
terials that'd been cited in those publications. Grove maintained an
intense CEO schedule by day and his prostate research regimen by
night, plotting data, cross-referencing different studies, and trying to
make sense of it all. He learned through his research that there was a
raging intellectual war over various cancer-treatment regimens. Grove
realized he ultimately had to draw his own decision trees; plug in his
own probability equations; and come to his own data-driven, logical
conclusions about his treatmentplan. "As a patientwhose life and well-
being depended on a meeting of minds," he later wrote in Fortune
magazine, "I realized I would have to do some cross-disciplinary work
on myown."14

After electing to undergo a biopsy, which confirmed the presence
of a moderately aggressive tumor, Grove threw his prodigious mental
capacity at the question of whathe should do next. Cancer treatments
usually involve somecombination ofslicing youup (surgery), frying you
(radiation), or poisoning you (chemotherapy); and each option has its
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own side effects, consequences, and survival rates. Furthermore, each
doctor tends to have a bias toward a particular treatment, influenced
by that doctor's own specialties (ifyou're a hammer, everythingyou see

looks like a nail). Grove found proponents of traditional surgery, cryo

surgery, external radiation, seed therapy, high-dose-rate radiation, and
combination therapies. The dominant conventional wisdom pointed
to surgery, but Grove's own direct engagement with the evidence led
him to a different choice (acombination radiation therapy). In the end,

Grove reflected, "I decided to bet on myown charts."15
Now, you might be thinking, "Mygoodness, what an arrogant jerk!

Who does he think he is to defy the whole medical establishment?"
But think about it this way: Grove discovered that the medical estab

lishment itselfhad great uncertaintyand disagreement within its own
ranks, a dynamic amplified by rapidly advancing technologies. Had
Grove faced a broken arm, with no uncertainty about treatment and

zero risk of death, he wouldn't have spent hundreds of hours building
charts ofdata. Butwithsignificant uncertaintymultipliedbysignificant

consequences, Grove did whatall our lOXers did, he turned directlyto
empiricalevidence.

Social psychology research indicates that at times of uncer

tainty,most people lookto other people-authority figures, peers,

group norms-for their primary cues about how to proceed.16

lOXers, in contrast, do not look to conventional wisdom to set

their course during times of uncertainty, nor do they primarily

lookto what other people do,or to what pundits and experts say

they should do. They look primarily to empirical evidence.

The point here is not to be contrary and independent just for the
sake of being contrary and independent. The point is to be more em
pirical to buttress your mental independence and validate yourcreative
instincts. By "empirical," we mean relying upon direct observation,
conducting practical experiments, and/or engaging directly with evi
dence rather than relying upon opinion, whim, conventional wisdom,
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authority, or untested ideas. Having an empirical foundation enables
lOXers to make bold, creative moves and bound their risk. Andy Grove's
approach tohiscancer treatment was unusual, even creative, yet deeply
grounded in evidence and rigor.

In planning for the South Pole expedition, Amundsen set up his
base camp in a location no one else had seriously considered, a bold
stroke that put him sixty miles closer to the South Pole from the get-go.
Everyone believed McMurdo Sound was the bestplaceto launch a bid
for the Pole. It had been used byotherexplorers and had proven to be a
stable place to builda base. ButAmundsen saw anotheroption, the Bay
of Whales. Other expedition leaders believed the Bay of Whales to be

unstable ice and thereby a foolhardy place to base operations. Amund
sen gathered the source notes and journals from previous expeditions,
datingbackto Ross's voyage in 1841. He poredover the details, immers
ing himself in the evidence, noting consistencies and discrepancies,
and assessing all the options. He noticed something interesting, some
thing missed by others who simply accepted the conventional distrust
of the Bay ofWhales: a dome-like feature that'd remained in the same

place for seven decades. Amundsen concluded that this particular part
of the barrier was in fact a stable location. Wrote Huntford of this deci

sion, "Amundsen was the first to draw the obvious conclusion because

he was the first to studythe sources... [He] was that rare creature, an
intellectual Polarexplorer; with the capacity to examine evidence and

make logical deductions."17

The 10Xers did not generally make bolder moves than their

less successful comparisons; both groups made big bets and,

when needed, took dramatic action. Nor did the lOXers exude

more raw confidence than the comparison leaders; indeed, the

comparison leaders were often brazenly self-confident. But the

lOXers had a much deeper empirical foundation for their deci

sions and actions, which gave them well-founded confidence

and bounded their risk.
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Does all of this emphasis on being empirical make lOXers indeci
sive? Not really. Grove took decisive action on his cancer once he'd
immersed himself in the evidence, justas Amundsen took decisive ac

tion to land at the Bay ofWhales. The lOXers don't favor analysis over
action; theyfavor empiricism as the foundation for decisive action.

Yet despite theirempirical confidence, lOXers never feel safe orcom
fortable; indeed, they remain afraid—terrified, even—ofwhat the world
can throw at them. So, they prepare to meet head-on what they most
fear, which brings us to the third corebehavior.

PRODUCTIVE PARANOIA

In early 1986, Microsoft leaders met with underwriters and lawyers to
editthe prospectus for an initial public stock offering. The underwriters
and lawyers cameprepared tobe the purveyors ofdarkness, to engage in
a battle with Microsoft leaders to adequately describe the risks investors
should consider. But instead of encountering an overly optimistic en
trepreneurial leader who painted a rosy picture ofunstoppable success,
theymet DOCTOR DOOM. Steve Ballmer, then a vice president, rev
eled in coming up with scenario after scenario of risk, peril, danger,
death, crippling attack, misfortune, and catastrophe. Grim possibilities
poured into the conversation, underwriters scribbling away. Finally, af
ter pausing to digest all the possible carnage, one of the underwriters
said to Ballmer, "I'd hate to hear you on a bad day."18

Ballmer became the Commissar of Concern under tutelage from
the Grand Master of Productive Paranoia himself, Bill Gates. Ballmer

had abandoned his studies at the Stanford Graduate School of Business

to join his friend's adventure. As Ballmer recalled, he did some calcu

lations about growth and concluded that Microsoft needed to hire 17
people. Gatesthrewa fit. Seventeen people? Did Ballmer wantto bank
rupt the company? Seventeen people? No way! Seventeen people? Mi

crosoft would never expose itselfto financial ruin! Seventeen people?
Microsoft should have enough cash on hand to go a year—an entire

year!—without a penny of revenues.19
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"Fearshould guide you, but it should be latent," Gates said in 1994.
"I consider failure on a regular basis." He hung a photograph ofHenry
Ford in his office, to remind himself that even the greatest entrepre
neurial successes can be passed by, as Ford had been passed by GM
in the early history ofthe auto industry. He worried constantly about
who might be the next Bill Gates, some freaky high school kid toiling
away 22 hours a day insome dingy little office coming upwith a lethal
torpedo to fire at Microsoft.20

Gates showed his fearful side in what became known as the "night
mare memo." In a four-day period, from June 17 to June 20, 1991, Bill
Gates's personal fortune dropped more than $300 million as Micro
soft stock suddenly fell 11 percent when a memo filled with "night
mare" scenarios leaked its way to the San Jose Mercury News. Written
by Gates himself, the memo listed a series of worries and threats—

about competitors, technology, intellectual property, legal cases, and
Microsoft's customer-support shortcomings—and proclaimed that "our
nightmare ... isa reality." Keep in mind thatat the time ofthe memo,
Microsoft was rapidly becoming the most powerful player in its indus
try, with Windows on the verge ofbecoming oneofthe most dominant
software products ever. Anyone who understood Gates would veknown
thatthe memo didn't signal a change; he'd always lived in fear, always
felt vulnerable, and he would continue to do so. "If I really believed
this stuff about our invincibility," he said the year after the nightmare
memo, "I suppose I would take more vacations."21

Quite a contrast to John Sculley, who presided over Apple during
much of its comparison era in the mid-1980s to the early 1990s. In
1988, Apple hada spectacularly good year. USA Today reported, "Apple
isn't just on the rebound—it's bounding ahead faster than it has since
1983. In each of the past three quarters, revenues climbed more than
50% above the same year-ago period, while net income shot up more
than 100%. At this rate, the computer maker will finish 1988 doubling
both sales and net income in just two years." And how did Sculley re
spond? Didhe live in fear thatApple's very success might presage pos
sible doom?
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He announced a nine-week sabbatical.22

Nine weeks!

To be fair, Sculley didn't plan to disappear entirely for nine weeks;
he'd still attend board meetings, meet with securities analysts, and ap
pearat MacWorld, among other activities. Still, it's quite a contrast to
Gates's responding tosuccess by worrying obsessively and issuing night
mare memos. The same USA Today article quoted Sculley, "I've gotthe
team in place here. Things are booming. So I'm going fishing."23

The very next year, Apple's return on equity began to fall, from
nearly 40 percent in 1988 to 13 percent in 1994 (Sculley had leftApple
by this point) and turning negative in 1996. Apple continued to hurtle
downward until Steve Jobs's return in the late 1990s.24 Our point is not

that a sabbatical caused Apple's decline or that John Sculley was lazy
(when fully engaged, he had a prodigious work ethic); our point is to
draw a contrast with the productive paranoia Gates demonstrated all
the time, no matter how successful Microsoft became.25

lOXers differ from their less successful comparisons in how

they maintain hypervigilance in good times as well as bad. Even

in calm, clear, positive conditions, lOXers constantly consider

the possibility that events could turn against them at any mo

ment. Indeed, they believe that conditions will-absolutely, with

100 percent certainty-turn against them without warning, at

some unpredictable point in time, at some highly inconvenient

moment. And they'd better be prepared.

Whether it be Herb Kelleher at Southwest Airlines predicting 11 of

the last 3 recessions, AndyGrove ofIntel "lookingfor the blackcloud in
the silver lining," Kevin SharerofAmgen putting a portrait of General
George A. Custer (who led his troops to calamity at Little BigHorn) in

his office to remind himself that overconfidence leads to doom, or Bill

Gates issuing nightmare memos at Microsoft, the lOXers have a con
sistent pattern. Byembracing the myriad of possible dangers, they put

themselves in a superiorposition to overcome danger.26
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lOXers distinguish themselves not by paranoia per se, but by how
they take effective action as a result. Paranoid behavior is enormously
functional if fear is channeled into extensive preparation and calm,
clearheaded action, hence our term "productive paranoia." (We're not
making any claims about clinical paranoia here; we're labeling instead
the 10Xbehavior ofturning hypervigilance into preparation and produc
tive action.) Gates didn't just sit around writing up nightmare memos;
he channeled fear into action by keeping workspace inexpensive; hiring
better people; building cash reserves; and working onthenext software
release to stay a step ahead, then the next one, and the next one after
that. Like Amundsen with his huge supply buffers, lOXers maintain a
conservative financial position, squirreling away cash toprotect against
unforeseen disruptions. Like Amundsen sensing great risk inbetting on
unproven methods and technologies, they avoid unnecessary risks that
could expose them tocalamity. Like Amundsen, they succeed inan un
certain and unforgiving environment through deliberate, methodical,
andsystematic preparation, always asking, "Whatif? What if? What if?"

Productive paranoia isn't just about avoiding danger, trying to find
the safest and most enjoyable path through life; lOXers seek to accom
plish a great objective, be it a goal, a company, a noble ambition to
change the world, or a desire to be useful in the extreme. Indeed, as an
overall life approach, they worry notabout protecting what they have,
but creating and building something truly great, bigger than them
selves, which brings us to the motivating force behind the three core
lOXer behaviors.

LEVEL 5 AMBITION

At first, we wondered, "Why would anyone work with these people?"
They seem, well, somewhat extreme: paranoid, contrarian, indepen
dent, obsessed, monomaniacal, exhausting, and so forth. Early in our
research conversations, welabeled them PNFs, shortfor "paranoid, neu
rotic freaks." Yet the fact is, they attracted thousands of people to join
them in their respective quests. If they were nothing but weird, selfish,
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antisocial, paranoid freaks of nature, they likely could not have built
truly great organizations. So, why did people follow them? Because
ofa deeply attractive form ofambition: lOXers channel their ego and
intensity into something larger and more enduring than themselves.
They're ambitious, to be sure, but for a purpose beyond themselves,
be it building a great company, changing the world, orachieving some
great object that's ultimately notabout them.

In 1992, Business Week published a special report on the relationship
between CEO pay and corporate performance. Dane Miller ofBiomet
(one of the 10X companies in our study) ranked #1, delivering more
value per dollar of his own compensation than any other CEO. And
it wasn't just a one-year blip. He sustained a top ranking—sometimes
#1, always near the top—for more than a decade in publications like
Forbes, Business Week, and ChiefExecutive Magazine. Keep in mind,
the 1990s became the acceleration point when executive compensa

tion began spiraling upward, fueled by stock options that gave CEOs
massive upside if their companies did well but minimal downside if
theircompanies fared poorly. Miller's stock-option package at the time?
Zero. His employees had options but he did not. He owned his own
equity outright so that hispersonal fortune linked directly to the com
pany's performance on the upside and the downside.27 In a sense, rela
tive to business norms, Miller could have been viewed as the world's

most underpaid CEO.
Yet Miller showed nothing butgratitude, noting in 2000 that hislife

was dedicated to two things, Biomet and his family. "There's nothing
else I want to do in my life," said Miller. "I enjoy virtually every day
and I couldn't be having any more fun or any more excitement about
what I do." As for being the most underpaid CEO relative to value,
he blasted the idea ofgranting tons of upside-only options. What's the
point of just more and more and more for the sake of more and more
and more? "What incremental value does an extra 100,000 shares

have?" he snorted. "At some point, you're just satisfying an uncontrol
lable greed complex."28

In Good to Great, we wrote about Level 5 leaders, those who lead
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with a powerful mixture ofpersonal humility plus professional will. Ev
ery good-to-great transition in that research began with the emergence
of a Level 5 leader who deflected attention from himself, maintained
a low profile, and led with inspired standards rather than inspiring
personality. On the surface, some of the lOXers appear to be unlike
Level 5 leaders. Kelleher had a zany and flamboyant personality who
often drew attention to himself by his antics. So did Peter Lewis. In
culling through decades ofdocuments on the Lewis era atProgressive
Insurance, we came across a range ofdescriptors: "Just plain strange."
"Oddball." "A standard deviation from an iconoclast." "A Wildman."

"Eccentric." "A frame ortwo offtheordinary screen." "A rock star with
out any musical ability." "No way to jerk his chain because he doesn't
have one."29 Lewis signed his annual letter to shareholders with the
quirky "Joy, Love and Peace—Peter B. Lewis." He strode into a board
meeting one Halloween dressed as the Lone Ranger, firing cap pistols
to the music of the William Tell Overture, an apt image given that
Lewis began to see himself as the Masked Man.30 Lewis jumps off the
pages ofour research materials almost like aself-absorbed teenage male
who inherits his family's company and turns it into a hedonistic party
house in some adolescent, fantasy, B-grade movie.

Yet despite his eccentricities and sometimes outlandish behavior,
Lewis dedicated himself toone goal above all others, making Progres
sive a truly great company.31 And hebuilt the company tobegreat with
out him. After Lewis engineered a smooth transition to his successor
in 2000, Progressive continued to grow, gaining on its competitors,
increasing share value, and sustaining a high return on equity.32 Did
Lewis have a large personal ego and colorful personality? Yes. Did he
mature, so that he eventually channeled his ego into building a com
pany that couldbe greatwithout him? Yes.

The lOXers share Level 5 leaders' most important trait: they're in
credibly ambitious, but their ambition is first and foremost for the

cause, for the company, for the work, not themselves. Whereas Good
to Great focused heavily on the humility aspect ofLevel 5 leaders, this
work highlights their sheerferocity ofwill.
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Sometimes the lOXers painted their causes in fairly grand terms,
even while avoiding any sense ofpersonal grandiosity. Gordon Moore,
CEO of Intel from the mid-1970s to mid-1980s, maintained a low pro

file, despite being the primary company builder during Intel's early
growth. Moore nonetheless saw Intel's purpose in gigantic terms, rec
ognizing how microelectronics would revolutionize nearly every aspect
ofsociety. In 1973, only five years into Intel's history, Moore said, "We
are really the revolutionaries in the world today—not the kids with the
long hair and beards who were wrecking the schools a few years ago."
Gordon Moore led with an understated personality, yet built a great
company that would play a catalytic role in revolutionizing the way
civilization works.33

Tofocus on Gordon Moore's understated personality, or Lewis's

and Kelleher's outsized personalities, would missthe point The

central question is, "What areyou in it for?" 10X leaders can

be bland or colorful, uncharismatic or magnetic, understated or

flamboyant, normal to the point of dull, or just flat-out weird-

none of this really matters, as longas they're passionatelydriven

for a cause beyond themselves.

Every lOXer we studied aimed for much more than just"becoming
successful." They didn't define themselves by money. They didn't de
fine themselves byfame. Theydidn'tdefine themselves bypower. They
defined themselves byimpact and contribution and purpose. Even the
liber-ambitious Bill Gates, who became the wealthiest person in the

world, wasn't driven primarily by gratifying his personal ego. Early
in Gates's career, as Microsoft began to gain momentum, one of his
friends commented, "All Bill's ego goes intoMicrosoft. It's his firstborn
child."34 Then later, after working tirelessly for a quarter of a century
to make Microsoft a great company, creating powerful software and
contributing to the vision ofa computer on every desk, he turned with
his wife, Melinda, to the question, "Howcan we do the most good for
the greatest numberwith the resources we have?" And theysetforth the
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audacious aim, among other goals, to eradicate malaria from the face
of the Earth.35
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We wondered whether the lOXers had commonalities in their upbring
ings that might have prepared them for thriving in uncertainty. John
Brown of Stryker, for instance, grew up in rural Tennessee, and his
family struggled just to have enough food and clothing. "Coming from
a modest background makes you focus on the essentials," he later re
flected. "I do know what life is like ina ditch [so] I don't get caught up
in the fanfare ofwhether fame and fortune will come." Perhaps some
onewho rises from a ditch in impoverished rural Tennessee to become
a chemical engineer and who then becomes a successful CEO devel
ops an Amundsen-like self-discipline to overcome all odds.36

But not every lOXer grew up in austerity. Herb Kelleher grew up
solidly middle class, his father a manager for the ever-stable Campbell
Soup Company. He studied philosophy and literature at Wesleyan,
graduating with honors as student-body president, and then excelled at
NYU Law School, joining the law review and landing a clerkship with
the Supreme Court ofNew Jersey.37 Peter Lewis grew up in a comfort
able home in Cleveland, Ohio, and attended Princeton before taking
overthe family business.38

Furthermore, we found some of the comparison-company leaders
had tough early experiences. Yes, John Brown had toclimb his way out
ofaditch, buthis comparison counterpart Leon Hirsch ofUSSC hardly
started from a lofty perch. With a high school education, he'd man
aged to run only a struggling dry-cleaning-equipment business before
hestarted USSC.39 Jerry Sanders ofcomparison case AMD grew upina
gang-infested partofChicago. In oneincident at a party after a football
game, Sanders leaptto help a friend who'd gotten himself into a street
fight with a gang leader. The friend ran away just as Sanders threw
himself into the fray. The gang broke Sanders's nose, fractured his jaw,
cracked his skull, cut him up with a beer-can opener, and threw him
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into a dumpster. Sanders lost so much blood that the hospital called in
a priest to read him last rites.40

In short, we found no consistent pattern in the backgrounds of
lOXers relative tothecomparison leaders. lOXers cancome from tough
upbringings or they can come from privileged lives or something inthe
middle. Nor didwe find thatthey necessarily started as lOXers; some of
the lOXers evolved, developing their leadership capabilities over time.
Herb Kelleher made some terrible decisions early in his career, such
as buying Muse Air. Peter Lewis followed a huge arc ofgrowth over
three decades and also made some enormously costly blunders along
the way. George Rathmann, founder of Amgen, didn't exhibit 10X
leadership genius from early on. He'd been denied admission to medi
cal school, so he turned to chemistry as Plan B. He spent 21 years at

3M "highly regarded [but] never considered a star" (according toBusi
ness Week) and then joined Litton Industries. He floundered in Litton's
chaotic culture of acquisitions and later reflected, "I left before I was
escorted out."41

When we shared the core lOXerbehaviors with our students, former

research-team members, and critical readers, we received a series of

questions: "Are the lOXer core behaviors learnable?" "Can anyone be
come a lOXer?" "Is it OK to be a 3Xer rather than a lOXer?" "Do you

absolutely need to be a lOXer to survive a chaotic world?" "Are lOXers
happy?" And so on. We understand these questions, but our research
method isn't geared to answer them.

That said, webelieve that you do notneedanswers to thesequestions
togetgoing. The coming chapters map to the three core lOXer behav
iors, offering practical methods used by these remarkable leaders to
build their companies. If your enterprise fully engages these concepts
and practices, it'll look a whole lot like a company led bya lOXer. So,
ourguidance is simple: get to work learning andapplying the practical
lessons of how lOXers lead, building a truly great organization that de
livers superior results, makes a distinctive impact, and achieves lasting
endurance.There are lots of individually successful peoplebut very few
truly great companies that makea 10X impact.



KEY POINTS

• We named the winning protagonists in our research "lOXers"
(pronounced "ten-EX-ers") because they built enterprises that
beattheir industry's averages by at least 10 times.

• The contrast between Amundsen and Scott in their epic race
to the South Pole is an ideal analogy for our research question,
and a remarkably good illustration of the differences between
lOXers and their comparison companies.

• Clear-eyed and stoic, lOXers accept, without complaint, that
they face forces beyond their control, that they cannot accurately
predict events, and that nothing is certain; yet they utterly reject
the idea that luck, chaos, or any other external factor will deter
mine whether they succeedor fail.

• lOXers display three core behaviors that, in combination, dis
tinguish them from the leaders ofthe less successful comparison
companies:

• Fanatic discipline: lOXers display extreme consistency of
action—consistency withvalues, goals, performancestandards,
and methods. They are utterly relentless, monomaniacal, un
bendingin their focus on theirquests.

©Empirical creativity: When faced with uncertainty, lOXers
do not look primarily to other people, conventional wisdom,
authority figures, or peers for direction; they look primarily to
empirical evidence. They rely upon direct observation, prac-
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tical experimentation, and direct engagement with tangible
evidence. They make their bold, creative moves from a sound
empirical base.

• Productive paranoia: lOXers maintain hypervigilance, stay
inghighly attuned tothreats andchanges in theirenvironment,
even when—especially when—all's going well. They assume
conditions will turn against them, at perhaps the worst pos
sible moment. They channel their fear and worry into action,
preparing, developing contingency plans, building buffers, and
maintaining large margins ofsafety.

• Underlying the threecore lOXer behaviors is a motivating force: i
passion and ambition for a cause or company larger than them
selves. They have egos, but their egos are channeled into their
companies and their purposes, not personal aggrandizement.

UNEXPECTED FINDINGS

• Fanatic discipline is not the same as regimentation, measure

ment, obedience to authority, adherence to social stricture, or
compliance with bureaucratic rules. True discipline requires
mental independence, and an ability to remain consistent in the
face of herd instinct and social pressures. Fanatic discipline often
means being a nonconformist.

• Empirical creativity gives lOXers a level of confidence that,
to outsiders, can look like foolhardy boldness; in fact, empirical
validation allows them to simultaneously make bold moves and
bound their risk. Beingempirical doesn't mean being indecisive.
lOXers don't favor analysis over action; they favor empiricism as

the foundation for decisive action.



• Productive paranoia enables creative action. By presuming
worst-case scenarios and preparing for them, lOXers minimizethe
chances that a disruptive event or huge piece ofbad luck will stop
them from their creative work.

ONE KEY QUESTION

• Rank-order the core lOXer behaviors—fanatic discipline, em
pirical creativity, and productive paranoia—from your strongest to
weakest. What can you do to turn your weakest into your strongest?
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Freelychosen, discipline isabsolute freedom.

—Ron Serino1

<Js#uppose you have theopportunity to invest inone oftwo companies,
Company A or Company B. Both companies are small, operating in a

fast-growing new industry, spinning out disruptive technologies, thriv
ing on rapidly growing customer demand. They have similar product
categories, customers, opportunities, and threats; they're a near-perfect

matched pair.

39
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Company A will achieve 25 percent average annual growth in net
income overa 19-year period.

Company B will achieve 45 percent average annual growth in net
income over the same 19 years.

Stop and think: which company will you want to invest in?
Most people, including us, would invest in Company B, given no

additional information.

Now, let's add some more information.

The standard deviation of net income growth (which reflects the
degree ofvolatility) for Company Aover that period will be 15 percent
age points.

The standard deviation for Company B over the same years will be
116 percentage points.

Company Awill maintain consistent and controlled growth, staying
below 30 percent for 16 of 19 years yet achieving 20 percent or more
almost every year. Company B will show a much more erratic and
uncontrolled growth pattern than Company A. Company B's annual
net income growth rate will exceed 30 percent for 13 of 19 years, with
net income growth rates ranging from positive 313 percent to negative
200 percent.2

By now, you're probably suspecting that Company A turned out to
bea better investment than Company B, despite the fact thatBgener
ally grew faster. And you'd be correct. But the amazing thing is how
much better. Look at the chart "Value of $1 Invested, Company A vs.
Company B."

Company A is Stryker and Company B is USSC. Every $1 invested
in Stryker at the end of 1979 (the year of its initial public offering)
and held through 2002 multiplied more than 350 times. Every $1 in
vested in USSC on the same date generated cumulative returns that
fell below the general market by 1998, and then ... it disappeared
from the chart. For all its extraordinary growth, USSC capitulated to
an acquisition, giving up forever its chance to come back as a great
company.3
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1. Source for ail stock return calculations in this work: ©200601 CRSP®, Center for Research
in Security Prices. Booth School of Business, The University of Chicago. Used with permission.
All rights reserved, www.crsp.chicagobooth.edu.
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Imagine you're standing with your feet in the Pacific Ocean in San
Diego, California, looking inland. You re about to embark on a three-
thousand-mile walk, from San Diego to the tip of Maine.

On the first day, you march 20 miles, making it out of town.
On the secondday, youmarch 20miles. Andagain,on the third day,

you march 20 miles, heading into the heat of the desert. It's hot, more
than a hundred degrees, and you want to rest in the cool of your tent.
But you don't. You get up and you march 20 miles.

You keep the pace, 20 miles a day.

Then the weather cools, and you're in comfortable conditions with

the wind at your back, and you could go much farther. But you hold
back, modulating your effort. You stickwith your 20 miles.

Then you reach the Colorado high mountains and get hit by
snow, wind, and temperatures below zero—and all you want to do
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is stay in your tent. But you get up. You get dressed. You march your
20 miles.

You keep uptheeffort—20 miles, 20 miles, 20 miles—then you cross
into the plains, and it's glorious springtime, and you can go 40 or 50
miles ina day. But you don't. You sustain your pace, marching 20 miles.

And eventually, you getto Maine.
Now, imagine another person who starts out with you on the same

day in San Diego. He gets all excited by the journey and logs 40 miles
the first day.

Exhausted from his first gigantic day, hewakes up tohundred-degree
temperatures. Hedecides tohang outuntil theweather cools, thinking,
"I'll make itupwhen conditions improve." He maintains this pattern-
big days with good conditions, whining and waiting in his tent on bad
days—as he moves across the western United States.

Just before the Colorado high mountains, he gets a spate of great
weather and hegoes all out, logging 40- to 50-mile days tomake uplost
ground. But then he hits a huge winter storm when utterly exhausted.
Itnearly kills him and he hunkers down in his tent, waiting for spring.

When spring finally comes, he emerges, weakened, and stumbles
offtoward Maine. By the time he enters Kansas City, you, with your
relentless 20 mile march, have already reached the tip ofMaine. You
win, bya huge margin.

Now, thinkofStryker as a 20Mile March company.
When John Brown became CEO ofStryker in 1977, he deliberately

set a performance benchmark to drive consistent progress: Stryker
would achieve 20 percent net income growth every year. Thiswas more
than a mere target, or a wish, or a hope, or a dream, or a vision. It was,
to use Brown's own words, "the law." He ingrained "the law" into the
company's culture, making it a way of life.4

Brown created the "Snorkel Award," given to those who lagged be
hind; 20 percent was the watermark, and if you were below the water
mark, you needed a snorkel. Just imagine receiving a mounted snorkel
from John Brown to hangon your wall so everyone can seethat you're
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in dangerofdrowning. People worked hard to keep the snorkel offtheir
walls.5

Imagine going to a big company meeting. You walk into the main
ballroom to find sales regions arranged by performance. Those in re
gions that achieved their 20 Mile March get seatingassignments at the
front of the room; those that fell behind find themselves assigned to
tables in the back of the room.6

Stryker's annual division-review meetings included a chairman's
breakfast. Those who hit their 20 Mile March went to John Brown's

breakfast table. Those who didn't went to another breakfast. "They are

well fed," said Brown, "but it isnot the one where you wantto go."7
Ifyourdivision fell behind for two years in a row, Brown would insert

himselfto "help," working around the clock to "help" you get backon
track. "We'llarrive at an agreement asto whathas to be done to correct
the problem," saidthe understated Brown. You get the distinct impres
sion that you really don't want to need John Brown's help. According
to Investors Business Daily, "John Brown doesn't want to hear excuses.

Markets bad? Currency exchange rates are hurting results? Doesn't
matter." Describing challenges Stryker faced in Europe due partly to
currencyexchange rates, an analyst noted,"It'shard to knowhowmuch
of [theproblem] was external. Butat Stryker, that's irrelevant."8

From the time John Brown became CEO in 1977 through 1998
(when its comparison, USSC, disappeared as a public company) and
excluding a 1990 extraordinary gain, Stryker hit its 20Mile March goal
more than 90 percentofthe time. Yet for all this self-imposed pressure,
Stryker had an equally important self-imposed constraint: to never go
too far, to never grow too much in a single year. Just imagine the pres
surefrom Wall Street to increase growth when your directrival isgrow
ing faster than your company. In fact, Stryker grew more slowly than
USSC morethan halfthe time. According to the Wall Street Transcript,
some observers criticized Brown for notbeing more aggressive. Brown,
however, consciously chose to maintain the 20 Mile March, regardless
of criticism urginghim to grow Stryker at a faster pace in boom years.9
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John Brown understood that ifyou want to achieve consistent

performance, you need both parts pf a 20 Mile March: a lower

bound and ah upper bound, a hurdle that you jump over and a

ceiling th-atyou will not rise above, the ambition to achieve and

the self-control to hold back.

It would be hard to finda moreperfect, starkcontrastto Stryker than

the spectacular rise and fall ofUSSC. In 1989, USSC had $345 million
in sales; in 1992, it had $1.2 billion, representing 248 percent growth
in just three years. USSC aggressively pursued growth, betting on a
new line of sutures in a direct attack on Johnson & Johnson's Ethicon

division, which controlled 80 percent of the sutures business. At the

time, a toehold of even 10 percent of the market would have added

40 percent to USSC sales, but USSC's founder, Leon Hirsch, scoffed
at such small thinking, "I'd be disappointed if we got just 10% [ofthe
sutures market]—and Ethicon would be elated." USSC pushed inven

tories onto hospitals, so much so that the Wall Street Journal reported,
"According to the lore surrounding USSC's reputation for aggressive
marketing, a salesman aiming to boost volume once hid so much in
ventory in a hospital storeroom's false ceiling that it collapsed." The
companyalso attained explosive growth from the rapid adoption of its
laparoscopic instrumentsfor gallbladder surgery (laparoscopy isa mini
mally invasive surgical technique), and it soughteven more growth by
expanding the use of its laparoscopic instruments into a rangeof other
surgical procedures.10

But then—bang!—USSC got walloped by a series of storms. The
specter of the Clinton healthcare reform created uncertainty, and hos
pitals decreased purchasing. Doctors showed less-than-expected enthu
siasm for new laparoscopic devices for other than gallbladder surgery.
Johnson & Johnson proved to be a formidable competitor in sutures,
striking back hard, holding on to much of its market share. Johnson &
JohnsonalsoattackedUSSC's corelaparoscopic business, taking 45 per

cent of domestic market share in justthree years. Revenues fell, and by
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1997, they remainedbelow peak 1992 levels. By the end of 1998, USSC
would no longer exist as an independent company, acquired byTyco.11
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Whenwe began thisstudy, we thought we might see 10Xwinners respond
to a volatile, fast-changing world full ofnew opportunities by pursuing
aggressive growth and making radical, big leaps, catching and riding the
Next Big Wave, time and again. And yes, they did grow, and they did
pursue spectacular opportunities as they grew. But the less successful
comparison cases pursued much more aggressive growth and undertook
big-leap, radical-change adventures to a much greater degree than the
10X winners. The 10X cases exemplified what we came to call the 20

Mile March concept, hitting stepwise performance markers with great
consistency over a long period oftime, andthe comparison cases didnot.

The 20 Mile March is more than a philosophy. It's about having

concrete, clear, intelligent, and rigorously pursued performance

mechanisms that keep you on track. The 20 Mile March cre

ates two types of self-imposed discomfort: (1)the discomfort of

unwavering commitment to high performance in difficult condi

tions, and (2)the discomfort of holding back in good conditions.

Southwest Airlines, for example, demanded ofitselfa profit every year,
even when the entire industry lost money. From 1990 through 2003, the
U.S. airline industry as a whole turned a profit in just 6 of 14 years. In
theearly 1990s, theairline industry lost $13 billion and furloughed more
thana hundred thousand employees; Southwest remained profitable and
furloughed not a single person. Despite an almost chronic epidemic of
airline troubles, including high-profile bankruptcies of some major car
riers, Southwest generated a profit every year for 30 consecutive years.12

Equally important, Southwest had the discipline to hold back in
good times soasnotto extend beyond its ability to preserve profitability
and the Southwest culture. It didn't expand outside Texas until nearly
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eightyears afterstartingservice, making a small jumpto NewOrleans.
Southwest moved outward from Texas in deliberate steps—Oklahoma
City, Tulsa, Albuquerque, Phoenix, Los Angeles—and didn't reach the
eastern seaboard until almost a quarter of a century after its founding.
In 1996, more than a hundred cities clamored for Southwest service.

And howmanycities did Southwest open that year? Four. (See diagram
"Southwest Airlines 20 Mile March.")13

At first glance, this might not strike you as particularly significant.
But stop to think about it. Here we have an airline setting for itselfa
standard ofconsistent performance that no other airline achieves. Any
one who said they'd be profitable every year for nearly three decades in

the airline business—the airline business!—would be laughed at. No
one does that. But Southwest did. Here also we have a publicly traded

company willing to leave growth on the table. Howmanybusiness lead
ersofpublicly tradedcompanies have the ability to leave gobs ofgrowth
on the table, especially during boom times when competitors do not
leave growth on the table? Few, indeed. But Southwest did that, too.14

Some people believe that a world characterized by radical

change and disruptive forces no longer favors those who en

gage in consistent 20 Mile Marching. Yet the great irony is that

when we examined just this type of out-of-control, fast-paced

environment, we found that every 10Xcompany exemplified the

20 Mile March principleduring the era we studied.

Now, you might be wondering, "But wait a minute! You're confus

ing things here. Perhaps 10X companies could afford to behave this
way because they were so successful and dominant. Perhaps 20 Mile
Marching is a result ofsuccess, a luxury ofsuccess, not a driver of suc
cess." But the evidence shows the 10X companies embraced a 20 Mile
March early, long before they were big companies.

Furthermore, every comparison company failed to 20 Mile March

with anything close to the consistency shown by the 10X cases. In fact,
this isone of the strongestcontrasts in our study. (SeeResearch Founda-
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Southwest Airlines 20 Mile March

Part 1: Stepwise Performance in Good Times and Bad - Profitable EveryYear

HIT
Hit profitability30 out of 30 years
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47

Southwest Airlines 20 Mile March

Part 2: The Discipline to Hold Back - Did Not Expand Too Much in a GivenYear
Cumulative Number of Cities Opened

60-

40-

1973

$20-

100 cities clamoring
for Southwest service;

Southwest opens 4

2002

Southwest Airlines 20 Mile March Outcome

Part 3: Cumulative Stock Returns

Notes:
1. Value of $10,000 invested, December 31,1972 through December 31, 2002.
2. Source for all stock return calculations in this work:©200601 CRSP®, Center for Research

in Security Prices. BoothSchool of Business, The University of Chicago. Used with
permission. All rights reserved, www.crsp.chicagobooth.edu.
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tions: 20 Mile March Analysis.) Some comparisons showed no sign of

20 Mile Marching at any time during the era of study, as with USSC,

AMD, and Kirschner. Some comparisons showed no 20 Mile March
ing during their worst years, only to regain ground when they finally
became 20 Mile Marchers, as with Genentech under Arthur Levin-

son and Apple under Steve Jobs. Other comparison companies, such as
PSAand Safeco, 20 Mile Marched in their earlyyears, when they pro

duced their best results, then later fell behind when they lost discipline.

ELEMENTS OF A GOOD 20 MILE MARCH

A good 20 Mile March uses performance markers that delin

eate a lower bound of acceptable achievement. These create

productive discomfort, much like hard physical training or rig

orous mental development, and must be challenging (but not

impossible) to achieve in difficult times.

A good 20 Mile March has self-imposed constraints. This cre

ates an upper bound for how far you'll march when facing ro

bust opportunity and exceptionally good conditions. These

constraints should also produce discomfort in the face of pres

sures and fears that you should be going faster and doing more.

A good 20 Mile March is tailored to the enterprise and its en

vironment. There's no all-purpose 20 Mile March for all en

terprises. Southwest's march wouldn't apply to Intel. A sports

team's march wouldn't apply to an Army platoon leader. An

Army platoon leader's march wouldn't applyto a school.

Agood 20 Mile March lies largely within yourcontrol toachieve.

You shouldn't need luck to achieve your march.

A good 20 Mile March has a Goldilocks time frame, not too

short and not too long but just right. Make the timeline of the
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march too short, and you'll be more exposed to uncontrollable

variability; make the timeline too long, and it loses power.

A good 20 Mile March is designed and self-imposed by the

enterprise, not imposed from the outside or blindly copied from

others. For instance, to simply accept "earnings per share" as

the focus of a march because Wall Street looks at earnings per

share would lack rigor, reflecting noclarity about the underlying

performance drivers in a specific enterprise.

Agood 20 Mile March must be achieved with greatconsistency.

Good intentions do not count.

WHAT MAKES A GOOD 20 MULEJIARCH

In the early 1970s, Peter Lewis articulated a stringent performance met
ric: Progressive Insurance should grow only ata rate atwhich itcouldstill
sustain exemplary customer service and achieve a profitable "combined
ratio" averaging 96 percent. What does a combined ratio of 96 percent
mean? Ifyou sell $100 ofinsurance, you should need topay outnomore
than $96 inlosses plus overhead combined. Thecombined ratio captures
the central challenge for the insurance business, pricing premiums at a
rate that'll allow you to pay out on losses, service customers, and earn a
return. Ifa company lowers prices to increase growth, its combined ratio
could deteriorate. If it misjudges risks ormismanages its claims service,
its combined ratio will suffer. Ifthecombined ratio climbs over 100 per
cent, the company loses money on its insurance business.15

Progressives "profitable combined ratio" mantra became like John
Brown s 20 percent law, a rigorous standard to accomplish year in and
year out. Progressive s stance: If competitors lower rates in an unprofit
able bid to increase share—fine, let them do so! We will not chase them

into senseless self-destruction. Progressive had an unequivocal com
mitment to the profitable combined ratio, no matter what conditions it
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faced, how its competitors behaved, or whatseductive growth opportu
nitiesbeckoned. SaidLewis in 1972, "There isno excuse, not regulatory

problems, not competitive difficulties, not natural disaster, for failing
to do so." Progressive achieved a profitable combined ratio 27 out of
30years 1972-2002, andaveraged just betterthan its 96percenttarget.16

Now, compare Progressive s combined-ratio discipline to the criteria
outlined in the table "Elements of a Good 20 Mile March."

Performance marker: check.

Self-imposed constraint: check.
Appropriate to the enterprise: check.
Largely within itsown control: check.
Goldilocks time frame: check.

Designed and self-imposed bythe enterprise: check.
Achieved with high consistency: check.

A 20 Mile March operates as a practical, powerful strategic mecha
nism. John Brown built the entire Stryker system, from rapid product-

development cycles tothe Snorkel Award, toachieve "the law" (20 percent
earnings growth). Peter Lewis designed hisentire system soasto achieve
the 96 percentcombined ratio. "It sounds simple, but it is very difficult
to do," said Lewis's successor, Glenn M. Renwick. "Think about it as a

recipe. Ifyou over-weight any ofthe ingredients, you won t get the result
you wanted. Think what a disaster it would be to realize you messed up
only one ingredient, but it was four times as much as you should have
put in... A 96% combined ratio means we have to be disciplined in
every segment of our business. It means wesay that we'd rather be con
sistently growing ... thanbe hotfor oneyear andthen gone the next."17

Doyou needtoaccomplish your 20 MileMarchwith 100 percentsuc
cess? The 10X companies didn'thave a perfect record, only a near-perfect
record, but they never saw missing a march as "OK." If they missed it
even once, they obsessed over what they needed to do to get back on
track: There s noexcuse, and it's up to usto correct for our failures, period.

Consider the sad demise of Progressive s comparison case, Safeco.
Prior to the 1980s, Safeco displayed a "nearly fanatic" dedication to
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The 20 Mile March imposes order amidst disorder, consistency

amidst swirling inconsistency. But it works only if you actually

achieve your march year after year. If you set a 20 Mile March

and then fail to achieve it—or worse, abandon fanatic discipline

altogether—you may well get crushed by events.

Hit

1980

Miss

Hit

1980

Miss

9.0

2

2 6.0

3.0-

20 Mile March: Hitting Marker Year by Year
Progressive vs. Safeco

Insurance Underwriting Profit

Progressive: Hit underwriting profit 14 of 16 years

Safeco: Missed underwriting profit 12 of 16 years

20 Mile March Outcome
Progressive vs. Safeco

Ratio of Cumulative Stock Returns to General Market

1995

1995

Progressive

Safeco

1980 1995

Notes:

1. Each company's ratio to market was calculated from December 31,1979 to December 31,1995.
2. Source for all stock return calculations in this work: ©200601 CRSP®, Center for Research in

Security Prices. BoothSchool of Business, The University of Chicago. Used withpermission. All
rights reserved, www.crsp.chicagobooth.edu.
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a profitable combined ratio, in good times and bad, very much like
Progressive. Then in the 1980s, Safeco lost its discipline. (The diagram
"20 MileMarch: Hitting Marker Year byYear" shows the pointofdiver
gence in the 1980s and early 1990s, when Safeco lostdiscipline while
Progressive did not.) It failed to consistently achieve itscombined ratio,
became seduced by spectacular returns from investing insurance pre
miums in the capital markets and fell behind in its core business. In

1989, for instance, Safeco lost $52 million on its core underwriting busi
ness yetmade $263 million in profits from its investment portfolio.18

Then in 1997, Safeco proclaimed "trulyexciting news" and a "giant
step" forward. For a price equal to 68 percent of Safeco s shareholders'
equity, Safeco won an auction to buyAmerican States, nearly doubling
its distribution force to eight thousand agents, catapulting itselffrom
#22 to #12 in property and casualty insurance, jumping from a regional
to a national presence, and setting forth a bold new goal of expand
ing beyond insurance into financial products. One Safeco executive
proudly proclaimed that Safeco would no longer be "dull, boring, tra
ditional, and conservative." After all,why getbackto all that pedestrian
discipline, why go through the struggle ofa 20 Mile March, when you
can make up all that lostgroundwithone spectacularand imaginative
jump? Heralding the great leap forward, Safeco's CEO Roger Eigsti
openedhis 1997 annual letterto shareholders, "Future generations will
chronicle 1997 as a remarkable yearfor Safeco."19

It was indeed a remarkable turning point,but not the one Eigstienvi

sioned. The combined ratiosuffered, unprofitable in 1998, 1999, 2000,

2001, and 2002. "We perhaps pushed too hard for growth," said one

executive of Safeco's slide. Every dollar invested in Safeco at the start of

1997, the year of the American States acquisition, lost 30 percent of its

value over the nextthree years, falling more than 60 percentbehind the
general stock market. Three years after Safeco s big,boldleap, Eigsti an
nounced his retirement and the board launched a search for a new CEO,

eventually goingoutside fora savior to turn the companyaround. From
the beginning of 1976 through 2002, Safeco achieved a profitable com
bined ratioin only10 of27years; over thosesameyears, Progressive—the
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boring, consistent-combined-ratio champion—generated cumulative re
turns to investors nearly 32 times greater than Safeco.20

While the 20 Mile Marches weVe discussed so far—Stryker s

20 percent earnings growth, Southwest s profit every year, and Progres

sive s 96 percent combined ratio—are financial, we want to be clear that

you can also have a non-financial march. Aschool mighthave a student-
performance march. A hospital might have a patient-safety march. A
church might have a number-of-converts march. A government agency
mighthave a continuous-improvement march. A homeless center might
have a getting-people-housed march. Apolice department might have a
crime-rate march. Corporations, too, can choose a non-financial march,

such as an innovation march. Intel, for instance, built its 20 Mile March

around the ideaof"Moore s Law" (double the complexity ofcomponents
per integrated circuitat an affordable costevery 18 months to twoyears).
Intel sustained its commitment to achieving Moore s Law whether in
boom times or industry depression, retaining its best engineers, always
moving to the next-generation chip, investing consistently in its creative
march,yearin and yearout, no matterwhat, for morethan thirty years.21

20 MILE MARCH CONTRASTS THROUGH 2002

10X Case Comparison Case

Strvker

Achieved 20% annual earnings'
growth. Alsopracticed 20 Mile
March innovation via lotsof product
iterations and extensions. Held back

on growth in good times, which
enabled it to weather difficult

industry events from 1992to 1994.22

USSC

Experienced erratic earnings'
growth. Sought big breakthrough
innovation rather than 20 Mile

March innovation. Overextended in

difficult times, especiallyfrom 1992
to 1994; sold out in 1998.23

Southwest Airiines

Achieved profitability for 30
consecutive years. Unlike the other
major airlines, turned a profit in
2002 in the aftermath of 9/11.

Constrained growth to ensure
profitabilityand preserve culture.24

PSA

Had a 20 Mile March philosophy
with consistentprofitability in its
early history but abandoned it in the
1970s. Capitulated to a takeoverby
US Air in 1986.25

(continued on nextpage)
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10X Case Comparison Case

Progressive Insurance

Keptcombined ratio below 100%
everyyear,averaging96% across
time. Achieved profitable combined
ratio in 27 out of 30 years. Limited
growthto ensure that it maintained
underwritingstandardsand hit
combined-ratio objective.26

SafecoInsurance

Focused on combined ratio in

its earlyhistory. From 1980 on,
became inconsistent, then went
forbiggrowthvia huge acquisition
ofAmerican States in the 1990s.

Attained profitablecombined ratio in
only 10of 27 years.27

Intel

Upheld Moore's Law, doubling
the complexity of componentsper
integrated circuit at minimum
cost every 18months to two years.
Pursued this relentlessly overthe
entire era of our analysis.28

AMD

Repeatedly pursued big growth
in good times (sometimes with
significant debt), leavingcompany
unprepared for bad times (especially
1985-1986). No evidence of steady
performance marker.29

Microsoft

Practiced 20 Mile March innovation,
consistingof continuous iterations of
software products.Often began with
imperfectproducts, then marched
to improveyear after year to achieve
eventual industry dominance. Never
overextended financially, so never
needed to pause its march.30

Apple

Didn't20 Mile March during
its earlyhistory. Experienced
inconsistent profitgrowth,and
setbacks in the mid-1980s, early-
1990s, and mid-1990s. Adopted 20
Mile March innovation with return

of Steve Jobs,a keyfactor in its
resurgence in the 2000s.31

Amgen

Undertook 20 Mile March

innovation based on incremental

product innovation and product-
development milestones.
Continuouslydeveloped existing
drugsfornew indications. Resulted
in strong revenue growth.32

Genentech

Didn't 20 Mile March from 1976 to

1995, following a bet-big mentality
coupledwith overpromises, resulting
in a downfall. After 1995, followed a
20 Mile March strategy of breaking
five-year goals into a seriesof one-
year targets.33

Biomet

Focused on consistentprofitable
growth,achievedin 20 of 21 years.
Also practiced 20 Mile March
innovation, with rapid product-
development iterations. Tookcare
never to overextend.34

Kirschner

Didn't 20 Mile March. Embarked

on a "grow fast through acquisition"
approach, using debt. Resulted in
crisis and sale of the company in
1994.35
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WHY20MLLEM^

20 Mile Marching helps turn the odds in yourfavor for three reasons:

1. It builds confidence in your ability to perform well in adverse

circumstances.

2. It reduces the likelihood of catastrophe when youre hit by tur
bulent disruption.

3. It helps you exert self-control in an out-of-control environment.

CONFIDENCE BUILT FROM

PERFORMANCE IN ADVERSITY

Confidence comes not from motivational speeches, charismatic inspi
ration, wild pep rallies, unfounded optimism, or blind hope. Taciturn,
understated, and reserved, John Brown at Stryker avoided all of these.
Stryker earned its confidence by actual achievement, accomplishing
stringent performance standards year in and year out, no matter the

industry conditions. John Brown operated like a track coachwho trains
his runners to run strong at the end ofevery workout, in wind, in heat,
in rain, in snow, no matter what the conditions. And then if it's windy,
hot, rainy, or snowy on championship day, the runners feel confident
because of their own actual experience: we can run strong because
we ve trainedhard even when we felt bad, because we ve practiced run
ning hard in heinous conditions!

Accomplishing a 20 Mile March, consistently, in good times

and bad, builds confidence. Tangible achievement in the face of

adversity reinforces the 10X perspective: we are ultimately re

sponsible for improving performance. We never blame circum

stance; we never blame the environment.

In 2002, we received a phone call at our research lab in Boulder,

Colorado, from Lattie Coor, former president of Arizona State Uni-
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versity and then chairman of the Center for the Future of Arizona.

"We've identified the education of Latino children as one of our state's

top priorities," said Coor. "We must figure out how to solve the prob
lem. Can you give us some guidance?" Coor had the idea to create a
study patterned on a matched-pair method similar to this study's but
applied to education. They'd identify public schools that performed
well in adverse circumstances and with significant Latino populations;
they'd then compare those schools to other public schools facing simi
lar circumstances that didn't perform as well and studythe differences.

Coor assembled a team ofresearchers led byMaryJoWaits, whocon

ducted its Beat the Odds study with guidance from our research lab.36
The study found that factors outside principals' control—such as class

size, the length of school day, the amount of funding, and the degree
of parental involvement—did not systematically distinguish the higher
performing from the comparison schools. Of course, changing those
variables might well improve education performance across all schools,

but the beat-the-odds schools put their energies into what they could
do. The studyidentified a set ofpractical disciplines that laywithin the
control of the individual school, even in adverse circumstances. Each

beat-the-odds school held itself accountable for a clear bottom line of

academic performance,rootedin three preceptsarticulated in the Beat
the Odds report:

• Don't even think about playing a blame game when students
aren't learning. Have the strength to look at the problem and
take responsibility.

• Don't think the solution is "out there." If students aren't learn

ing, the school needs to change.
• No one isallowed to lagbehind. If every student in every class

room isn't learning, the school isn't doing its job.

In 1997, Alice Byrne Elementary School in Yuma, Arizona, per

formed no better than a similar comparison school and substantially
below state averages in third-grade reading. Principal Juli Tate Peach
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refused to capitulate to difficult circumstances. Yes, many of the kids
came from poor Latino families. Yes, the school had a limited budget.
Yes, the teachers felt stretched to do more with less. Peach and her

teachers nonetheless overcame these obstacles and gradually increased
student reading performance about 20 percentage points, to beat the
stateaverages. Meanwhile, Alice Byrne's comparison school, facing sim
ilar circumstances, demonstrated no substantial improvement in third-

grade reading. Why?

JuliTatePeachbroughtfanatic discipline toonefocused goal: individ
ual student achievement in basic skills like reading. She led the school
to measure progress not just at the end of the year but also throughout

the year, working with her teachers to trackperformance, taking correc

tive actionalongthe way. Shecreated a collaborative culture ofteachers
and administrators poring over the data and sharing ideas for how to
help each child performbetter. They embraced a never-ending cycle of
instruction, assessment, intervention, kid bykid, in a relentless 20 Mile

March of learning throughout the year. Improving results increased
confidence and motivation, which then reinforced discipline, which
then drove better results, which then increased confidence and motiva

tion, which then reinforced discipline, up and up and up.
The principalsat the Arizonabeat-the-odds schools understood that

grasping for the next "silver bullet" reform—lurching from one pro
gram to the next, this year's fad to next year's fad—destroys motivation

and erodes confidence. The critical step lay not in finding the perfect
program or in waiting for national education reform, but in taking ac
tion; picking a good program; instilling the fanatic discipline to make
relentless, iterative progress; andstaying with the program longenough
to generate sustained results. They gained confidence bythe veryfact of

increasing achievement. Ifyoubeat the odds, youthen gain confidence
that you can beat the odds again, which then builds confidence that
you can beat the odds again, and again, and again.37
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AVOIDANCE OF CATASTROPHE

In the 1980s, AMDnearly destroyed itself byfailing to 20Mile March.
In 1984, Jerry Sanders proclaimed that AMD would become the first

semiconductor company to generate 60 percent growth two years in a
row and that it could grow more in a single year than it had in itsentire
14-year prior history. Not only that, he announced that AMD would
aim to become#1 in integrated circuits bythe end ofthe decade,ahead
of Intel, ahead ofTexasInstruments, ahead of National Semiconductor,

ahead of Motorola, ahead of every American competitor. It was quite
a contrast to Intel, where Gordon Moore stated at the exact same time

that he aimed to limit Intel's growth so as to minimize the chances of
losing control. Intel still grew at a rapid rate but held growth back rela
tive to AMD; from 1981 through 1984, AMD grew at nearly twice the
rate of Intel and faster than every otherAmerican competitor.38

Then in 1985, the semiconductor industry collapsed into a recession.
Both Intel and AMD suffered, but AMD suffered much worse. Sales fell

from $1.1 billion to $795 million within one year.39 AMD, which had
tripled its long-term debt, didn't recover foryears. When AMD and In

telemerged from the storm, Intel pulled aheadfor good. In the 12 years
prior to the 1985 industry meltdown, AMD's stock returns outpaced
Intel's, fueled in part byAMD's triplingsales from 1981 through 1984.
Butcoming out of the industrymeltdown, AMD fell behind while Intel

soared; from the start of 1987 through 1994, Intel'sshareholder returns

outpaced AMD's by more than five times, then continued on pace to
beat AMD by more than thirty times through 2002. (See diagram "In
tel's 20 Mile March vs. AMD's Boom and Bust.")40

If you deplete your resources, run yourselfto exhaustion, and then

get caught at the wrong momentby an external shock, you can be in
serious trouble. By sticking with your 20 Mile March, you reduce the
chances ofgetting crippled bya big,unexpected shock. Every 10X win
ner pulled further ahead of itsless successful comparisoncompanydur

ing turbulent times. Ferocious instability favors the 20 Mile Marchers.
This is when they reallyshine.
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Intel's 20 Mile March vs. AMD's Boom and Bust
Ratio of Cumulative Stock Returns to General Market

In the 1982-1985 economic boom, AMD grew rapidly, while Intel held back..

AMD's growth mantra: Be #1

Notes:

1. Chart 1: December 31,1981 to December 31,1984. Chart 2: December 31,1984 to
December 31,1986. Chart 3: December 31,1986 to December 31,1994.

2. Source for all stock return calculations in this work: ©200601 CRSP®, Center for
Research in Security Prices. Booth School of Business, The University of Chicago.
Used with permission. All rights reserved, www.crsp.chicagobooth.edu.
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Failure to 20 Mile March in an uncertain and unforgiving envi

ronment can set you upforcatastrophe.Every comparison case

had an episode in its history in which failing to 20 Mile March

led to a devastating outcome. In contrast, only two 10X com

panies had episodes of failing to 20 Mile March, and neither of

these episodes ledto catastrophe because the 10X companies

self-corrected before a storm could rise up and kill them.

When we systematically examined times of industry turmoil, we
found a sobering contrast. In 29 events in which companies 20 Mile
Marched into a turbulent industry episode, they came out of the tur
bulence with a good outcome in every single instance, without excep
tion, 29 of 29, 100 percent of the time. However, in 23 events in which

companies failed to 20 Mile March heading into a turbulent industry
episode, they emerged from theturbulent episode with a good outcome
only 3 out of 23 times.

In a settingcharacterized byunpredictability, full of immensethreat
and opportunity, you cannotafford to leave yourself exposed to unfore
seen events. Ifyou re hiking in the warm, comfortable glow ofa spring
day on a nice, wide, wandering trail nearyour home, you can overex-
tend yourself and you might need to take two Advil to soothe your sore
muscles when you re done. But if you re climbing in the Himalayas or
journeying to the South Pole, going toofar can have much moresevere
consequences from which you might never recover. You can get away
with failing to 20 Mile March in stable times for a while, but doing so
leaves you weak and undisciplined, and therefore exposed when un
stable timescome. Andtheywill always come.

SELF-CONTROL IN AN

OUT-OF-CONTROL ENVIRONMENT

On December 12, 1911, Amundsen and his team reached a point 45
miles from the South Pole. He had no idea of Scott's whereabouts.
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Scott had taken a different route slightly to the west, so for allAmund
sen knew, Scott was ahead of him. The weather had turned clear and
calm, and sitting high on the smooth Polar Plateau, Amundsen had
perfect ski and sled conditions for the remainder ofthe journey to the
South Pole. Amundsen noted, "Going and surface as good as ever.
Weather splendid—calm with sunshine." His team hadjourneyed more
than 650 miles, carving a pathstraight over a mountain range, climbing
from sea level to over ten thousand feet. And now, with the anxiety of

"Where's Scott?" gnawing away, his team could reach its goal within 24
hours in one hard push.

And what did Amundsen do?

He went 17 miles.

Throughout the journey, Amundsen adhered to a regimen of con
sistent progress, never going too far in good weather, careful to stay
far away from the red line of exhaustion that could leave his team ex
posed, yet pressing ahead in nasty weather to stay on pace. Amundsen
throttled back his well-tuned team to travel between 15 and 20 miles

per day, in a relentless march to 90 degrees South. When a memberof
Amundsen's team suggested theycould go faster, up to 25 miles a day,
Amundsen said no. They needed to rest and sleep so as to continually
replenish their energy. We'd uncovered the 20 Mile March concept in
our study fully three years before we stumbled across the Amundsen
and Scott story, and we'd been using the term "20 Mile March" in
our research discussions, and with clients and students. So, we were

astounded to learn that Amundsen had embraced this precise idea in

his journeyto the South Pole.
In contrast, Scott would sometimes drive his team to exhaustion

on good days and then sit in his tent and complain about the weather
on bad days. In early December, Scott wrote in his journal about be
ing stopped by a blizzard, "I doubt if any party could travel in such
weather." But when Amundsen faced conditions comparable to Scott's
(even colderand at higher altitudeas he moved through the mountain
passes) he wrote in his journal, "It has been an unpleasant day—storm,
drift and frostbite, but we have advanced 13 miles closer to our goal."
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According to Roland Huntford's account in The Last Place on Earth,
Scott faced 6 days of gale-force winds and traveled on none, whereas
Amundsen faced 15 and traveled on 8. Amundsen clocked in at the

South Pole right on pace, having averaged 15.5 miles per day.41

Like Amundsen and his team, the lOXers and their companies

use their 20 Mile Marches as;a wayto exert self-control, even /

when afraid ortempted by opportunity. Haying a clear 20 Mile

March focuses the mind; becauseeveryone on the team knows

the markers and their importance, they can stayon track.

Financial markets are outofyour control. Customers are outofyour
control. Earthquakes are outofyour control. Global competition is out
ofyour control. Technological change is outofyour control. Most ev
erything is ultimately outofyour control. But when you 20 Mile March,
you have a tangible point offocus that keeps you and your team moving
forward, despite confusion, uncertainty, and even chaos.

ARTHUR LEVINSON:

^TEACMlMfiLA CQMJPANY^ TQJMLAJRi^H

Oneofthemost intriguing comparison cases inourstudy is Genentech,
fascinating for its squandered promise during its early years and equally
interesting for its resurgence under alittle-known cancer researcher pro
moted from within, Arthur Levinson, who instilled a 20 Mile March

discipline. During its early history, Genentech pursued a strategy of
breakthrough innovation—but without discipline—beginning life as
the Next Big Thing incarnate, andbecoming the first purebiotechnol
ogy company in history and the first to go public. It bioengineered a
growth hormone for children and treatments for hairy-cell leukemia,
cystic fibrosis, hemophilia, and blood clots in heart-attack patients, just
to note a few of its pioneering creations. Of the heart-attack drug, the
chairman of the department of medicine at Harvard Medical School
said, "t-PA will dofor heartattacks what penicillin did for the treatment
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of infections." The Next Big Thing, indeed! Yet even with all this in
novation, Genentech's performance lagged behind its promise. Ifyou'd
bought Genentech stock onOctober 31,1980, and held your stock until
mid-1995, your investment wouldn't have even kept pace with the gen
eral stock market.42

Then Genentech gotan incredible stroke ofgood fortune in promot
ing Arthur Levinson from chief scientist to CEO. Despite being un
tested as a CEO, Levinson proved to be one ofthe bestbiotechnology
executives ofall time, a classic Level 5 leaderwhodetested arrogance in

any form. Combining a boyish playfulness and joyful pursuit of inno
vation with fanatic discipline, he focused Genentech on only product
categories in which it could become best in the world with a strong
economic engine. Under Levinson, Genentech finally gained traction,
delivering spectacular financial performance (see adjacent diagram
"Genentech: Before and During Levinson") and soundly outperform
ing the general stock market.43

GENENTECH: Before and During Levinson
Profits 1980-2008

"Year after year we would fall short
of meeting the objectives."

Pre-Levinson

"The only way we're going to get to where
we want to be in five years is to make
incremental progress year by year."

Levinson Era

afl,WW!J^ni.mw '̂̂ "& ^_

In 1998, Levinson talked openly about Genentech's historical lack

of discipline, "In the past, I think we've suffered from five-year plans
that representa scenarioof, 'Gee, this iswhatthe world wouldlooklike
if everything were wonderful.' And we didn't rigorously use the long
range plan as a way to manage the business. Having sat through 15
of these long range planning presentations, being involved in some of

them directly myself, people didn't take them seriously when you rec-
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ognize that year after year we would fall short ofmeeting the objectives
oflong range plans." Then he highlighted Genentech's new approach:
"The only way we're going to get to where we want to be in five years
is to make incremental progress year by year ... We've got to get 20%
oftheway there every year. We can'tdo 2% inyear one, two, three and
four, and 92% ofit inyear five. Itwill never happen that way."44

The case of Genentech under Levinson highlights two points.
First, 20 Mile Marching can helpyouturn underachievement into

superior achievement; so long as you stayalive and in the game,

it's never too lateto start the march. Second, searching for-and

even finding-the Next Big Thing does not in itself make a great

company. Like a gifted but undisciplined athlete,Genentech had

underperformed and disappointed, making good on its promise

only once Levinson added fanatic discipline to the mix.

We live in a modern culture that reveres the Next Big Thing. It's
exciting, fun to read about, fun to talk about, fun to write about, fun

to learn about, and fun to join. Yet the pursuit ofthe Next Big Thing
can be quite dangerous if it becomes an excuse for failing to 20 Mile
March. Ifyou always search for the Next Big Thing, that's largely what
you'll endupdoing—always searching for theNext Big Thing. The 10X
cases did notgenerally have better opportunities thanthe comparisons,
butthey made more oftheir opportunities by 20 Mile Marching to the
extreme. They never forgot: the Next Big Thing just might be the Big
Thing you alreadyhave.

Of course, there remain some unanswered questions. How do you
balance the need for fanatic discipline against the need for innovation
andadaptation, especially in a chaotic world? Ifyou just20MileMarch,
don'tyou run the risk ofblindly marching tooblivion? How doyou gain
10X success and stay alive in a world full ofdisruptive change, a world
that demands not just discipline but also creativity and vigilance? And
it's to these questions that we next turn.
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KEY POINTS

• The 20 Mile March was a distinguishing factor, to an over
whelming degree, between the 10X companies and the compari
son companies in our research.

• To20Mile March requires hitting specified performance mark
ers with great consistency over a long period of time. It requires
two distinct types of discomfort, delivering high performance in
difficult timesand holding back in good times.

• Agood 20 Mile March has the following seven characteristics:

1.Clear performance markers.

2. Self-imposed constraints.

3.Appropriate to the specific enterprise.

4.Largely within the company's control to achieve.

5.A proper timeframe—long enough to manage, yet short
enough to have teeth.

6. Imposed by the company upon itself.

7. Achieved with high consistency.

• A 20 Mile March needn't be financial. You can have a creative

march, a learning march, a service-improvement march, or any
other type of march, as long as it has the primary characteristics
of a good 20 Mile March.



• The 20 Mile March builds confidence. By adhering to a 20
Mile March no matter what challenges and unexpected shocks
you encounter, you prove toyourself andyour enterprise that per
formance is not determined by your conditions but largely by your
own actions.

• Failing to 20 Mile March leaves anorganization more exposed
to turbulent events. Every comparison case had at least one ep
isode of slamming into a difficult time without having the dis
cipline ofa 20 Mile March in place, which resulted in a major
setback or catastrophe.

• The 20 Mile March helps you exert self-control in an out-of-
control environment.

• 10X winners settheir own 20 Mile March, appropriate to their
ownenterprise; theydon't let outside pressures define it for them.

• A company can always adopt 20 Mile March discipline even
if it hasn't hadsuch discipline earlier in its history, as Genentech
did under Levinson.

UNEXPECTED FINDINGS

• 20 Mile Marchers have an edge in volatile environments; the
more turbulent the world, the more you need to be a 20 Mile
Marcher.

• There's an inverse correlation between pursuit of maximum
growth and 10X success. Comparison-company leaders often
pressed for maximum growth in robust times, thereby exposing
their enterprises to calamity in an unexpected downturn. 10X
winners left growth onthetable, always assuming thatsomething



badlurked justaroundthe corner, thereby ensuring theywouldn't
be caught overextended.

• 20MileMarching wasn't a luxury afforded to the 10X cases by
theirsuccess; theyhad 20Mile Marches in place longbefore they
were bigsuccesses, which helped them to become successful in
the first place.

ONE KEY QUESTION

• What is your 20 Mile March, something that you commit to
achieving for 15 to 30 years with as much consistency as Stryker,
SouthwestAirlines, Intel, and Progressive?



FIRE BULLETS, THEN CANNONBALLS

'You may not find whatyou were lookingfor, but
you find something else equallyimportant."

—Robert Noyce1

imagine you're sitting atan airline gate, waiting to board. You look up
from yournewspaper to seea pilotin full captain's uniform, walking to
yourplane . . . wearing darkglasses and tapping a white cane.

You chuckle to yourself. You've flown on this zany airline before,
and you know this is just another fun trick being played on unsus
pecting passengers. Pilots would sometimes leave the intercom open

69
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and say things like, "Do you remember how to start this thing?" or "I
thought you had the keys." The airline encouraged flight attendants
to engage in playful banter, invent games, and crack jokes with pas
sengers: "We're serving steak and baked potatoes today ... ontheflight
that left an hour ago." The airline singled out a passenger each time it
logged another millionth customer. In one case, it acknowledged this
marker by leading the tagged customer down the jet stairs and hand
ing him the reins to a cow, a befuddled bovine standing placidly on
the tarmac, as a special gift. You love this renegade airline, which had
brought a radical, new model and a fun-filled, high-spirit culture to the
industry.

More seriously, though, you love this airline for its low fares, con
sistent on-time record, and no-frills approach. Instead of having to go
through the traditionally complicated ticketing procedure, you just get
a simple cash-register receipt. There are no seating assignments, no
first-class distinctions, and few delays. The planes land, quickly turn at
the gate, andgoback outagain. You love the point-to-point model, with
no hub-and-spoke connections. The whole experience is simple, fast,
fun, reliable, safe, and cheap.

As you prepare to board the flight, hoping that you're not tagged asa
millionth marker (you really don't wantor need a cow), younotice one
ofyour favorite things: the black "U"going from left to rightunder the
front ofthe aircraft, creating the effect ofa giant, friendly Smiley-Face
staring back at you, the cockpit windows looking like eyes and the front
ofthe aircraft taking shape as a black-tipped nose. You're taking a busi
ness trip again,on Pacific Southwest Airlines (PSA) and itsgiant, flying
Smile Machine in the Sky.2

PSA became a success story for the airline industry. Not only did
customers love this happy airline with itssmiling aircraft, but the busi
ness model proved enormously profitable and full of growth potential.
So,whena groupofentrepreneurs decided to found an airline in Texas,
they came up with a simple business plan: copy PSA in Texas. The
New York Times wrote in 1971 that Southwest Airlines President Lamar

Muse "says frankly—and repeatedly—that SouthwestAirlines has been
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developed from its inception around the ideas that have proven to be
successful for Pacific Southwest Airlines."3

"Wedon't mind beingcopycats ofan operation likethat,"saidMuse
in 1971, referring to visits he and other Southwest executives made to
PSA as they assembled their operating plans. PSA welcomed the Texas
upstart to its San Diego operations, indeed even selling them flight
and operations training. This may seem odd, but in a pre-deregulation
world with Southwest constrained to Texas, PSA would remain un-

threatened in its large intrastate market, California.4
The visiting entrepreneurs from Texas flew in PSA jump seats, and

took notes on every detail of gate and backroom operations. They re
turned to Texas with copious notes and a set of operatingmanuals that
they used to mimic PSA's model to the smallest detail, including the

fun and zany culture. Lamar Muse later wrote that creating the op

erating manuals for his upstart airline was "primarily a cut-and-paste
procedure," a detail corroborated by another book written on the rise

and fall of PSA. Southwest Airlines copied PSA so completely that you
could almost call it a photocopy!5

A B..LG._SUJRE.R1S£

When we began this research effort, we anticipated that innovation
mightbe a primarydistinguishing factor for 10X success in unstableen
vironments characterized byrapid change. Butthen howdo weexplain
PSA and Southwest Airlines? Imagine our surprise to discover that the
true innovator, PSA, no longerevenexists asan independent brand, de
spite having created one of the most successful airline business models
of the 20th century.6 And further, that Southwest Airlines, one of our

mostfavorite and beloved cases, had in fact hardly innovated anything
at its founding.

We analyzed Southwest versus PSA first in this study, and we com
mented in our research-team discussions, "Well, perhaps airlines pre
sent a special case, wherein scale and costs count much more than

innovation." Surely, we thought, when we look into technology-driven
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industries like medical devices, computers, semiconductors, software,
and biotechnology, we'll see overwhelming evidence of the 10X com
panies out-innovating the comparisons.

Well, we were surprised bywhat we found.
Our biggest shock came when we studied our pair ofcompanies in

biotechnology, the one industry in which the correlation between in
novation and success should be close to 100 percent. Take a look at the
two sets ofcurves in thechart "Role Reversal in Biotechnology: Amgen
vs. Genentech." On theleft, we see Genentech's stunning performance
in creative output,outpacing Amgen bymore than two times in patent
productivity; on the right, we see Amgen s spectacular financial perfor
mance, blowing Genentech away by a factor ofmore than thirtyto one.
Professor Jasjit Singh, who has systematically studied patent productiv
ity, found a similar pattern in patent citations, showing that Genen
tech created not only a lotofpatents but also highly impactful patents.
Genentech stood out as one of the most innovative companies in the
history of the biotechnology industry, beingthe first to apply recombi
nant DNA to a major commercial product, the first to create an FDA-
approved biotechnology product, the company that Science magazine
touted ashaving an unparalleled record in the industry at creating ma-

Role Reversal In Biotechnology: Amgen vs. Genentech
Innovation and Performance

Patent Productivity Cumulative Value of $1 Invested

Genentech

ff finn / $400_ lint 600" / ' J Amgen

$200

1983 2002 1983 2002

Notes:
1. Source for patent numbers in this work: United States Patent and Trademark Office, www.uspto.gov.
2. Source for all stock return calculations in this work: ©200601 CRSP®, Center for Research in Security

Prices. Booth School of Business, The University of Chicago. Used with permission. All rights reserved.
www.crsp.chicagobooth.edu.
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jor new breakthroughs. Yet Amgen, not Genentech, became the 10X
case in our study.7

Curious, we undertook a systematic analysis of innovation, focus

ing on the relevant dimensions of innovation for each industry (e.g.,
innovation in biotechnology focuses on newproducts and scientific dis
coveries, whereas innovation in airlines focuses on new business mod

els and operating practices, and so forth). We identified incremental,
medium, and major innovations, counting 290 innovation events (31

major, 45 medium, and 214 incremental), comparingthe 10X winner to
each comparison case and asking ourselves which company was more

innovative during itsera ofanalysis. (See Research Foundations: Innova
tion Analysis.) In only three of seven pairs, the 10X case proved more

innovative than the comparison company.

The evidence from our research does not support the premise

that 10X companies will necessarily be more innovative than

their less successful comparisons. And in some surprise cases,

such as Southwest Airlines versus PSA and Amgen versus

Genentech, the 10X companies were less innovative than the

comparisons.

John Brown at Stryker lived bythe mantra that it'sbest to be "one fad
behind," never first to market, but never last. In contrast, Leon Hirsch at

comparison case USSC piled breakthrough upon breakthrough, with
new products that revolutionized surgical practice such as absorbable
surgical staples and special devices for minimally invasive procedures,
building a reputation among business analysts as the most innovative
leader in its product categories. Investors Business Daily remarked,
"That's how [USSC] kept the competition at bay—by out-innovating
them." Yet Stryker—stepping along one fad behind—trounced USSC
in long-term performance.8

Even in pairs where the 10X case did out-innovate its comparison,
such as with Intel versus AMD, the evidence still does not support the
idea that maximum pioneering innovation is the most essential dif-
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ferentiator of 10X success. At multiple junctures in its history, Intel did
not have the most innovative chip in the industry. Intel lagged behind
National Semiconductor and Texas Instruments in the move to 16-

bit microprocessors. Some of Intel's own executives saw the Motorola

68000 as better than Intel's 8086, and then Intel was late to market with

its 32-bit microprocessors. Intel also fell behind those pioneering RISC
(reduced instruction set) chips and had to play catch-up. Of course, In
tel did create significant innovations—we re not saying that Intel failed
to innovate—but historical evidence shows Intel to be less ofa pioneer
ing innovator at critical junctures than mostpeople realize.9

Were not the only researchers tohave suchfindings. Wecameacross
a fascinating piece of work by Gerard J. Tellis and Peter N. Golder in
their bookWill and Vision. Tellis and Golder systematically examined
the relationship between attaining.long-term market leadership and
being the innovative pioneer in 66 wide-ranging markets, from chew
ing gum to the Internet. They found that only 9 percent of pioneers
end up as the final winners in a market. Gillette didn't pioneer the
safety razor; Star did. Polaroid didn t pioneer the instant camera; Du-
broni did. Microsoft didn t pioneerthe personal computerspreadsheet;
VisiCorp did. Amazon didn't pioneer online bookselling and AOL

didn't pioneer online Internet service. Tellis and Golder also found

that 64 percent of pioneers failed outright. It seems that pioneering
innovation is good for society but statistically lethal for the individual
pioneer!10

We envisioned sharingthesepuzzlingfindings with someofthe 10X
leaders, imagining they might be surprised,perhaps even outraged. We

pictured Bill Gates, who viewed innovation as central to Microsoft's

first three decades ofsuccess, snapping at us,"That's the stupidestthing
I've ever heard!"

And indeed, if we came out and said, "Innovation is bad," we could

justifiably be called stupid.But that isn't our point; we're notsayingthat
innovation is unimportant. Every company in this study innovated. It's

just that the 10X winners innovated less than we would have expected

relative to their industries and relative to their comparison cases; they
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were innovative enough to be successful but generally not the most
innovative.

We concluded that each environment has a level of "thresh

old innovation" that you need to meet to be a contender in the

game; some industries, such as airlines, have a low threshold,

whereas other industries, such as biotechnology, command a

high threshold. Companies that fail even to meet the innovation

threshold cannot win. But-and this surprised us—once you're

above the threshold, especially in a highly turbulent environ

ment, being more innovativedoesn't seem to matter very much.

THRESHOLD INNOVATION

Industry Primary Innovation Dimension Innovation

Threshold

Semiconductors Newdevices, products, and
technologies

High

Biotechnology New drug development, scientific
discoveries, breakthroughs

High

Computers/
Software

New products, enhancements, and
technologies

High

Medical Devices New medicaldevices, application
breakthroughs

Medium

Airlines New service features, new business
modelsand practices

Low

Insurance New insurance products, new service
features

Low

So, we have an enticing puzzle. Why doesn't innovation systemati
cally distinguish the 10X winners from the comparisons, despite the
widely held view that innovation is perhaps the #1 differentiating fac
tor of success in a fast-changing world? Because, in essence, once a
company meets the threshold of innovation necessary for survival and
success in a given environment, it needs a mixture of other elements to
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become a 10X company—in particular, the mixture of creativity and
discipline.
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In 1970, a smallcompany namedAdvanced Memory Systems broke the
1,000-bit memory-chip barrier and introduced a well-designed product
to the market a few months before its rival, another small company
named Intel. That mightnot soundlike much ofa lead,but in the early
stages of a race to become an industry standard in a rapidly changing
technological revolution, falling months behind can be like falling a
minute behind in a four-minute-mile race. Intel crashed the clock to

introduce its 1103 memorychip in late 1970. In the rushed melee, Intel

slammed into a series of problems, including a glitch (caused byan ex

cess surface charge) that coulderase data. Heresatyoung Intel, months
behind, with a memory chip that under certain conditions couldn't
remember! Intel engineers worked fifty, sixty, seventy hours a week
for eight months to fix the problem. "This place was a madhouse," re
flected Andy Grove in 1973. "I was literally having nightmares. I would
wake up in the middle ofthe night, reliving some ofthe fights that took
place during the day."11

And yet despite all of this, Intel caught, passed, and utterly crushed
Advanced Memory Systems. "Wehad a better design but we blewit in
the marketplace," said Advanced Memory Systems' chairman. "[Intel]
justbowled us over." By 1973, Intel's 1103 had become the best-selling
semiconductor component in the world, used by nearly every major
computer manufacturer.12

The reason?

Yes, innovation played a role; the 1103 proved to be a very goodchip.
But more telling is a motto Intel had coined for itself by 1973: "Intel
Delivers."13

"It was our ability to deliver the parts that swung the balance in
our favor," said Robert Noyce of Intel's early success.14 Intel obsessed
over manufacturing, delivery, and scale. "We want to do one good
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job on engineering," continued Noyce, "and sell it over and over
again. °

"Intel Delivers" explains Intel's 10X success much better than

"Intel Innovates." Even more accurate, "Intel innovates to a

necessary threshold, then blows everyone away-utterly, com

pletely, fanatically, obsessively-with its ability to deliver on its

innovations, at expected cost, with high reliability and great con

sistency." This is the essence of Intel's 10Xjourney.

Intel's founders believed that innovation without discipline leads
to disaster. "This business lives on the brink of disaster," said Gordon

Moore in 1973, referring to the tendency ofovereager technologists to
overpromise what they can deliver and then fail to come through with
enough reliable chips at affordable cost. Indeed, the original statement
ofMoore's Law, written by Moore in 1965, focused not just ondoubling
the complexity of integrated circuits peryear (the innovation element)
but also doing so at minimum cost. Adhering to Moore's Law was a
discipline game, a scale game, a systems game, not just an innovation
game. As Leslie Berlin wrote about theearly days ofIntel in herauthori
tative and well-written book, The Man Behind the Microchip, "What
Intel needed going forward was not the courage to take great leaps
ahead but the discipline to take orderly steps in a controlled fashion."
Andy Grove said during this era, "We have to systematize things so
we don't crash our technology," in an article that compared Intel's ap
proach to making semiconductor chips to pumping out high-tech jelly
beans. Grove sought to pattern Intel not after an advanced R&D lab
but—of all companies—McDonalds, keeping a hamburger box on his
desk with a mock logo, Mclntel. Aquarter ofa century after the 1103
success, Intel rearticulated its core values. And what did Intel leaders

choose as the #1 core value atop the list? Not innovation or creativity,
but discipline.16

Of course, it is not discipline alone that makes greatness, but the
combination of discipline and creativity. In the vernacular of Built to
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Last, this is a true "Genius of the AND." As one longtime friend of
Herb Kelleher of Southwest Airlines put it, "What people don't un
derstand is that Herb has the crazy creativity of the Irishman and the

relentless discipline ofthe Prussian. You justdon't get that combination
very often."17

The great task, rarely achieved, fe to blend creative intensity

with relentless discipline so as to amplify the creativity rather

than destroy it.When you marry operating excellence with inno

vation, you multiply the value of your creativity. And that's what

lOXers do.

Our data on comparative innovativeness led us to a crux dilemma.

On the one hand, when you're faced with an uncertain and unstable

world, an obsessive focus on innovation byitselfdoes not make forgreat

success and might even lead to demise; bet big on the wrong innova
tions or fail to execute on the right innovations, and you leave yourself
exposed. On the other hand, if you just sitstill and never do anything
bold or new, the world will pass you by, and you'll die from that instead.
The solution to this dilemma lies in replacing the simplistic mantra
"innovate or die" with a much more useful idea: fire bullets, then fire

cannonballs.

___JWLLEIS*JUl£liJ^

Picture yourself at sea, a hostile ship bearing down on you. You have
a limited amount ofgunpowder. You take all your gunpowder and use
it to fire a bigcannonball. The cannonball flies out over the ocean .. .
and misses the target, offby40 degrees. You turn to your stockpile and
discover that you're out ofgunpowder. You die.

But suppose instead that when you see the ship bearing down, you
take a littlebit ofgunpowder and fire a bullet. It misses by40 degrees.
You make another bullet and fire. It misses by 30 degrees. You make a
third bullet and fire, missing byonly 10 degrees. The nextbullet hits—
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ping!—the hull of the oncoming ship. Now, you take all the remain
ing gunpowder and fire a big cannonball along the same line of sight,
whichsinks the enemyship. You live.

On April 14, 1980, venture capitalist William K. Bowes and scientist

Winston Salser brought a small group of scientists and investors to a
meeting at the California Institute of Technology to discuss a newly
incorporated biotechnology company. The company had no CEO,
product, marketingplan, or specific direction. It had little more than a
scientific advisory board and a group ofpeople willing to invest a little
under $100,000 in the emerging field ofrecombinant DNA. The idea
was simple: get the best people they could find, fund them to throw
the latest recombinant-DNA technology ata range ofideas, strike upon
something that would work, create a product, and build a successful
company.18

Six months later, Bowes convinced George Rathmann to leave his
position as a vice president for R&D at Abbott Laboratories to lead this

small start-up that would become Amgen. Rathmann and three em
ployees started work in a prefab, tilt-up building shared with an evan
gelical choir in Thousand Oaks, California. Task 1: Get great people.
Task 2: Assemble as much gunpowder (additional funding) as possible.
Task 3: Find a pathtosuccess and build a great company.19

But how?

Amgen embraced recombinant-DNA technology and"trieditonvir
tually everything."20 Amgen began firing bullets, lots ofbullets:

Bullet: Leukocyte interferon, for viral diseases.
Bullet: Hepatitis-B vaccine.

Bullet: Epidermal growth factor, for wound healing and gastric
ulcers.

Bullet: Immunoassays, to improve medical-diagnostic tests.
Bullet: Hybridization probes, for diagnostics in cancer, infectious

disease, and genetic disorders.
Bullet: Erythropoietin (EPO), for treating anemia in chronic kid

ney disease.
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Bullet: Chicken growth hormone, to build better chickens.
Bullet: Bovine growth hormone, to getmore milkfrom cows.
Bullet: Growth-hormone-releasing factors.
Bullet: Porcine-parvovirus vaccine, to increase reproductive rates

in pigs.

Bullet: Transmissible-gastroenteritis-virus vaccine, for intestinal
infections in piglets.

Bullet: Bioengineered indigo to dye blue jeans.21

By 1984, erythropoietin (a glycoprotein that stimulates red-blood-
cell production, used to treat anemia) began to showthe most promise.

As the science progressed andAmgen scientists isolated the EPO gene,
Amgen allocated more gunpowder, moving into clinical trials, prov
ing efficacy, securing a defensible patent, and so on. Then, with the
science done and the marketassessed (200,000 chronic-kidney-disease

patients in the United States), Amgen fired a cannonball, building a
testing facility, allocating capital to manufacturing, and assembling a
launch team. EPO became the first super-blockbuster bioengineered
product in history.22

Amgen's early days illustrate a key pattern we observed in this

study: fire bullets, then fire cannonballs. First, you fire bullets

to figure out what'll work. Then once you .have empirical confi

dence based on the bullets,you concentrate your resources and

fire a cannonball. After the cannonball hits, you keep 20 Mile

Marching to make the most of your big success.

The history of the 10X companies is like a battlefield pockmarked
withcraters, and littered with bullets that never hit anythingand lodged
themselves in theground. (See thefollowing table, "What Makes a Bul
let?") Retrospective accounts tend tofocus ononly the bigcannonballs,
giving the false impression that 10X achievements come to those with
the guts to go always for the big bet, the huge cannonball. Butthe his
torical research evidence presents a different story, a story of dozens of
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small bullets that thumped into the dirt, punctuated by a handful of
cannonballs that smashed into their targets.

WHAT MAKES A BULLET?

A bullet is an empirical test aimed at learning what works and

that meets three criteria:

1. A bullet is low cost Note: the size of a bullet grows as the

enterprise grows;a cannonball for a $1 million enterprise might

be a bulletfor a $1 billion enterprise.

2. A bullet is low risk. Note: low risk doesn't mean high prob

ability of success; low risk means that there are minimal conse

quences if the bullet goes awry or hits nothing.

3. A bullet is low distraction. Note: this means low distraction

for the overall enterprise; it might be very high distraction for

one or a few individuals.

10X companies used a combination of creative bullets (such as new

products, technologies, services, and processes) and acquisitions. For
an acquisitionto qualifyas a bullet, it needs to meet the three tests: low

cost, low risk, and low distraction. Biomet used acquisitions to explore
new markets, technologies, and niches but did so with a self-imposed
constraint. Acquisitions would be made with little or no debt, and

only when the balance sheet would remain strong after the purchase,
thereby ensuringthat acquisitions would remainlow risk, low cost, and
relatively lowdistraction.23

In contrast, Kirschner, Biomet s comparison case, made cannonball
acquisitions, taking on significant debt and risk. (See diagram "Biomet
vs. Kirschner") Kirschner's acquisitions had to hit the target, else the
company would be in serious trouble. In 1988, Kirschner made a can

nonball acquisition ofChick Medical ataprice exceeding 70 percent of
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Kirschner's total stockholders' equity.24 It turned out to be a disastrous
move, made worse when Chick Medical's sales force defected to a com

peting firm. As Kirschner financed this and other acquisitions, its ratio
of total liabilities to stockholders' equity skyrocketed from 43 percent
to 609 percent, leaving the company terribly exposed. Bleeding cash,

crushed by debt, its huge cannonball acquisitions having achieved lit
tle, Kirschner was forced to sell out in 1994 to Biomet.25

Biomet vs. Kirschner
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3. Source for all stock return calculations in this work: ©200601 CRSP®, Center for Research in

Security Prices. BoothSchool of Business, The University of Chicago. Used withpermission. All
rights reserved, www.crsp.chicagobooth.edu.
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THE DANGEROUS LURE OF

UI4CA1IBRATEDLCANNONBALLS

Embracing the "fire bullets, then cannonballs" principle requires a
combination of activities:

• Fire bullets.

• Assess: Did your bullets hit anything?
• Consider: Do anyofyoursuccessful bulletsmerit conversion to

a big cannonball?

• Convert: Concentrate resources and fire a cannonball once

calibrated.

• Don't fire uncalibrated cannonballs.

• Terminate bullets that show no evidence of eventual success.

Both the lOXers and the comparison cases fired cannonballs. The
comparison companies, however, tended to fire cannonballs before
they'd obtained a confirming calibration—empirical validation gained
through actual experience—that the cannonball would likely reach its
intended target. For shorthand, we call a cannonball fired before you
gain empirical validationan uncalibrated cannonball. The lOXers were

much more likely to fire calibrated cannonballs, while the comparison
cases had uncalibrated cannonballs flying all over the place (the 10X
cases hada 69percent calibration rate oncannonballs versus 22 percent
for the comparisons). Whether fired by the 10X case orthe comparison
case, calibrated cannonballs had a success rate nearly four times higher
than uncalibrated cannonballs, 88percent to 23 percent. (See Research
Foundations: Bullets-Then-Cannonballs Analysis.)

In 1968, PSA launched a bold new cannonball called "Fly-Drive-
Sleep." On the surface, the idea made sense. You re an airline. People
who fly need to rent cars and they need hotel rooms. So, move into
the hotel and rent-a-car businesses. PSA began buying and taking out
25-year leases on California hotels, including the permanently docked
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ocean liner the Queen Mary. It also bought a rental-car company, rap
idly expanding to 20 locations and more than two thousand cars. PSA
could have fired a series ofbullets, buying one hotel, partnering with a
rental-car company, testing it out in a specific location, learning where
it could (and could not) make the concept work. Instead, it went big,
and unfortunately, the Fly-Drive-Sleep cannonball flew off into the
ether, generating losses every single year. "We re damn poor hotel op
erators," reflected PSA Chairman J. Floyd Andrews.26

Then in the early 1970s, PSA fired another uncalibrated cannonball

when it contracted to buy five L1011 super-wide-body jumbo jets at a
price equal to 1.2 times its total stockholders' equity. Keep in mind,

PSA was a short-haul commuter, doing rapid gate turns to shuttle peo
ple up and downthe California corridor (nota greatfitwith super-wide
jumbo jets that can takea longtime to board). Furthermore,PSA made
special modifications (such aswider exitdoors and no food-preparation

galley), which would make the jets hard to sell to other airlines if PSA
needed cash. The L1011 plan required substantial upfront investment

in new towing tractors, maintenanceequipment, boarding equipment,

and training. Forty-two-thousand-pound thrust engines would burn
through gigantic quantities of jetfuel, inflicting huge per-flight losses if
PSA failed to fill the 302-seat aircraft.27

Unfortunately, an Arab oil embargo doubled jet-fuel prices just as
PSA began to put the huge LlOlls into service and struggled to exit
from its Fly-Drive-Sleep fiasco. The economy fell into recession. In

flation drove up costs, yet the California Public Utilities Commission
(which regulated airline prices) granted onlya 6.5 percent fare increase
in response to PSAs plea for 16 percent. Then the machinists' union

went on strike. The LlOlls went unfilled, and eventually they were
mothballed in the desert, never to fly again with the PSA fleet. Said
PSA's senior vice president for finance in 1975, "We have come very,
very close to insolvency."28

PSA never regained its prior greatness and continued to fire un
calibrated cannonballs in a desperate attempt to regain momentum.
It tried to launch a joint venture with Braniff Airlines, hoping for a
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shortcut to becoming a national carrier (the potential venture ended
when Braniff went bankrupt); abandoned its simple no-frills model;

switched to McDonnell Douglas aircraft for its smaller jets (moving
away from itsproven success with Boeing); and moved into the oil-and-
gas-exploration business. And it did all this while getting clobbered by
a never-ending series of disruptive events. Deregulation exposed PSA
to a swarm of ferocious competitors. A lawsuit with Lockheed overthe

LlOlls created financial uncertainty. A pilots' strike shut down the air
line for 52 days. A shift to McDonnell Douglas DC-9-80s came with
unexpected delivery delays, leaving PSA short of aircraft just as the
strike ended, dashing the airline's reputation for reliable, on-time per
formance. And tragically, a Cessna student-trainer airplane hit a PSA
727 descending into San Diego, sending both aircraft hurtling to the
ground. "Tower, we're going down," said the jetpilot. "This is PSA."29

Finally, on December8, 1986, PSA capitulated to a buyout from US
Air. PSA jets with the signature smile rolled one by one into yawning
hangers, where workmen attacked them with chemicals and blasters.
The aircraft emerged, faceless, repainted as interchangeable machines
in a giant fleet.30

PSA's demise illustrates the danger of firing uncalibrated can

nonballs in an uncertain world full of turbulent disruption. If an

enterprise gets slammed bya series of shocks just as its uncali

brated cannonballs go crashing off into space, it's more likely to

have a catastrophic outcome.

Of course, we're focusing here on uncalibrated cannonballs that
don't find a target. But what if you fire uncalibrated cannonballs that
do hita target? Ifthere's a big enough potential payoff, perhaps the big
uncalibrated bet is worth the risk. But here's the irony: firing an un
calibrated cannonball that succeeds, generating a huge windfall, can
be even more dangerous than a failed cannonball. Keep in mind the
danger of achieving good outcomes from bad process. Good process
doesn't guarantee good outcomes, and bad process doesn't guarantee
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bad outcomes, but good outcomes with bad process—firing uncali
brated cannonballs that just happen tosucceed—reinforces badprocess
and can lead to firing more uncalibrated cannonballs.

Would you advise a friend or relative to goto Las Vegas and bet half
of his entire net worth on a single spin of the roulette table? Suppose
your friend believes that people winbigonly if theymake big risky bets
on games like roulette, andhe heads offtoVegas, places a huge roulette
bet, and wins. He comes home and says, "See, it's a good idea to bet
on roulette, justlook at mysuccess. I'mgoing back nextweek to bet my
entire net worth!"
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The 10X cases didn't have perfectrecords in calibrating their cannon-

balls. Southwest boughtMuse Air in the early 1980s, a bigmove outside
its proven model; it failed. Intel made an uncalibrated bet in the 1990s

to push the personal computer industry to a new memory technology
from RAMBUS; it failed. But in the rare instances in which the 10X

cases fired uncalibrated cannonballs, they quickly learned from their
mistakes and returned to a bullets-then-cannonballs approach.31

For most of its history, Progressive Insurance lived by an explicit
guideline to prevent uncalibrated cannonballs: limit any new business
to 5 percent of total corporate revenues until fine-tuned for sustained
profitability. Progressive broke thisrule in the mid-1980s when it moved
into selling insurance to trucking companies and transit-bus systems,
jumping from zero to $61 million in net premiums written (almost
8 percentof total Progressive premiums) in less than twoyears. It mul
tiplied the trucking-insurance staffnearly ten times in a single year—
despite an underwriting loss of 23 percent—and then nearly tripled
premiums again the next year. "We thought the market was just bad
drivers with bigger cars," said a Progressive executive. But the business
turned out to be very different; trucking companies had much greater
power to negotiate prices than individual drivers, and they had armies
ofsophisticated lawyers to battle claims' disputes. A"financial disaster,"
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said Lewis of the $84 million loss that followed. "I'm ashamed for how

we got into that position," he admitted. Then he pointed in the mirror

to apportion blame: "I truly am responsible for that."32

Even lOXers make mistakes, even sometimes the big mistake

of firing an uncalibrated cannonball. But they view mistakes as

expensive tuition: better get something out of it, learn every

thing you can, apply the learning, and don't repeat. Whereas

comparison cases often try to recover fromthe calamity of firing

an uncalibrated cannonball by firing yet another uncalibrated

cannonball, lOXers recover by returning to the discipline of fir

ing cannonballs only when they have empirical validation.

Progressive vowed never to make the uncalibrated-cannonball mis

takeagainand subsequently applied the lesson in its move intostandard
insurance. Progressive had built its success primarily upon non-standard
insurance, selling to high-risk drivers shunned by traditional insurers.
Should Progressive move into standard insurance, selling to the broad
spectrum ofdrivers? Progressive executives didn't know, but theyknew
how to find out: fire bullets.33

In 1991, Progressive crafted experiments in a handful ofstates itknew
well, such as Texas and Florida. Two years later, itcontinued firing bul
lets, testingstandard insurance in more states. Bullet, bullet, bullet. . .
each oneshowed results, each onevalidated the concept. Then in 1994,
with empirical validation—we've proven we can do this!—Progressive
concentrated a whole bunch ofgunpowder, firing a cannonball, com
mitting fully to standard insurance. By the end of 1996, Progressive
offered standard insurance in all 43 states where it operated. Within
five years, standard insurance accounted for nearly halfofProgressive's
overall business, eventually catapulting it to the #4 spot overall in the
American auto-insurance industry by 2002.34

In an interesting contrast to boththe uncalibrated trucking cannon-
ball and the calibrated standard-auto-insurance cannonball, Progres
sive decided not to fire a cannonball on homeowners insurance. At first
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glance, the idea of selling homeowners insurance made sense. After
all, why not enable customers to bundle together car and home insur
ance? We can envision reams of analysis demonstrating the synergies
and strategic rationale for such a move, perhaps even making the case
for a giantacquisition. ButProgressive had learned: youcan onlyknow
ifsomething will actually work ifyou gainempirical validation, no mat
terhow many slide decks support the idea. So, Progressive turned again
to bullets, justlike the move intostandard auto insurance, testing in a
handful of states. However, unlike the bullets fired into standard auto

insurance, the homeowners-insurance bullets hit nothing, and Progres
sive pulled the plug.35

Progressive's three strategic decisions-trucking insurance (un

calibrated cannonball), standard auto insurance (calibrated can

nonball), and homeowners insurance (bullets followed by the

decision not to fire a cannonball)-all underscore one very big

lesson. In the face of instability, uncertainty, and rapid change,

relying upon pure analysis will likely not work, and just might

get you killed. Analytic skills still matter, but empirical validation

matters much more.

And that's the underlying principle: empirical validation. Becreative,
but validate your creative ideas with empirical experience. You don't

even need to be the one to fire all the bullets; you can learn from the

empirical experience of others. Southwest Airlines became one of the
most successful start-upcompaniesofall time bybetting on an empiri
callyvalidated model that it copied from PSA. Roald Amundsen built
his strategy on proven techniques, such as the use of dogs and sleds,
that'd been honed for centuries by Eskimos. (Robert Falcon Scott, in
contrast, bet big on his newfangled motor sledges, which had never
been fully tested in the most extreme polar conditions.) More impor
tant than being first or the most creative is figuring out what works in
practice, doing it better than anyone else, and then making the very
most of it with a 20 Mile March.36
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EMPIRICAL VALIDATION,

NOTPREI1LCT1VEGENIUS

When we began this research study, we wondered whether the 10X
winners would prove to be superior at predicting the future, putting
themselves ahead of the curve and winning big because of their pre
dictive genius. But we didn't find this to be true. Even the great soft
ware genius BillGates had no special predictive ability. He didn't plan

from the outsetfor Microsoft to be first to the market with an operating
system for the IBM PC; he was off focusing on computer languages
when IBM unexpectedly asked ifMicrosoft could provide an operating
system. Nor did he lead Microsoft to be first in the Internet-browser

market.37

In 1987, Bill Gates faced a conundrum, whether to bet on DOS/

Windows or OS/2. On the one hand, the IBM PC had become a stan

dard based on MS-DOS, and Microsoft had written Windows to run

on DOS, giving Windows an early standards advantage. On the other
hand, IBM had made a huge commitment to building a new operating
system and had engaged Microsoft in developing what would become
known as OS/2. In April 1987, IBM stormed the industry with its new
line of computers running the technically superior OS/2, and Gates
himselfpredicted that within two years OS/2would dominate.38

Yet at the exact same time, without fanfare, Gates also fired bul

lets on continued Windows development. After all, what if OS/2
failed? What if the DOS standard proved too big to overcome, even
for IBM? What if software companies didn't convert their programs
to run on OS/2, leaving the new computers without a wide range of
software options? What if? What if? What if? Exercising his produc
tive paranoia, Gates worried about leaving Microsoft exposed to all
these uncertainties, and so, despite vigorous challenges from some in
his own inner circle, he hedged by keeping a handful of people on
Windows . . . justincase. Gates was smartenough toknow thathewasn't
smart enough to predict with certainty what would actually happen
to OS/2.39
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By late 1988, OS/2 had garnered only 11 percent of the market. Bad
news for IBM but not necessarily for Microsoft, asBusiness Week put it,
"In a way, Microsoft can't lose. Should OS/2 falter, MS-DOS will pick
up the slack." Gates continued to forecast, publicly at least, that OS/2
would win. But the empirical evidence began to turn in Windows' fa
vor. "Who would have predicted ... that 1989 would be the Year of

Microsoft Windows, rather than of OS/2?" wrote PC Week. "Yet that

seems to be the case." Windows 3 hit the market and sold a million

copies in just four months, compared to just three hundred thousand
copies of OS/2 in three years.40

So,Gates bet fully on Windows. By 1992, Windows was selling more
than a million copies permonth, andGates then committed tobuilding
Windows 95. The cannonball smashed into its target, with Windows
95 reaching a million customers within four days, giving Microsoft a
dominant position. Microsoft just kept on going, 20 Mile Marching,
making the mostofa Very Big Thing.41

- lOXers do not have any;particular genius for visionary predic

tion. IfBill Gates, one of the great business geniuses of the 20th

century, couldn't accurately predict what was gbiftg to happen in

his environment, there's little reason to expect that anyone can

succeed witha "predictthe future and then position yourself for

what's coming"strategy.

We were relieved to discover that you don't need any special pre
dictive ability to thrive in uncertainty. If you don't know what's going
to happen next—and no one does—this chapter outlines a method for
making progress rather than getting paralyzed, frozen by life's uncer
tainties. As we progressed in ourwork andlearned how the lOXers dealt
with uncertainty and change, we began to change our own approach,
even our ownterminology, moving away from tryingto predictthe fu
ture or to analyze our way to the "right" answer. Instead, we began to
ask questions like:
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"How can webullet our way to understanding?"
"How can we fire a bullet on this?"

"What bullets have others fired?"

"What does this bullet teach us?"

"Do we need to fire another bullet?"

"Do we have enough empirical validation to fire a cannonball?"

If you knew ahead of time which bullets would merit cannonballs,
you d fire only those. But of course, you don t know, so you need to
fire bullets, knowing full well that a number of them will never hit
anything. Eventually, however, there comes a time for commitment,
when you have enough validation to fire the cannonball; ifyou fire only
bullets but never commit to a big bet or an audacious objective, you'll
neverdo anything great.

APPLE'S REBIRTH: BULLETS, CANNONBALLS,

^^ARD^DIS^

When Steve Jobs decided to move Apple into retail stores in the early
2000s, he understood that he didn't know how to do it. Lacking em

pirical experience, he asked, "Who is the best retail executive?" The
answer: Mickey Drexler, then CEO of The Gap. So, Jobs lured him
onto Apple s board and began learning everything he could. Drexler
told Jobs not to just launch with a big roll-out of twentyor forty stores.
Instead, go off to a warehouse, prototype a store, redesign it until you
have it right (bullet, bullet, bullet), and roll it out to the world (can
nonball) onlyonce youvegotit working and tested. That's exactly what
Jobs did. And indeed, the first iteration just didn t work: "We were like,

'Oh God, were screwed/ " said Jobs. So, Jobs and his retail leader, Ron

Johnson, redesigned, tested, and redesigned until theygot it right.They
launched their first two stores in Virginia and Los Angeles, and once
those proved successful, they rolled them out with great consistency.
Bullet, calibrate, bullet, recalibrate, cannonball.42
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Steve Jobs had returned to Apple in 1997, having wandered in the
high-tech wilderness for 12 years after losing a boardroom showdown
with John Sculley, the CEO whom Jobs had brought intohelp him run
the company in the early 1980s. Imagine the outrage ofbeing forced
outofyour own company, then watching itlanguish andstumble under
a series of CEOs who just didn't understand what had made the com

pany great in the first place, its cumulative stock returns falling more
than 60percent behind the general market. By the timeJobs returned,
few gave Apple much hope ofa return to greatness. When asked what
he'd do with Apple, Michael Dell, founder ofDell Computers, told an
audience at the Gartner Symposium ITxpo97, "What would I do? I'd
shut it down and give the money back to the shareholders."43

Over the subsequent five years, from the endof 1997 through 2002,
Apple outperformed the general stock market by 127 percent and then
just kept going, eventually becoming the most valuable technology
company in the world in 2010.

What did Jobs first do to get Apple back on track? Not the iPod,
not iTunes, not the iPhone, not the iPad. First, he increased discipline.
That's right, discipline, for without discipline there'd be no chance to
do creative work. He brought in Tim Cook, a world-class supply-chain
expert, and together Jobs and Cook formed a perfect yin-yang team of
creativity and discipline. Theycutperks, stopped funding the corporate
sabbatical program, improved operating efficiency, lowered overall cost
structure,and gotpeoplefocused on the intense"work all dayand all of

the night" ethos that'd characterized Apple in itsearly years. Overhead
costs fell. The cash-to-current-liabilities ratiodoubled, and then tripled.
Long-term debt shrunk bytwo-thirds and the ratio of total liabilities to
shareholders' equity dropped by more than half from 1998 to 1999. 44
Now, youmightbe thinking,"Well, all that financial improvement nat
urally follows breakthrough innovation." But in fact, Apple did all this
before the iPod, iTunes, or the iPhone. Anything that didn't help the
company get back to creating great products that people loved would
be tossed, cut, slashed, and ruthlessly eliminated.

What products did Apple work on first? It went backward in time to
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resurrect thebiggest thing that Steve Jobs had helped create more than
a decade earlier, the Big Thing of tremendous value still in the mix:
the Macintosh personal computer. Apple launched PowerMacs, Power-
Books, and the iMac. Jobs didn't first goafter the Next Big Thing, but
instead he made the most ofthe Big Thing he already had.

Then, fully four years after Jobs returned to Apple, came a small,
empirically validated shot. While Apple focused on the Mac, some
thing happened entirely outside Apple's walls: music file-sharing on
Napster and the introduction of MP3 digital-music players. Jobs told
Brent Schlender of Fortune that he "felt like a dope" for being caught
totally offguard by the rise of Napster, digital-music file-sharing, and
MP3 players. "I thoughtwe had missed it," Jobs continued. "We had to
work hard to catch up."45

Consider all the empirical facts in place before Apple began to
develop the iPod. Young people shared music; MP3 players allowed
them to take their music with them anywhere; MP3 players had lim
ited capacity; Apple had an uncanny ability to make technology ac

cessible to "the rest of us"; a really cool MP3 player that worked with
the Mac would further extend the Mac; Apple employees wanted a
cool MP3 player and music library for themselves; and much of the
technology needed to build a better MP3 device already existed (small
hard drives from Toshiba, miniature batteries from Sony, FireWire

interface from Texas Instruments, and MP3-hardware blueprint from

PortalPlayer).46

So,Apple pulled togethera niftyMP3 player for the Mac, alongwith
supporting software, but it didn't create a Giant Leap Forward. Apple
itselfdidn't seem to view the iPodasa significant new product category
but really more of an extension. Apple's 2001 Form 10-K described the

iPod as simply "an important and natural extension of Apple's digital
hub strategy" based on the Macintosh personal computer—no revolu

tion yet; just an evolutionary step in an existing strategy. By 2002, the

iPod remained a small part of Apple's overall portfolio, accounting for
less than 3 percent of net sales, meriting neither a separate line item in
Apple's financial statements nor a mention in the opening paragraph
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ofthe company's business description. The iPod was a very cool bullet,
but a bullet nonetheless.47

Still, Apple had increasing empirical validation. People loved the
iPod; customers loved iTunes for the Mac; iPod sales more than dou
bled in a year; the music industry faced severe challenges from growth
in illegally downloaded music; and Apple employees wanted an easy
way to download music without stealing.

So, Apple took the next step, launching an online music store and
working out a deal with the music industry to offer individual songs at
99 cents. This, too, succeeded, and Apple had more empirical valida
tion. Millions ofpeople would rather buy music than steal it, if easy
to access and fairly priced; people were clamoring for iTunes for their
Windows-based personal computers; and Windows had an installed
base ofmore than one billion personal computers.48

Finally, with all this empirical validation, Apple fired the big can
nonball, iTunes and iPod for non-Mac computers, instantly multiplying
the potential market by nearly twenty times.49 "The iPod is not a new
category," said Jobs. "It's not a speculative market.... So it's not like
saying we're going to go buildan information appliance or some tech
nical curio and hope the market exists." And it didn'tstop there. Apple
kept adding piece upon piece, making themost ofthenew Big Thing:
iPod Mini, iPod Click Wheel, iPod Photo, iPod 30GB, iPod 60GB,
iPod 80GB, iPod Shuffle, iPod Nano, along with movies, videos, books,
and television shows at the iTunes store. Within three years, iPod unit
sales would exceed Macintosh unit sales.50

The iPod story illustrates a crucial point: a big, successful ven

ture can look in retrospect like a single-step creative break

through when, in fact, it came about as a multistep iterative
process based more upon empirical validation than visionary

genius. The marriage of fanatic discipline and empirical creativ

ity better explains Apple's revival than breakthrough innovation

perse.
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The same point holds for Steve Jobs himself. When banished to the
high-tech wilderness in 1985 after being ousted from his own company,
Jobs never stopped developing, growing, learning, pushing himself. He
could have taken his fortune, and retired to a life of ease and comfort

able irrelevance. Instead, he launched a new company called NeXT,
worked ona new operating system, andbecame engaged with animated
films at Pixar. In the 12 years away from Apple, Jobs had turned him
selffrom a creative entrepreneur into a disciplined, creative company
builder. Jobs always knew how to build insanely great products, but he
had to learn how to build an insanely great company.

Fanatic discipline and empirical creativity—two sides of a coin,
both required for 10X success and enduring greatness. Still, they are
not enough, for if you getknocked out of the game, all your creativity
and discipline amount to nothing. Apple nearly disappeared as an in
dependent company in the mid-1990s, having fallen sofarand become
so dispirited that its leaders seriously entertained a sellout to another
company. Apple gota stay ofexecution when its board couldn'tcometo
terms withthe potential acquirers, andJobs returnedsoon thereafter.51 If
Apple had capitulated and been acquired, there'd very likely have been
no iMac, iPhone, iPod, or iPad. Greatness requires the Churchillian re
solve to never give in, but it also requires having the reserves to endure
staggering defeats, badluck, calamity, chaos, and disruption. In a stable
and predictable world, leading with fanatic discipline and empirical
creativity mightbe enough; but uncertainty and instability also require
leading with productive paranoia, the subjectof our next chapter.
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KEY POINTS

• A"fire bullets, thencannonballs" approach better explains the
success of 10X companies than big-leap innovations and predic
tive genius.

• Abullet is a low-cost, low-risk, and low-distraction test orexper
iment. lOXers use bullets toempirically validate what will actually
work. Based on that empirical validation, they then concentrate
their resources to fire a cannonball, enabling large returns from
concentrated bets.

• Our 10X cases fired a significant number of bullets that never
hit anything. Theydidn'tknow aheadoftimewhich bullets would
hit or be successful.

• There are two types of cannonballs, calibrated and uncali
brated. A calibrated cannonball has confirmation based on actual

experience—empirical validation—that a bigbet will likely prove
successful. Launching an uncalibrated cannonball means placing
a bigbet withoutempirical validation.

• Uncalibrated cannonballs canlead tocalamity. The companies
in our research paid a huge price when big, disruptive events co
incided with their firing uncalibrated cannonballs, leaving them
exposed. Comparison cases had a much greater tendency to fire
uncalibrated cannonballs than the 10X cases.

• lOXers periodically made the mistake of firing an uncalibrated
cannonball, but theytended to self-correct quickly. The compari-



son cases, in contrast, were more likely to try to fix their mistakes
by firing yet another uncalibrated cannonball, compounding
their problems.

• Failure to fire cannonballs, once calibrated, leads to mediocre

results. The idea is not to choose between bullets or cannonballs

but to fire bullets first, then fire cannonballs.

• Acquisitions can be bullets, if they remain low risk, low cost,
and relatively lowdistraction.

• The difficult task is to marry relentless discipline with creativ
ity, neitherlettingdiscipline inhibit creativity norlettingcreativity
erode discipline.

UNEXPECTED FINDINGS

• The 10X winners were not always more innovative than the
comparison cases. In some matched pairs, the 10X cases proved
to be less innovative than their comparison cases.

• We concluded that each environment has a threshold level of

innovation, defined as a minimum level of innovation required

evento be a contender in the game. Forsomeindustries, the inno
vation threshold is low,whereas for other industries, the threshold

isvery high. However, onceabove the innovation threshold, being
more innovative doesn't seem to matter very much.

• lOXers appear to have no better ability to predict impending

changes and events than the comparisons. They aren't visionary
geniuses; they're empiricists.

• The combinationofcreativity anddiscipline, translatedinto the
ability to scale innovation with great consistency, better explains



some of the greatest success stories—from Intel to Southwest Air
lines, from Amgen's early years to Apple's resurgence under Steve
Jobs—than the mythology ofbig-hit, single-step breakthroughs.

ONE KEY QUESTION

• Whichofthefollowing behaviors doyou most needto increase?

• Firing enough bullets

© Resisting the temptation to fire uncalibrated cannonballs

• Committing, by converting bullets into cannonballs once
you have empirical validation



LEADING ABOVE THE DEATH LINE

"As soonas there is lifethere isdanger."

—Ralph WaldoEmerson1

^n the morning of May 8, 1996, David Breashears looked down
from Camp III at 24,500 feet, high on the icy slopes of Mount Everest,
preparingfor the big move to the South Col and a bid to carry what he
called"The Pig" to the summit. The Pigwas a 42-pound IMAX cam
era, being used to create the first-ever IMAX movie from the highest
point on Earth.2

What Breashears saw three thousand feet below alarmed him. More

99
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than fifty people trekked out from Camp II, swarming across the gla
cier, climbing toward Breashears and his team. Some of the climbers
were clients being led to the top ofthe world by experienced guides Rob
Hall and Scott Fischer. Furthermore, Breashears and his team were
already getting a late start, sleep deprived and onedge from hurricane-
force winds that had battered their tents the night before.3

Breashears paused to consider: What if his team had to delay for a
day, due to continued wind or storm, giving the swarm of climbers a
chance to catch up? What ifabunch ofpeople crowded the small tip
top of the mountain just as Breashears tried to film his summit shot?

What ifdozens ofclimbers stacked up at the bottleneck known as the
Hillary Step, just before the summit, where only oneclimber at a time
could pass up or down on fixed ropes? What if the combined weight
ofso many people weighting the fixed ropes caused anchors to rip out
ofthe ice? What ifthe previous nights severe wind presaged a change
in weather? What if an unexpected storm swept up the mountain like
some giant bears maw, swiping climbers offthe face andsending them
hurtling to their doom? What if he ran into a traffic jam of less expe
rienced climbers—weakened, exhausted, disoriented—at the very mo
ment when he neededto godown fast?4

Breashears had assembled the bestfilm climbing team in the world,
and he conferred with his trusted partners, Ed Viesturs and Robert
Schauer. They all agreed, conditions just didn't feel right, and they
cametoa cleardecision: Secure the gear atCamp III. Go down. Climb
back up a few days later, after the mountain had cleared.5

On the way down, Breashears crossed pathswithguideRob Hall, tall
and confident in a scarlet outfit, commanding his little army ofguides
and clients, moving up the mountain slowly but with almost military
precision. Breashears felt a touch ofchagrin, asthe day hadturnedbright
and calm, almost pleasant, and Hall looked surprised to see Breashears
headingdownin such greatconditions. Hall looked the MasterofEver
est as he marched upward, while Breashears quickly passed on by and
headeddown toward the lower camps. SoonBreashears passed another
guide, Scott Fischer, a charismatic force of energy with wild hair; a
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gigantic, kid-like grin; and passionate love ofthe mountains. Fischer,
like Hall, had questions about Breashearss decision to go down, and
Breashears told Fischer about the wind and questionable weather, and
that the mountain felt crowded. Fischer flashed a broad, reassuring

smile and continued upward, exuding his trademark optimism and joy
at beingon the mountain in such glorious weather.6

The next time Breashears wouldsee Hall and Fischer, 15 days later,

en route to his successful IMAX film shot on the summit, both Hall

and Fischer would be dead, frozen high on the mountain, victims of
the greatest disaster in Everest history, in which eight people had died
in 24 hours.7

PRjQLDJUUCIiVEPARANOIA

Manypeopleknowthis 1996 Everest story through Jon Krakauer's book
Into Thin Air; if you haven t yet read Krakauer s book, be sure to do so.

But alsobe sure to read DavidBreashears s superb bookHigh Exposure.
Here, like Amundsen and Scott, we have a comparison contrast: two
sets of team leaders on the same mountain on the same day, both with

burdens of responsibility and business pressures (one to lead clients to

the top for a large fee and the other to complete a multimillion-dollar
movie project), both with tremendous experience—yet only one leads

his team to 10X success, achieving the incredible goal of shooting an
IMAX film on the top ofEverest, and bringinghimselfand every mem
ber of his team safely home.8

It wouldbe easyto focus on the crucial decisions made on the moun

tain. We have Breashearss prudent decision to go down on May 8,
which likely saved his expedition, and perhaps even his team mem

bers'lives. Then there was Rob Hall's decision to ignore his turnaround
time, not byminutesbut byhours, ashe waited for client Doug Hansen
to reach the summit. (The "turnaround time" is a time preset by a
climbing team by which they commit to begin their descent, regard
less of whether theyve reached the summit, thus preserving a greater
margin of safety forcompletingtheir descent in daylight.) But focusing
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on these two moments of decision obscures our view and limits our

understanding. From a 10X perspective, the most important decisions
were made before the teams even got to the mountain, months before,
when Breashears sat in Boston planning and preparing.9

David Breashears and his team brought enough oxygen canisters for
more than onesummit bid andenough supplies tostay at Everest for an
extra three weeks. Breashears turned around and went down on May 8
because he could go down, wait for a better day, and still have reserves
for another bid. Rob Halls team, in contrast, brought enough oxygen
for only one summit bid.10 Once the guided teams set out for the sum
mit, they'd be ina one-shot, all-or-nothing box; unlike Breashears, they
didn't have theoption togo down and come back onanother day. When
the crucial moment came high onthemountain as they ranup against
the appointed turnaround time, they broke their turnaround protocol,
leaving themselves terribly exposed toa fast-advancing storm and loom
ing darkness. When the storm enveloped them, Breashears heroically
gave more than halfhisteam's canisters stored high on the mountainto
help in the rescue attempts, willing to risk the multimillion-dollar film
project to help save the lives of fellow climbers; even so, he wasable to

pull together enough resources to regroup after the tragedy and summit
with the IMAX camera almost two weeks later.11

David Breashearss approach to Everest exemplifies the ideas in this
chapter, which addresses how lOXers lead their companies with pro
ductive paranoia. The 10X winners in our research always assumed
that conditions can—and often do—unexpectedly change, violently
and fast. They were hypersensitive to changing conditions, continu
ally asking, "What if?" By preparing ahead of time, building reserves,
maintaining "irrationally" large margins of safety, bounding their risk,
and honing their disciplines in good times and bad, they handled dis
ruptions from a position of strength and flexibility. They understood,
deeply: the only mistakes you can learn from are the ones you survive.

The diagram "10X Journey and the Death Line" illustrates the idea.
The rising curve represents the "10X Journey." The erratic spikes cut
ting across the curve represent "good events" and "bad events" that
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10X Journey and the Death Line
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Death Line

you encounter along the journey. Notice the horizontal straight line
labeled"Death Line" shootingdirectly across the chart. In this context,
"Hitting the Death Line" means that the enterprise dies outright or

becomes so damaged that it can no longer continue with the quest to
become an enduring great company. The idea is simple: If you everhit
the Death Line, you end the journey—game over!

In this chapter, we explore three core setsof practices, rooted in the

research, for leading and building a great enterprise with productive
paranoia:

• Productive Paranoia 1: Build cash reserves and buffers—oxygen
canisters—to prepareforunexpectedevents and bad luck before
they happen.

• Productive Paranoia 2: Bound risk—Death Line risk, asymmet
ric risk, and uncontrollable risk—and manage time-based risk.

• Productive Paranoia 3: Zoom out, then zoom in, remain

ing hypervigilant to sense changing conditions and respond
effectively.
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PRODUCTIVE PARANOIA 1: EXTRA OXYGEN CANISTERS-

IT'S WHAT YOU DO BEFORE THE STORM COMES

Think of Intel as David Breashears and building a great company in
the microelectronics industry as like climbing Everest with an IMAX
camera. Think also of cash reserves and a conservative balance sheet

as oxygen canisters and other supplies. By the late 1990s, Intel's cash
position had soared to more than $10 billion, reaching 40 percent of
annual revenues (whereas AMD's cash-to-revenue ratio hovered at less

than 25 percent).12 Having such a high level of cash might be irratio
nal and inefficient 95 percent ofthe time, but Intel leadership worried
about the 5 percent of the time when catastrophe might devastate the
industry or when some otherunexpected shock mightbatter the com
pany.13 In those rare scenarios, which inevitably come, Intel would be
able to continue its relentless 20 Mile March, to keep creating, to keep
inventing, to keep on its quest to become an enduringgreatcompany.
Financial theory says that leaders who hoard cash in their companies
are irresponsible in their deployment of capital.14 In a stable, predict
able, and safe world, the theory mighthold; but the world is not stable,
predictable, or safe. And it never will be.

We conducted a systematic analysis of three hundred years of bal

ancesheets from the 10X andcomparison companies, and found strong
evidence that the 10X cases carried lots ofextra oxygen canisters. Com
pared to the median cash-to-assets ratiofor 87,117 companies analyzed

in the Journal ofFinancial Economics, the 10X companies carried 3 to
10 times the ratio of cash to assets.15 When it comes to building finan

cial buffers and shock absorbers, the 10X cases were paranoid, neu

rotic freaks! And it wasn't just an industry effect. When we sliced the

data comparing the 10X cases to their comparisons, we found that the
10X cases were more conservative in how they managed their balance

sheets than their direct comparisons; 80 percent of the time, the 10X
cases carrieda highercash-to-assets ratio and a highercash-to-liabilities
ratio than their comparisons. (See Research Foundations: Cash and
Balance-Sheet'Risk Analysis.)
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We wondered if the 10X cases had adhered to this prudent finan
cial discipline throughout their histories, when they were smaller en
terprises before they were hugely successful machines spinning out
gobs of cash. When we reemployed the same analysis on the first five
years after their respective initial public offerings, we found the pat
tern was already in place, with the 10X cases showing greater finan
cial prudence relative to the comparisons. Intel's conservative cash

position in the late 1990s was a continuation of the productive para

noia that its leaders, and their 10X counterparts, adopted in their early

years.

Like Breashears and Amundsen, the 10X leaders built buffers and

shock absorbers asa habitearly on, preparing to absorb the next "Black
Swan" event. A Black Swan is a low-probability disruption, an event
that almost no one can foresee, a concept popularized by the writer
and financier Nassim Nicholas Taleb.16 Almost no one can predict a
particular Black Swan before it hits, not even our lOXers. But it is pos
sible to predict that there will be some Black Swan, as yet unspecified.
Put another way, the probability of any particular Black Swan event
mightbe less than 1 percent, but the probability that some Black Swan
event will happen isclose to 100 percent; it's justthat you can't predict
what it'll be or when it'll come. This isTalebs crucial contribution, an

insight that any aspiring lOXer should well learn. lOXers always prepare
for what they cannot possibly predict, stowing away lots of extra oxy
gen canisters (big margins ofsafety) and increasing their options before
they meet the Black Swan—just like David Breashears preparing for
Everest.

lOXers remain productively paranoid in good times, recognizing

that it's what they do before the storm comes that matters most

Since it's impossible to consistently predict specific disruptive

events, they systematically build buffers and shock absorbers :

for dealingwith unexpected events.Theyput in place their extra

oxygen canisters long before they're hit with a storm.
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In 1991, Herb Kelleher explained why Southwest Airlines main
tained an extremely conservative balance sheet: "As long as we never
forget the strengths that enable us to endure and grow in the midst of
economic catastrophe; as long as we remember that such economic
catastrophes recur with regularity; and as long as we never foolishly
dissipate our basic strengths through shortsightedness, selfishness, or
pettiness, we will continue toendure; we will continue togrow; and we
will continue to prosper."17

Ten years after he wrote these words, the world watched live, in real

time, the horrorof September 11, 2001. While the other majorairlines
cut operations in the immediate aftermath of 9/11, Southwestdid not

cut a single jobor cut a single flight—not one—running a full schedule
offlights (despite initially flying half-full planes) as soon as the govern
ment lifted a national air-travel shutdown. Southwest turned a profit
in 2001 (including the fourth quarter of 2001) and was the only major
airline to turn a profit in 2002. Southwest opened in newcities, gained
market share, and, utterly astonishing, saw its stock price rise in the
fourth quarter of 2001. At the end of 2002, Southwest achieved a mar
ket capitalization greater than all other majorU.S. airlines combined.18

Southwest achieved all this despite what it called "the potentially
devastating hammer blow of September 11" because, in its own words

from its 2001 annual report, "Our philosophy of managing in good
times so as to do well in bad times proved a marvelous prophylactic."

On 9/11, Southwest had $1 billion in cash on hand and the highest
credit rating in the industry. It also had the lowest cost-per-available-
seat-mile, a position secured by thirty years of discipline that never

waned during good times. It had a crisis plan in place before 9/11. It
had financial-contingency planning tools in place before 9/11. It had
nurtured itsculture offierce, caring, and defiantpeopleforthirty years,
creating a reciprocal "we'll take care of each other" relationship that
proved strong and resilient. If that culture, and those relationships,
hadn't been in place before 9/11, Southwest would have suffered like
all the other airlines when the terrible event struck.19

When Herb Kelleher described how Southwest Airlines responded
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to 9/11, he showed no personal bravado. He choked on his own tears,
unable to finish his sentences, as he tried to describe how Southwest

people came together to get the planes in the air as soon as the skies
opened, unified in a communal act of defiance.20 You can attack us,

but you cannot beat us; you can try to destroy our freedom, but you'll
onlymake us stronger; you can inflict horror, but you cannot make us
terrified. We will fly!

If you come at the world with the practices of building a great en
terprise and you apply them with rigor all the time—good times and
bad, stable times and unstable—you'll have an enterprise that can pull
ahead of others when turbulent times hit. When a calamitous event

clobbers an industry or the overall economy, companies fall into one of
three categories: thosethat pull ahead, those that fall behind, and those
thatdie. The disruption itselfdoes notdetermine your category. You do.

PRODUCTIVE PARANOIA 2: BOUNDING RISK

Wewondered ifperhaps 10X companies achieved outsized success sim
ply because they took more risk. Perhaps the 10X cases were just high-
risk, high-reward winners, merely lucky that their big risks paid off. But
as we got further into the research, we noticed thatthe lOXers appeared
tolead their companies with a more conservative, risk-averse approach.
They constrained growth in the 20 Mile March. They fired bullets be
fore firing cannonballs. They displayed financial prudence, building a
cache ofextra oxygen canisters. Struck by the accumulating evidence,
we undertook a more systematic analysis toask, "Didthe 10X cases take
more risk or less risk than the comparison cases?"

To explore this question, we first identified three primary categories
ofrisk relevant to leading an enterprise: (1) Death Line risk, (2) asym
metric risk, and (3) uncontrollable risk. (SeeResearch Foundations: Risk-
Category Analysis.) Death Line risks are those thatcould kill orseverely
damage theenterprise. Asymmetric risks are those for which thepoten
tial downside is much bigger thanthe potential upside. Uncontrollable
risks are those that expose the enterprise to forces and events that it has
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little ability to manage or control. Any particular decision or situation
could involve more than oneform ofrisk; the categories of risk are not
mutually exclusive.

The Everest story well illustrates these threecategories ofrisk. When
Rob Hall decided to abandon the 2:00 p.m. turnaround time to help
one of his clients reach the summit,he dramatically increased the risk
ofbeingcaughtin the dark and runningoutofbottledoxygen—he took
an unnecessary Death Line risk. In contrast, David Breashears faced a

difficult decision aboutwhether toleta faltering Japanese teammember
make the final summit bid upon his team's return to the mountain, a
"heartbreaking" decision given all the years ofeffort and trainingshe'd
invested. Still,Breashears maintained hismarginofsafety and didn't let
her attempt the summit. Hall's decision to bring enough oxygen can
isters for only one summit bid had asymmetric risk. Oxygen canisters
are heavy and expensive, but a failed expedition is more expensive, and

losing lives is infinitely expensive. Breashears, in contrast, believed that
the downside of limited oxygen far outweighed the cost of having an
extra cache. Breashears also shunned uncontrollable risk, recognizing

that the large numberofclimbers heading up the mountain on May8,
1996, could create a situation over which he'd have no control. There

could be a dangerous bottleneck at the Hillary Step. Climbers crowd
ing the top could ruin Breashearss summit shot. Breashears and his
team could find themselves high on the mountain in a storm, impeded
by climbers from the other teams. He chose to avoid these uncontrol
lable risks bygoing down on May 8.21

Turningto our 10X research data, we conducted an extensive analy
sis across the history of the 10X and comparison cases, and found that
the 10X cases behaved like David Breashears. They took less Death
Line risk, less asymmetric risk, and less uncontrollable risk than the
comparison cases. The table "Risk Comparison" and the diagram"10X:
Less Risk than Comparison" show the results of our analysis.
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Type of Decisions Made 10X Companies Comparison
Companies

Number of Decisions Analyzed 59 55

Decisions Involving Death Line Risk 10% of decisions 36% of decisions

Decisions InvolvingAsymmetric Risk 15% of decisions 36% of decisions

Decisions Involving Uncontrollable
Risk

42% of decisions 73% of decisions

Decisions Classified as Low Risk* 56% of decisions 22% of decisions

Decisions Classified as Medium

Riskt
22% of decisions 35% of decisions

DecisionsClassifiedas High Riskt 22% of decisions 43% of decisions

* LowRisk = no Death Line Risk, no Asymmetric Risk, no Uncontrollable Risk.
t Medium Risk = no Death Line Risk, but one of either Uncontrollable Risk or

Asymmetric Risk.
t HighRisk = Death LineRisk and/or bothAsymmetric Risk and Uncontrollable Risk.
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In short, we found that the 10X companies took less risk than

the comparison cases. Certainly, the 10X leaders took risks,

but relative to the comparisons in the same environments, they
bounded, managed, and avoided risks. The 10X leaders ab

horred Death Line risk, shunned asymmetric risk, and steered
away from uncontrollable risk.
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After finishing the risk analysis described above, we realized that
there was one additional and very important category of risk to con
sider, time-based risk; i.e., when the degree of risk is tied to the pace of
events, and the speedofdecision and action. If you're facing a tornado
roaringacross the plains, aimed rightforyou, your risk profile depends
greatly on whether you see the tornado in time, make a decision, and
get into a shelter before the tornado reaches you. Given the premise of
the study—a turbulent world full ofbig, fast-moving forces that we can
neither predict nor control—perhaps the comparison cases got clob
bered by acting too slowly in the face of oncoming risks and disrup
tions, and the 10X cases reduced their risk through sheerspeed.

To test this idea, we identified 115 time-sensitive events in the histo

riesof the 10X and comparison companies. (SeeResearch Foundations:
Speed Analysis.) We examined the correlation between good and bad
outcomes relative to speed of recognition (whether the enterprise rec
ognized the significance of the event early or late), speed of decision,
and speedofexecution. The table "Speed and Outcomes" summarizes
what we learned from this analysis.

SPEED AND OUTCOMES

Behaviors That Correlate

with Successful Outcomes

Behaviors That Correlate

with Unsuccessful Outcomes

Hypervigilance, constant worry about
changesthat might signaldanger;
early recognition of threat.

Arrogance; minimization or ignorance
of the potentialsignificance of
changes;late recognition of threat.

Adjustmentof decisionspeed to the
pace ofevents, whetherfast or slow—
"go slow whenyoucan, fast whenyou
must."

Failureto adjustdecisionspeed to the
pace ofevents, decidingtoo slowly or
too fastdepending on the situation.

Deliberate, fact-driven decisions;
highlydisciplined thought, no matter
how fast.

Reactive, impulsive decisions, lacking
fanatic discipline and strategicrigor.

Focus on superb execution once
decisionsare made; intensityincreased
as needed to meet time demands
without compromising excellence.

Compromise in excellence of
executionfor the sake of speed; failure
to increase intensity to ensure superb
execution when moving fast.

As the tabledemonstrates, ouranalysis yielded a much morenuanced
perspective than "always go faster." We concluded that recognizing a
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change or threat early, and then taking the time available—whether
that be shortor long—to make a rigorous and deliberate decision yields
betteroutcomes than just making a bunch ofquick decisions. The key
question turns out not to be, "Should we be fast to act or slow?" but

"How much time before our risk profile changes?77
Recall Andy Grove s response to his cancer diagnosis that we dis

cussed in Chapter 2. He didn t jump right to action. He considered
his time frame and recognized that his risk profile wouldn't change
significantly in a matter of weeks. Months or years, yes, but not weeks.
He then used that time to rigorously develop a planofattack, consider
ingall the various possibilities and creating his own data charts. Grove
was anything but complacent about his cancer, but he didn't make a

quick, reactive decision. Grove believed that jumping into the operat
ing room without carefully considering his situation and the options
would increase his risk.22

Sometimes acting toofast increases risk. Sometimes acting too
slowincreases risk. The critical question is, "How much time be

fore your riskprofHe changes?*'Do you have seconds? Minutes?

Hours? Days? Weeks? Months? Years? Decades? The primary
difficulty lies not in answering the question but in having the
presence of mind to ask the question.

The 10X teams tended to take their time, to let events unfold, when
the risk profile was changing slowly; yet equally, they prepared to act
blindingly fast inthe event that the risk profile began to change rapidly.
Prior to the mid-1990s, Stryker kept a vigilant eye on a storm brewing
far off in the distance, noting in its 1989 annual report thatthe United
States would become competitively disadvantaged if healthcare costs
wereto rise to more than 15 percent ofGNP; this, in turn, could lead to

a backlash oncosts and drive down prices onStrykers medical devices.
Stryker squirreled away a whole bunch ofoxygen canisters (cash onthe
balance sheet) to handle whatever form the disruption might take. (See
diagram "Stryker: Preparing for a Storm.") Still, John Brown did not
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act early; he let the situation unfold, prepared to act fast when the time
came.23

Then in the late 1990s, Stryker s risk profile began to change rap
idly when hospital buying groups emerged to concentrate their buying
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power. These groups preferred to deal with a few large market lead
ers, and in response, the industry began to consolidate in a series of
rapid-fire acquisitions. Medical-device companies faced a stark choice:
become one of the few largest players, with economies of scale, or
be largely shut out of the game. And that's when Stryker swooped in,
bought Howmedica, andensured itself one ofthe top three seats.24

SPEED AND OUTCOMES: STRYKER, HEALTHCARE COSTS,

AND INDUSTRY DISRUPTION25

Behaviors That Correlate

with Successful Outcomes
Stryker's Behaviors

Hypervigilance, constantworry about
changesthat mightsignal danger;
early recognition of threat.

In the 1980s, Stryker explicitly
identified risinghealthcare costs as a
concern and worried about industry
disruptions that might result.

Adjustment of decision speed to the
pace of events, whetherfastor slow—
"go slow when you can, fastwhenyou
must."

In the 1980s and early 1990s, Stryker
took no dramatic action yet considered
options and built large cash reserves.
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Deliberate, fact-driven decisions;
highlydisciplined thought, no matter
how fast.

Focus on superb execution once
decisions are made; intensity increased
as needed to meet time demands

without compromising excellence.

In the late 1990s, buyinggroupsdrove
the industry into rapid consolidation;
Stryker made the disciplined decision
to buy Howmedica.
From 1998to 1999,Stryker team
membersworked nearlynonstop to
successfully integrate Howmedica.

As a productive paranoid, you want to be cognizant of lurking dan
gers and vigilant about possible disruptions, but this is very different
from taking quick, immediate action because you want the anxiety and
uncertainty to go away. In our executive laboratory, weve noticed that
some leaders from emerging markets maintain a very calm stance in
the face of uncertainty, including a willingness to let time pass when
the risk profile remains stable. During the 2008-9 financial crisis, we
worked directlywith some of the mostsuccessful business leadersfrom

emerging markets, and we noticed their calm and considered counte

nance in the face of swirling tumult. One of the most successful self-
made business leaders from Latin America who achieved his success in

a brutally uncertain environment described his ability to pause, "Sure,
its human nature to want to make the uncertainty go away. But that
desire can lead you to decide quickly, sometimes too quickly. Where
I come from, you soon realize that uncertainty will never go away, no
matter what decisions we make or actions we take. So, if we have time
toletthesituation unfold, giving us more clarity before we act, we take
that time. Of course, when the time comes, you need to be ready to
act."26 One of the most dangerous false beliefs is that faster is always
better, that the fast always beat the slow, that you are either the quick or
the dead. Sometimes the quick are the dead.

PRODUCTIVE PARANOIA 3: ZOOM OUT, THEN ZOOM IN

Ina famous experiment, researchers Daniel J. Simons and Christopher
F. Chabris asked subjects to watch a videotape ofpeople passing a bas
ketball back and forth, and to count the number of passes; partway
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through the video, a person in a gorilla suit unexpectedly walks right
into the middle of the action, thumps itschest, and walks off the court.

Focused on their counting task, only 50 percent of the subjects even

noticed the gorilla.27
Wespendmostofour lives dealingwiththe plansand activities right

in front of us, ticking tasks offour lists, clicking past mile markers on
our bigprojects, responding to the incessant demands on our time.And
we can easily miss the gorilla right in front ofus. 10X leaders, however,
don t miss the gorilla, especially if the gorilla poses a dangerous threat.
David Breashears was utterly focused on getting his IMAX camera to
the summit of Everest, yet when he looked down the mountain on
May 8, 1996, the swarm of humanity heading his way, he saw a huge
gorilla.

We adopted the,terms zoojn out ^nd zoom indo capture ^u.;

essential manifestation of productive paranoia, a duaMens

capability. 10X leaders remain obsessively focused on their pb-

, jeqtiyes and hypptvjgilantabout changes in their,environment;
, they-push fprperfect;execution and adjusttps changing condi- ,;•

tions; they count the passes andsee the gorilla.

In practice, it works like this:

Zoom Out

Sense a change in conditions
Assess the time frame: Howmuch time beforethe riskprofilechanges?

Assess with rigor: Do the new conditions call
for disrupting plans? If so,how?

Then

Zoom In

Focus on supreme execution ofplans and objectives
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Notice that the question "How much time before the risk profile
changes?" is part ofthezoom out. As we discussed earlier inthechapter,
lOXers took the time available to zoom out and formulate a considered

response. Of course,sometimes the 10X cases had to act fast, when the
risk profile was changing rapidly, when thegorilla was already close and
charging fast. Even so, they avoided panicky, reactive decisions; they
remained deliberate andclearheaded, responding fast enough.

On December 4, 1979, a special task force ofsix Intel managers and
external marketing guru Regis McKenna set aside their lives for three
full days ofintense discussions, sparked by aneight-page telex from field
engineer DonBuckhout, who'd written an"incisive anddesperate" anal
ysis of Intel's weakening position with its 8086 microprocessor relative
to the Motorola 68000.28 Ofparticular concern, Motorola had begun to
pull ahead ofIntel incompetition for important "design wins," convinc
ing customers to design the Motorola 68000 into their product lines. It
was a terrifying trend; if Motorola gained a dominant share ofdesign
wins, it could entrench itself as a standard, becoming increasingly dif-
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ficult to unseat. As Intel manager William H. Davidow reflected in his
book, Marketing in High Technology, "Intel was headed for obscurity."29

The teamzoomed out. WhyisMotorola winning? How important is
this? How can we counter? The team developed a five-point competi
tive positioning strategy and a schedule, focusing on Intel's distinctive
capability, "Intel Delivers," and its capacity to provide an entire family
of chips, generation upon generation, giving customers comfort. The
resulting document was smart andstrategic, reflecting deep insight into
Intel's strengths and an understanding ofwhat customers really worried
about. Based on a very systematic analysis, the team developed a plan
of counterattack dubbed Operation CRUSH.30

Then Intel zoomed in. The task force finished its work on Friday,
less than a week after it convened, and Intel approved the plan and al
located a multimillion-dollar budgetthe following Tuesday. Within the
week, more than a hundred CRUSH team members, sporting buttons

with the bold, orange letters C-R-U-S-H, met at the San Jose Hyatt.
From there, they fanned out across the globe to garner two thousand
design wins for Intelwithin a year. Intel was on a self-described crusade,
turning the tide, and getting its two thousand design victories, includ
ing a really bigone for IBM's future PC.31

Despite being ina fast-moving, perilous, competitive situation,the

Intel team took a very deliberate approach, formulating a smart

and rigorous strategy. Intel initiated Operation CRUSH in just

seven daysyet did so with fiercely disciplined thought.Whenfac

ing fast-moving threats, 10X teams neither freeze up nor imme

diately react; they thinkfirst, even when they need to think fast.

Intel made a mistake in not recognizing the Motorola threat earlier
(even 10X companies do not have a perfectrecord), which forced it into
such a crash program. Yet once it recognized the threat, it didn't make
its situation worse via panicky, thoughtless reaction. 10X enterprises at
their best respond to empirical evidence rather than hype or scaremon-
gering, and stick with proven principles and strategies in the face of
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frightening events. A fast-moving threat does not call for abandoning
disciplined thought and disciplined action.

By early 1987, George Rathmann had convinced the Amgen board
to fire a cannonball on its breakthrough product, EPO. Recognizing
the moment—the science isdone,the trials are done,wehavethe prod
uct ready, the clock is ticking, we've got to go now!—the Amgen FDA-
application team turned themselves into the "Simi Valley Hostages."

At first, they worked at the office but soon decided that they needed
to block out all distractions, recognizing that nothing was more im
portant at this moment than the FDA filing, pushing everything else
into the "it can wait" pile, moving copiers and working files into motel
rooms at the Posada Royale Quality Inn in Simi Valley, cuttingoffnor
mal life, embracing a brutal, non-stop schedule, smiling astheir friends
and colleagues hung yellow ribbons in theirhonor. They'd work in the
morning, take a brief lunch break, work until 6:00 p.m., take a short
dinner break, work into the night, thenrepeat again, day after day, week
after week. Finally, 93 days later, they loaded the 19,578-page document
intoa rented truck, drove it to the airport, andshipped itoffto the FDA.
A large bedsheet adorned with yellow ribbons was hung outside Am
gen's headquarters proclaiming, "The Simi hostages are freel"32

The Simi Valley Hostages had a lot of catching up to do on their
lives. If you don't get your desk cleaned off for 93 days, or your garage
repainted, your marathon run, your golf game in, your expense reports
completed, your phone calls returned, your mail answered, your vacation
achieved, your new house bought, your newspapers read, orpretty much
anything else that can wait until later, what does itmatter, compared tomiss
ing the chance tosecure EPO with the FDA before another competitor?

The Simi Valley Hostages understood that they were in a race

to be first, but they didn't sacrifice their detailed, methodical

approach for the sake of speed. By increasing their intensity to

extreme levels for a time-nothing else matters until weget this

done, anddone right1—they went fast enough to win.
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In contrast, consider how Genentech failed to execute as well in a

comparable moment and how that failure contributed to Genentech

losing its independence. On Friday afternoon, May29, 1987, four hun
dred people gathered in the FDA auditorium in Bethesda, Maryland,
to witness Genentech's presentation to an FDA advisory panel on its
newdrug t-PA (also known asActivase). No drug up to that point in the
history of biotechnology had generated anything like the excitement
around t-PA, a wonder drug designed to dissolve clots in heart-attack
victims. Genentech's stock price, trading at a hundred times earn
ings, reflected Genentech's salesmanship in convincing people that
the t-PA cannonball would smash directly into its target—hype that'd
leave the stock vulnerable in the event that t-PA encounteredsnags with
the FDA.33

Around dinnertime, after five hours ofpresentations and discussions,

the committeechair finally asked for a vote. The audiencegaspedwhen
it heard the count.34 Genentech hadn't convinced the committee that

t-PA prolonged life, and the committee recommended that t-PA should
be sent back for further study.35 Ironically, Genentech actually had ac

cess to most of the information needed to convince the FDA, but it

didn't have all the necessary data readily available and prepared in an
unassailable way for whatever concerns and questions mighthavecome
from the committee on the day ofthe meeting.36

Genentech's founder, Robert Swanson, called the committee's de

cision a mistake, and to be fair, Genentech did return later that year

and obtained a positive decision.37 Still, those six months mattered,
with at least ten companies racing to create t-PA-related drugs, and
those competitors gained ground while Genentech retreated to reas
semble its data for the FDA.38 The t-PA setback helped to puncture
Genentech's high-flying stock price, which fell more than 60 percent
behind the general stock market in the subsequent two years, raising
the cost of equity capital (which Genentech needed to invest heav
ily in R&D) and leading the company to sell a controlling stake to
Roche.39
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We close this chapterwith a twistto the Amundsenstory that highlights
the importance of being able to zoom out, then zoom in. It turns out
that Amundsen hadn't planned to go to the South Pole in 1911; he'd
planned to go to the North Pole.

That's right, the North Pole!
He'd raisedmoneyto go to the North Pole, assembled a team for the

North Pole, gained access to the shipFram for a trip to the North Pole,
and mapped a full plan for the North Pole.40

So then, how did he end up at the opposite end of the Earth, at the
South Pole?

While making his preparations for the North, Amundsen received

crushing news. The North Pole had fallen. First Cook, then Peary,
had reportedly reached 90 degrees North. So, Amundsen decided to
redirect his expedition andchanneled his energies into preparing for a
newdestination, the South Pole. He kepthisdecision secret, evenfrom
his crew, during the months while he prepared until he set sail. On
September 9, 1910, at the portofMadeira, Portugal, Amundsen raised
anchor three hours ahead ofschedule, catching his crew offguard. He
assembled his men on deck and calmly told them that they weren't
going to the North Pole after all, that the expedition would veer to
the South Pole instead. Earlier in the day, the crew had nothing but
the North Pole on their minds; by 10:00 p.m. they were already head
ing toward the South Pole, fully committed to the new adventure, the
North Pole fading from their dreams.41

We've portrayed Amundsen asanything but impulsive, the consum
mate detail-oriented, super-prepared, monomaniacal, disciplined fa
natic. Yet with the North Pole gone and the South in Scott's line of
sight, he pivoted dramatically, changing direction from north to south.
If Amundsen had said, "Well, my plan is to go north, so that's what
I'm going to do," if he refused to reorient his focus, he would not have

led his team to a 10X achievement. Upon learning that the North Pole
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had fallen, he zoomed out to consider the changed conditions; then he
zoomed in to execute a newplan to gosouth.

lOXers distinguish themselves by an ability to recognize defining
moments that call for disrupting their plans, changing the focus of
their intensity, and/or rearranging their agenda, because of opportu
nity or peril, or both. When the defining moment comes, they have
the buffers already in place, lots ofextra oxygen canisters, giving them
options and the flexibility to adjust. They have huge margins of safety,
precisely because they've bounded their risks, exercising prudence all
the way along, avoiding Death Line risk, shunning asymmetric risk,
and minimizing uncontrollable risk. They sense change, zooming out
to ask, "How much time before the risk profile changes?" They make
rigorous rather than reactive decisions. Then they zoom in, obsessively
focusing on superb execution in the defining moment, nevercompro
mising excellence for speed.

Not all time in life isequal. Lifeserves up some moments that count

much more than other moments. The year 1911 was an unequal time
forAmundsen, and he made the mostof it. May 1996on Everestwasan

unequal time for David Breashears, and he executed brilliantly when
the time came. September 11th was an unequal time for the airline

industry, and Southwest came through with the most inspired and de
fiant performance. We will all face moments when the quality of our
performance matters much more than other moments, moments that
we can seize or squander. lOXers prepare for those moments, recog
nize those moments, grab those moments, upend their lives in those
moments, and deliver their best in those moments. They respond to

unequal times with unequal intensity, when it matters most.



KEY POINTS

• This chapter explores three key dimensions of productive
paranoia:

1. Build cash reserves and buffers—oxygen canisters—to pre
pare for unexpected events and bad luckbefore they happen.

2. Bound risk—Death Line risk, asymmetric risk, and uncontrol
lable risk—and manage time-based risk.

3.Zoom out, then zoom in, remaining hypervigilant to sense
changingconditions and respond effectively.

• lOXers understand that they cannot reliably and consistently
predict future events, so they prepare obsessively—ahead oftime,
all the time—for what they cannot possibly predict. They assume
that a series of bad events can wallop them in quick succession,
unexpectedly and at any time.

• It's what you do before the storm hits—the decisions and dis

ciplines and buffers and shock absorbers already in place—that
matters mostin determining whether your enterprise pullsahead,
falls behind or dies when the storm hits.

• lOXers build buffers and shock absorbers far beyond the norm
of what others do. The 10X companies we studied carried 3 to
10 times the ratio of cash to assets relative to the median of what

most companies carry and maintained more conservative balance



sheets than the comparison companies throughout theirhistories,
evenwhen they were small enterprises.

• 10X cases are extremely prudent in how they approach and
manage risk, paying special attention to three categories of risk:

1.Death Line risk (which can kill or severely damage the
enterprise)

2.Asymmetric risk (in whichthe downside dwarfs the upside)

3.Uncontrollable risk (which cannotbe controlled ormanaged)

• lOXers zoom out, then zoom in. They focus on their objectives

and sensechanges in their environment; they push forperfectex
ecution and adjustto changingconditions. When theysensedan
ger, they immediately zoom out to consider how quickly a threat
is approaching and whether it calls for a change in plans. Then
theyzoom in, refocusing their energies into executing objectives.

• Rapid changedoes not callfor abandoning disciplined thought
and disciplined action. Rather, it callsfor upping the intensity to
zoom out for fast yetrigorous decision making and zoom inforfast
yet superb execution.

UNEXPECTED FINDINGS

• The 10X casestookless risk than the comparison casesyet pro

duced vastly superior results.

• Contrary to the image ofbrazen, self-confident, risk-taking en
trepreneurs who see only upside potential, 10X leaders exercise
productive paranoia, obsessing about what can go wrong. They
ask questions like: What is the worst-case scenario? What are the



consequences of the worst-case scenario? Do we have contingen
cies in place for the worst-case scenario? What's the upside and
what's the downside of this decision? What's the likelihood of the

upside and the downside? What's outofour control? How can we
minimizeour exposure to forces we can't control? What if? What
if? What if?

• The 10X cases didn't have a greater bias for speed than the
comparison companies. Taking the time available before the risk
profile changes, whether short or long, to make a rigorous and
deliberate decision produces a better outcome than rushing a

decision.

ONE KEY QUESTION

• Regarding the biggest threats and dangers facing your enter
prise, how much time before the risk profile changes?



SMaC

"Most men die of their remedies, and not of their illnesses."

—Moliere1

In early 1979, Howard Putnam, then CEO of Southwest Airlines,
wrestled with a question: does the sweeping disruption of deregulation
call for a revolution in how we run our company?The 1978 Airline De

regulation Act would unleash competition, throw carriers into pitched

125
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battles for market share, ignite price wars, force airlines tocut costs, and
lead to bankruptcies.

Putnam considered: Does deregulation undermine our low-cost
model? Does deregulation threaten our high-spirit, employee-focused
culture? Does deregulation erode the competitive value ofrapid gate
turns or destroy the viability of our point-to-point system? Does radi
cal change in our environment call for inflicting radical change upon
ourselves?2

His answers: no, no, no, and no.

He concluded that Southwest should continue to expand based on
"the cookie-cutter' approach." He conjured up the image ofa recipe
used repeatedly to create batches of consistently formed cookies. "Do
the same thing thatyou are already doing well," he said, anddo it "over
and over again."

Not only that, he specified the cookie recipe, point by point. Re
produced below is what he articulated (we're reproducing it verbatim,
excluding one abbreviation that we couldn't decipher, so that you can
see how he laid out the recipe in his own words):3

1. Remain a short-haul carrier, undertwo-hour segments.
2> Utilize the 737 as our primary aircraft for ten to twelve years.
3. Continued high aircraft utilization and quick turns, ten min

utes in most cases.

4. The passenger is our #1 product. Do not carry air freight or
mail, only small packages which have high profitability and
lowhandling costs.

5. Continued lowfares and high frequency of service.
6. Stayout of food services.

7. No interlining . . . costs in ticketing, tariffs and computers and
our uniqueairports do not lendthemselves to interlining.

8. Retain Texas as our #1 priority and only go interstate if high-
density short-haul markets are available to us.

9. Keep the family and people feeling in our service and a fun
atmosphere aloft. We're proudofour employees.
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10. Keep it simple. Continue cash-register tickets, ten-minute can
cellation of reservations at the gate in order to clear standbys,
simplified computer system, free drinks in Executive service,
free coffee and donuts in the boarding area, no seat selection
on board, tape-recorded passenger manifest, bring airplanes
and crews home to Dallas each night, only one domicile and
maintenance facility.

Putnamdidn't issue some bland, generic "Southwest Airlines will be
a leading low-cost airline" vacuous statement. He specified two-hour
segments. He specified 737s. He specified 10-minute turns. He speci
fied no air freight or mail. He specified no food service. He specified
no interlining. Hespecified noseat selection. Hespecified cash-register
receipts. Putnam's 10 points areeasy tograsp, articulate, follow, and un
derstand what to do and what not to do. Putnam laid out a clear, simple,

and concrete framework for decisions and action.

Putnam's 10 points reflect insight, based upon empirical validation
about what works. Take the idea of only 737s. Why would only 737s
make sense? All your pilots can fly all your jets, allowing for immense
scheduling flexibility. You need only onesetofparts, one setoftraining
manuals, one set of maintenance procedures, one set of flight simula
tors, one type of jet way, one procedure for boarding.

But the truly amazing thing about Putnam's list is its consistency
over time. In total, the elements on the Putnam list changed only
about 20 percent in a quarter of a century. Stop to think about that
for a moment: only a 20 percent change, despite a series of disruptive
events from fuel shocks to air-traffic-control strikes, massive industry

mergers, the rise of the hub-and-spoke model, recessions, interest-
rate spikes, the Internet, and 9/11. Yet while stunningly consistent,
the recipe also evolved—never through wholesale revolution but in

careful steps. Southwest did eventually add flights longer than two
hours, embraced Internet booking, and interlined with Icelandair.4 If
Southwest had become rigid, close-minded, uncurious, never amend
ing Putnam's points as needed, it would not have become a 10X case.
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Still, what most stands out is how much of the list Southwest kept
intact.

SM^^

Howard Putnam's 10 points form a SMaC recipe. ASMaC recipe is a
set ofdurable operating practices thatcreate a replicable andconsistent
success formula. The word "SMaC" stands for Specific, Methodical,
and Consistent. You can use the term "SMaC" as a descriptor in any
number of ways: as an adjective ("Let's build a SMaC system"), as a
noun ("SMaC lowers risk"), and as averb ("Let's SMaC this project"). A
solid SMaC recipe is the operating code for turning strategic concepts
into reality, a setofpractices more enduring than mere tactics. Tactics
change from situation tosituation, whereas SMaC practices canlast for
decades andapply across a wide range ofcircumstances.

We on the research team used to believe in an inevitable trade

off between specificity and durability: if you want to have du

rable precepts to live by, they need to be moregeneral, like core

values or high-level strategy; but ifyou want specific practices,

they need to change frequently as conditions change, like tac

tics.Yet it is possible to develop practices that are bothspecific

and durable-SMaC practices.

A SMaC practice is not the same as a strategy, culture, core values,
purpose, or tactics.

Is "Fly only 737s" a core value? No.

Is "Fly only 737s" a core purpose, a reason for being? No.
Is"Fly only 737s" a high-level strategy? No.
Is "Fly only 737s" a culture? No.

Is "Fly only 737s" a tactic to be changed frequently, from situation
to situation? No. More than thirty years after Putnam laid out his 10
points, Southwest stillflew only737s.5

A SMaC recipe also includes practices unot to do." Putnam's list has
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clear not-to-do points—don't interline, serve food, offer first-class seats,
or carry air freight. Putnam grasped that adding any of these services
would complicate the process ofgetting planes turned around fast. All
the 10X companies' SMaC recipes contained things not to do. Do not
use loss reserves to manage earnings (Progressive). Do not wait to de
velop perfect software to enter the market; get good enough to launch
and then improve (Microsoft). Donot be the first with new innovations
but also not the last; stay one fad behind (Stryker). Do not cut R&D
during industry recessions (Intel). Do not hype; better to make people
angry by underestimating your next success than by overestimating
(Amgen). Do not grant stock options to the CEO butonly toemployees
(Biomet).6

The clarity and specificity ofa SMaC recipe helps people keep their
bearings and sustain high performance when in extreme conditions.
Think back to David Breashears on Everest. Over the years leading up

to the IMAX project, he developed a SMaC recipe for filmmaking in
the high mountains. He went to a 50-degree-below-zero-F freezer in
Toronto to develop specific protocols for handling the IMAX camera
in extreme cold, assessing how the batteries would perform and prac
ticing loading the 65mm film with bare hands. (Even on the top of
Everest, he had to load the camera with bare hands to minimize any

chance of malfunction.) He created an "Idiot Check" list for working
and moving the camera in extreme conditions and unusual situations.
He systematically developed a supply list that eliminated any weight
that didn't directly contribute to the IMAX project or to safety. He then
refined all his methods on a 160-mile, 28-day trek in Nepal the year
before the Everest ascent. By the time he and his team were filming
on Everest, they knew exactly what to do and precisely how to do it. On
May 23, 1996, Breashears and histeam stood on topofEverest with the
IMAX camera. One mistake—a dropped piece of camera equipment,

a malfunction, a bungled film feed—could wipe out years of effortand
millions ofdollars expended. "We worked slowly and methodically just
as we had for the past sixty days," explained Breashears of the crucial
moment. "Bare-handed, I threaded the film again.Then, at the apexof
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the world, Robert and I went over our camera checklist one last time."

SMaC!7

INGREDIENTS $M BAVSD BREASHEARS'S

SUflaC RECIPE8

t. Create a binder with individual tabs for all facets of the ex

pedition, including backup plans (and sometimes even backup
plans to the backup plans) for everything that can plausibly go
wrong.

2. Perform "Idiot Check" every time you move locations-

360-degree spin to make sureyou haven't leftanything behind.

3. Thread the camera with bare hands, no matter how cold, to

ensure a perfect shot every time.

4. Be able to assemble the camera, mount iton the tripod, load

and thread film, aim, and shoot in five minutes flat.

5. Test equipment in real conditions, sub-zero-freezer and simu

lation trips before the actual expedition.

6. Always optimize weight and functionality. Carry the least

amount of mass without sacrificing function/safety.

7. In selecting teammates, choose people to get stranded with.

8. Always bring backups for critical gear and supplies: extra

oxygen, extra crampons, extra mittens, and extra supplies. Be

prepared to stay longer than planned.

9. Never let a weak memberattempt to summit. "A team is only

as strong as its weakest member."

10. Have two separate teams, climbers and filmmakers, that

work well together on the mountain.
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Ina world full ofbig, fast-moving forces andunrelenting uncertainty,
lOXers accept with stoic equanimity what they cannot control, yet they
exert extreme control when they can. One ofthe most crucial ways they
exert control in an out-of-control world is by being incredibly SMaC.
The more unforgiving your world, the more SMaC you need to be. A
SMaC recipe forces order amidst chaos. It imposes consistency when
you're slammed by disruption. Operating in a turbulent world without
a SMaC recipe is like being lost in the wilderness in the middle of a
storm without a compass.

Now, you might be thinking, "OK, the primary finding here is to
have a SMaC recipe." But in fact, the existence of a recipe per se did
not systematically distinguish the 10X companies from the comparison
companies. Rather, the principal finding is how the 10X companies
adhered to their recipes with fanatic discipline to a far greater degree
than the comparisons, and how they carefully amended their recipes
with empirical creativity and productive paranoia.

ADHERING TO THE SMAC RECIPE

mTMJEAJiAn^^

The 10X companies kept any given recipe ingredient in the mix for
more than twentyyears on average (with a rangefromeight to forty-plus

years)—durable indeed! The table "Progressive Insurance SMaC Rec
ipe" illustrates the durabilityand consistency of a 10X SMaC recipe.

Progressive Insurance SMaC Recipe9 Durability and
Consistency

1. Concentrate on non-standard auto insurance, insuring
high-risk drivers whom major insurance companies
would likelyturn away.

30+ years
Changed in the
1990s

2. Price to achieve 96% combined ratio. Price for

profitability, never forgrowth;neverlower underwriting
standardsor pricing disciplineto increasemarketshare.
There's no excuse forfailingto deliver an underwriting
profit, not regulatoryproblems, not competitive
difficulties, not natural disaster, nothing.

30+ years
No change as of
2002

(continued on nextpage)
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Progressive Insurance SMaCJRecipe9 Durability and
Consistency

3. Price for each individual customer, based onevery
available piece ofinformation on thatperson s life
thatmight impact driving risk (such as zip code, age,
marital status, driving record, vehicle make andyear,
size of engine), even if that means thousands ofdifferent
pricing premiums.

30+ years
No change as of
2002

4. Exit anystate where regulation makes profitable
pricingwithsuperb claims service impossible.

20+ years
No change as of
2002

5. Focus onspeed in claims adjustment; speed results in
better service and lower costs.

25+ years
No change as of
2002

6. Have at leastone new business orservice experiment
under way yetkeepanynewbusiness to less than
5% of total revenues until it demonstrates sustained
profitability.

30+ years
No change as of
2002

7. Deliver profits primarily from underwriting, not
investing.

30+ years
No change as of
2002

8. Never use loss reserves to manage earnings. 30+ years
No change as of
2002

9. Employ independentagents asour sales force; do a
small amountofbusiness with a large number ofagents
rather than a largeamount ofbusiness with a small
number ofagents.

30+ years
Changed in the
1990s

We found a fascinating contrast in the comparison cases: mostofthe
comparisons displayed some version ofa SMaC recipe duringtheirbest
years ofperformance (only one comparison company, Kirschner, never
had one) but the comparisons changed their recipes to a much greater
degree than the 10X cases over time. When we analyzed 117 recipe
elements across the 10X and comparison cases, wefound that the com
parisons changed four times more than the 10X cases. (See Research
Foundations: SMaC-Recipe Analysis.) The table "Change in Ingredi
ents in SMaC Recipes" shows how much the 10X cases and compari
son cases changed their recipes over their respective eras ofanalysis.
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CHANGE IN INGREDIENTS IN SMaC RECIPES

DURING THEIR RESPECTIVE ERAS OF ANALYSIS

10X Company Comparison Company

Amgen 10% Genentech 60%

Biomet 10% Kirschner N/A

Intel 20% AMD 65%

Microsoft 15% Apple 60%
Progressive 20% Safeco 70%

Southwest Airlines 20% PSA 70%

Stryker 10% USSC 55%

Now, you might be thinking, "Butwait a minute! Perhaps the com
parison cases had truly inferior operating models, and they changed
more because they hadn t yet found a great one." But think back on
PSA. Recall from Chapter 4 how Southwest Airlines began as a copy
of PSA, right down to the operating manuals. So, here we have two
airlines both facing deregulation, both facing a disruptive environment,
both with fabulous core markets, both withnearly identical recipes, and
yetonlySouthwest endured asa greatcompany in the twodecades after
deregulation.

PSA reacted to deregulation by deciding it needed to become more

like . . . United Airlines. Here, in an amazing twist of irony, we have
PSA moving away from its proven recipe just as Southwest began to
build momentum in Texas. Using the same proven recipe, and having
invented it, PSA should have become the most successful airline in his

tory, yetit sold out to USAir. "Life istough for an independentairline at
the bestof times," said PSAs president, endingthe company's indepen
dent lifewith a whimper. "Wecould have gone it alone,but... it made
more sense for us to accept US Air's very reasonable offer."10

Analysts and the media began chanting that Southwest, the genetic
twin of PSAs original concept, also needed to change its formula, that
Putnams simple listneededmajor revision, otherwise it mightgodown
like PSA. "A growing chorus of critics says the 56-year-old Kelleher
needs to rethink his keep-it-simple strategy," wrote Business Week in
1987. The Wall Street Transcript quotedanalysts saying that Southwest
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could no longer be viewed as agrowth company, its model running out
ofopportunity. Herb Kelleher, by then CEO, responded to this pressure
to revolutionize the airline much as General McAuliffe responded to
the German surrender ultimatum at the Battle of the Bulge: "Nuts!"
Kelleher understood why each ingredient in Putnam s list worked, and
he understood that the Southwest model would still apply in an in
creasingly competitive airline industry. He kept most ofthe recipe in
tact. Southwest Airlines, of course, went on to become one of the most

admired companies in the world, while PSA became irrelevant, then
forgotten. The PSA spirit endured, butdeep in the heartofTexas.11

Airline Deregulation: Different Responses by Different Airlines
Southwest Airlines vs. PSA

Ratio of Cumulative Stock Returns to General Market

25.0-

20.0-

! 15.0

Southwest did well before and after deregulation by
sticking to its SMaC Recipe; PSA did reasonably well
before deregulation, but languished when it morphed
away from its SMaC Recipe post deregulation.

Southwest

g io.o

5.0

1975

Notes:

1. Each company's ratio to market was calculated from December 31,1974 to December 31,1984.
2. Source for all stock return calculations in this work: ©200601 CRSP®, Center for Research in

Security Prices. BoothSchool of Business, The University of Chicago. Used withpermission. All
rights reserved, www.crsp.chicagobooth.edu.

Conventional wisdom says that change is hard. But if change

is so difficult, why do we see mors evidence of radical change

in the less successful comparison cases? Because change is

notthe mostdifficult part Far more difficult than implementing

change is figuring out what works, understanding whyit works,

grasping when to change, and knowing when not to.

PSA

1985
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The fall and rise of Apple illustrates the danger of straying from a
recipe andthe value ofrestoring it. By the mid-1990s, Apple hadfallen
far from its glorious early days, when it had brought forth the Apple II
and then the Mac, "the computer for the rest of us." Beset bychronic
inconsistency, it had a revolving door at the top; John Sculley ousted
Steve Jobs in 1985, Michael Spindler replaced John Sculley in 1993,
Gil Amelio replaced Michael Spindler in 1996. It also lurched back
andforth in its positioning: computers for the rest ofus,then computers
for business, then premium-priced BMWs ofcomputers, then low-cost
machines in a high-market-share strategy, then back again to premium
machines. Apple's stock returns fell behindthe general stock market, in
stark contrast to Microsoft's upward march. (See diagram "1985-1997:
Microsoft Soared, Apple Faltered") Microsoft during this time showed
unwavering consistency—consistency in leadership, consistency in

purpose, consistency in strategy, consistency in recipe. By 1993, Apple
had fallen so far behind that a technology conference featured a panel
of venture capitalists and computer-industry experts debating the hot
topic, "Will Apple Computer Survive?"12 Apple eventually began seri
ous talks with companies like Sun Microsystems about selling itself,
itching to fire a bullet in the head of its own independence. It looked
like Apple squestto be a great company would diean inglorious death.13

30.0-

1 20.0

10.0

1985

1985-1997: Microsoft Soared, Apple Faltered
Ratio of Cumulative Stock Returns to General Market

Microsoft relentlessly pursued its SMaC Recipe, while
Apple continually changed its strategy.

1989 1993

Microsoft

Michael Spindler Gil Amelio
leaves leaves

Apple

1997

Notes:

1. Each company's ratio to market was calculated from August 31,1985 to August 31,1997. Also,
because CRSP data is not available for Microsoft from August 1985 to March 1986, general
stock market returns were used as a proxy for company returns during this time period.

2. Source for all stock return calculations in this work: ©200601 CRSP®, Center for Research in
Security Prices. Booth School of Business, The University of Chicago. Used with permission. All
rights reserved, www.crsp.chicagobooth.edu.
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Fortunately, the story turned out differently, with a turnaround be
ginning in 1997. And here's the really interesting part: Steve Jobs didn't
so much revolutionize the company as he returned it to the principles
he'd used tolaunch the company from garage togreatness two decades
earlier. "The great thing is that Apple's DNA hasn't changed," said Jobs
in 2005.14 And not just its larger purpose butalso many ofits recipe in
gredients. For example: allow no one else to clone ourproducts; design
our products so they work seamlessly together; make design friendly
and elegant; obsess about secrecy and then do big launches to capture
pent-up excitement; don't enter any business where we don't control

the primary technology; design for and market to individuals, not busi
nesses. All ofthesepractices were in place duringApple's early days and
were then brought back to life duringApple's rebirth twodecades later.
Apple fell behind during its dark days not because its original recipe
no longer worked, but because it lacked the discipline to adhere to its
original recipe. Steve Jobs's genius notwithstanding, Apple roared back
because it returned, this time with fanatic discipline, to the essence
of its original recipe. As John Sculley commented in a 2010 interview,
reflecting upon the resurgence of Apple under the leadership of the
very man he'd ousted 25 years earlier, "The same principles Steve is so
rigorous about now are the identical ones he was usingthen."15

When faced with declining results, lOXers do not first assume

that their principlesand methods have become obsolete. Rather,

they first consider whether the enterprise has perhaps strayed

from its recipe, or has forgone disciplineand rigor in adhering to

the recipe. If so, they see the remedy in reconnecting with the

underlying insights behind the recipe and reigniting passion for

adhering to it They ask, "Is our recipe no longer working be

cause we've lost discipline? Or is it no longer working because

our circumstances have fundamentally changed?"

John Wooden, the great UCLAbasketball coach who produced 10
NCAA championship teams in 12 years during the 1960s and 1970s,
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perfectly exemplified the power ofconsistency. In the fascinating film
documentary The UCLA Dynasty, one player recalled, "There was a
way to do everything. You could have taken UCLA people who played
in '55, '65, 70, and 75; put them on the same team; and they would
have been able to play with eachother, instantly." Wooden ran his drills
from the same set of 3x5 cards, with rare modifications, over the course

of three decades. Drills would start and end like clockwork, the same

drills performed before the national championship as at the beginning
ofthe season sothat, in the words ofa starplayer, "By the time the games
came along, they justbecame memorized exhibitions of brilliance."16

Wooden translatedhis "PyramidofSuccess" (aphilosophy oflifeand

competition) into a detailed recipe, right down to how players should
tie their shoes.17

Picture yourselfas a star basketball player recruited to UCLA. You

show up at the first practice session, ready to show your skills; to earn
your spot; to run up and down the court; to slam the ball through the
hoop; to leap, and jump, and spin. You sidle up next to a senior who'd
earnedAll-American honors and wait for the coach to get the drills go
ing. The coach comesout and opensthe first momentsof practice in a
quiet voice, "Wewill begin bylearning how to tie our shoes."

You look over to a couple of famous seniors, Ail-Americans who've
already won national championships, thinking this must be somekind
offreshman initiation. Butno, the seniors calmly begintakingofftheir
shoes and preparing for the shoe-tying lesson.

"First, put your socks, slowly with care, over your toes," says the
coach. The seniors diligently follow instructions. "Now, move your
socks up here . . . and here . . . smooth out all the wrinkles . . . nice and
tight. . . take your time," the coach intoneshis lesson, like some sort of

far-out Zen master teaching you how to make teaasa path tohigher en
lightenment. "Then laceyour shoes from the bottom, carefully, slowly,
getting each pass nice and tight. . . snug! snug! snug! snug!"

After the lesson, you ask one of the All-American seniors what that
was allabout, and he says, "Geta blister in a biggame, and you're gonna
suffer. Shoes come untied in a close game . . . well, that justnever hap-
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pens here." One year later, you come to practice, having helped create
yet another national championship, noting the surprised looks on the
freshmen's faces when the coach announces, "We will begin by learn
ing howto tie our shoes."

Modern management dogma exhorts thatan enterprise should com
mit frequent wholesale revolution, that it should change more on the
inside than the world is changing on the outside, that it should inflict
radical change upon itself, and that it should be doing so all the time.
But as Lincoln said in the dark days of the American Civil War, "The

dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate to the stormy present."18 In
this stormy world, we need tothink anew. And thatmeans rejecting the
idea that the onlypath to continued prosperity lies in continuous cor
porate revolution. Ifyou really want tobecome mediocre orgetyourself
killed ina turbulent environment, you want tobe changing, morphing,
leaping, and transforming yourself all the time and in reaction to ev
erything that hits you. We've found in all our research studies that the
signature of mediocrity is not an unwillingness to change; the signature
ofmediocrity is chronic inconsistency.

Keep in mind the premise of this study: the world is in a stateof un
certainty and instability, full ofrapid change and dramatic disruptions.
Yet when we conducted our research through this very lens of extreme
change and turmoil, we found that the 10X companies changed their
recipes less than their comparisons. This doesn't mean 10X leaders
are complacent. Productive paranoids infused with fanatic discipline
and fired up by empirical creativity in pursuit of Level 5 ambitions
don't have any conception of complacency. lOXers are truly obsessed,
driven people. It's justthat they accomplish their huge goals by adher
ing withgreatdiscipline to what theyknow works while simultaneously
worrying—for they always worry—about whatmight no longer work in
a changingenvironment. When conditions trulycall fora change, they
respondby amending the recipe.
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AMENDING THE SMaC RECIPE:

PARANOID,_CR£Ml¥£J^IUUSXEJi£Y

Suppose we asked you to catalogue everything in your world that's
changing. How long alist would you need? Just consider afew categories:

How is the economy changing?
How are the markets changing?
Howare fashions changing?

How is technology changing?
How is the political landscape changing?
How are laws and regulations changing?
Howare societal norms changing?
How isyour line ofwork changing?

The amountofchange swirling about isboth gigantic and, for most
people, accelerating. Ifwe tried to react toevery single external change,
we'dquickly find ourselves incapacitated. Most changeis justnoise and
requires no fundamental change in ourselves.

Yet some change is not noise, demanding that we adjust and evolve,
else we face demise, catastrophe, or missed opportunities. Agreatcom
panymust evolve its recipe, revising selected elementswhen conditions
merit, while keeping most of its recipe intact.

In 1985, Intel faced a bleak reality in its memory-chip business
(DRAMS). Japanese competitors had thrown the industryinto a brutal
price war, driving prices down by 80 percent in two years. Intel leader
ship eventually had to confront a brutal fact: the memory business no
longeroffered anythingbut bleeding and misery. Fortunately, Intelhad
fired bullets on another business, microprocessors, beginning in 1969,
when engineer Ted Hoff put all the computing functions on a single
chip. Over the subsequent 16 years, Intel had gradually built momen
tum in microprocessors, increasing market share, growing profits, and
gainingempirical validation that microprocessors offered a huge,viable
business for Intel.19
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In a decision first made famous by Stanford Professor Robert Bur-

gelman (the world's leading authority on Intel's strategic evolution),
Andy Grove and Gordon Moore debated what to do about the declin
ingmemory-chip business. Grove zoomed out and posed a hypothetical
question to Moore, "If we were replaced and new management came
in, what would they do?"20

Moore thought about it for a moment, then answered, "Get out of
DRAMS."

"So," saidGrove, "lets gothrough the revolving door, come backin,
shut down the memorybusiness, and justdo it ourselves."

And that's exactly what they did, throwing their full attention into
the microprocessor business.

This was a very big change for Intel,yetat the same time, Intel kept
intact most of the other ingredients in its recipe. Notice in the table

"Intel SMaC Recipe" whatdid not change at the time Intel exited the
memory-chip business. Certainly, if Intel had blindlystuck with mem

ory chips, it might not have become a 10X winner. But equally true,
if it had changed most of its recipe—if it had jettisoned Moores Law,
started cutting R&D, abandoned its pricing model, ruined its practice
of constructive confrontation—it would not have become a 10X win

ner. Both parts of the story are important: the big exit from memory

chipsandthe factthat Inteldid not changeother elements of its SMaC
recipe.

Intel

SMaC Recipe21
Changed
in 1985?

1. Concentrate on integrated electronics, where all
functions are suppliedto the customeras irreducible
units. Focus on DRAM memory chips.

Exited memory
chips; shifted focus
to microprocessors

2. Uphold Moore'sLaw, doubling the complexity of
components per integrated circuit at minimum cost
every 18months to two years.

No change

3.Achieve Moore's Law by (a) increasing chip size
through reducing random defects, (b)creating circuit
innovations that allowfor higher functional density, and
(c) making circuit units smaller.

No change
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4. Continuously develop the next generation ofchips
thatcreate a competition-free zone. Develop chips that
customers musthave because Intel hasa better product
than the previous generation and/or has an industry
standard. Maximize the benefits ofthe competition-
free zone via a four-part cycle: (a) price high early in
the cycle, (b) gainvolume and drive down unit costs,
(c) lower prices ascompetition enters andkeep driving
down unit costs, and (d) deploy profits intothe next
generation ofchipsto create the nextcompetition-free
zone.

No change

5. Standardize manufacturing down to the smallest
details; i.e., Mclntel. Think ofmaking integrated circuits
likemakinghigh-tech jelly beans.

No change

6. Maintain our reputation that "Intel Delivers." Build
customers byearning their trust that wewill always
deliver on our manufacturing and price commitments.
This is the secretto gainingand holding an industry
standard.

No change

7. Do not attack a fortified hill; avoid markets with
powerful, entrenched competitors.

No change

8. Practiceconstructive confrontation. Argue and debate
regardless of rank, and then commit once a decision is
made—disagree and commit.

No change

9. Measure everythingand make visible the results. No change

10. Do not cut R&D during recessions; use recessions to
driveour technology ahead of others.

No change

The Intel case illustrates a powerful "Genius of the AND." On

the one hand, a great company changes onlya small fraction of

its SMaC recipe at any given time, keeping the rest of it intact

On the other hand, this isn'tjust "incremental" change; a SMaC-

recipe change is,almost bydefinition, a hugelysignificantchange.

By grasping this point, a 10X enterprise can achieve significant

change and extraordinary continuity, both at the same time.

Intel's comparison case, AMD, presents a stark contrast, settling
upon a recipe, then throwing it out to settle upon another recipe, then
replacing itwith yetanother, then back again. Early in its history, AMD
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developed a recipe principally focused on being a second-source sup
plier and manufacturing chips to military specifications. Then in the
early 1980s, Jerry Sanders concocted a new recipe, this time for.. .
"asparagus"! Asparagus requires more up-front investment and takes
longer to grow than othercrops butyields higher prices. Stretching this
analogy to microelectronics, Sanders and company shifted to making
proprietary chipsthat required moreup-front investment and tooklon
gerto develop yetyielded higher prices—like asparagus! AMD hung an
asparagus flag outside its headquarters and took out ads proclaiming,
"We're ready for the asparagus business." Then just a few years later,

AMD shifted back to a second-source strategy, although it also kept
some asparagus. Then it shifted to something it called the "P3 Strat
egy" (platforms, process, and production). Then in yet another shift, it
pursued somethingcalled "customer-centric innovation." While none
ofthesewere bad ideas per se, in switching from one recipe to another,
inflicting frequent wholesale change upon itself, AMD never gained
long-term momentum.22

So, how does a 10X company know when it's time to amend its
recipe, presuming it has a really good one? With a concrete recipe in
hand, it can explicitly consider the recipe's ingredients in the context
ofchanges in the environment. It can examine the empirical evidence.
What are the brutal facts? Not opinions, but facts. What bullets have
we fired? What have theyhit? The Intel case illustrates howfiring bul
lets can give you a hedge against an uncertain future, sothat you might
have a ready-made amendment ready to go when the world changes.
Intel didn't react to the memory-business disruption by inventing the
microprocessor; it had been firing bulletsfor more than a decade,prov
ing itselfin microprocessors.23

Thiere are two healthyapproachesto amending the SMaC rec

ipe: (1) exercising empirical creativity, which is more internally

driven, and (2) exercising productive paranoia, which is more

externally focused. The first involves firing bullets to discover
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and test a new practice before making it part of the recipe.

The second employs the discipline to zoom outto perceive and

assess a change in conditions, then to zoom in to implement

amendments as needed.

lOXers employ both approaches, although the emphasis can vary
depending upon the situation. In the Intel case, empirical creativity
came first (firing bullets on the microprocessor) and then productive
paranoia kicked in when the memory-chip business becameuntenable.
Microsoft's move to embrace the Internet in the 1990s illustrates how

productive paranoia mightprovide the initial spark for an amendment.
Prior to 1994, Microsoft built its recipe around the stand-alone per

sonal computer as the center of the universe. Then in January 1994,
a 25-year-old Microsoft engineer named James J. Allard sounded an
alarm, pointing out that two new systems were beingadded to the In
ternet with every passing minute, with a new network connecting up
every 40 minutes. A month later, one of Microsoft's technical generals
visited Cornell University, and seeing firsthand how all the kids were
connected to the Internet, followed up with an email to Bill Gates,

"Cornell is WIRED!" Sensing a change in conditions, just like David
Breashears on Everest, Gates zoomed out In fact, Gates had a zoom-

out mechanism already in place; he'd set aside an entire week each
year to go away for intense reading and reflection, his "Think Week."

Gates dedicated his April 1994 Think Week to the Internet. He also
stimulated his team to zoom out, calling a retreat ofthe Microsoft brain
trust to assess the threat. What are the facts? Does this require a major
change? Is this real or is it hype? Are we threatened? The discussions,
debates, and yelling matches persisted over the course of months. Fi
nally, Microsoft came to see that the Internet did indeed represent a
fundamental change in the environment and a serious threat; Micro
softwould need to fully embracea wired world.24

Then Microsoft zoomed in. Gates wrote a memo, eightpages, single-
spaced, entitled "The Internet Tidal Wave," in which he described his
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own evolution, having "gone through several stages of increasing my
views as to [the Internet's] importance." He then redirected Microsoft
tothe Internet, pushing his teams to"go overboard onInternet features"
and sending more than five hundred programmers on a speed march
to develop a browser that would later be known as Internet Explorer.25
The memo became the stuff of legend, the story of how a visionary
founder revolutionized hiscompany, turning the battleship 180 degrees

overnight; and it makes for fascinating reading.
Yet just as Intel handled its transition to microprocessors, Microsoft

kept intact most of the recipe that had made it successful prior to the
rise of the Internet. Microsoft did not abandon its focus on software.

It did not abandon its belief in standards. It did not abandon its ap
proach of launching imperfect products and then improving them. It
did not abandon its price-for-volume strategy. It did not abandon its
commitment to open systems. It did not abandon the practice of inter

nal yelling matches, the testing ground for letting the best ideas win.
It did not abandon Windows. It did not abandon applications. It was

a huge change for Microsoft to embrace the Internet, and yet most of
Microsoft's recipe remained intact. Did Microsoft make a big change
to its recipe? Yes. Did Microsoft keep most of its recipe intact? Yes.

Again, lOXers rejectthe choice between consistency and change; they
embrace consistency and change,both at the same time.

CONSISTENCY AND CHANGE:

liiEJBJREAI^^

When the framers of the United States Constitution convened in Phila

delphia in 1787, theywrestled witha profound question, howto createa
practical framework that would be both flexible and durable. Go too far
in one direction, putting in too manyspecific strictures, and the Con
stitution would become either a straitjacket or irrelevant. The framers

couldn't possibly predict how the world would change, having no ca
pacityeven to anticipate or envision automobiles, airplanes, talk radio,
cable news, the Internet, the CivilRights Movement, nuclear weapons,
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birth-control pills, the rise of the Soviet Union, the fall of the Soviet
Union, jazz, multimillion-dollar athletes on strike, American depen
dence on foreign oil, or9/11. Go too far in the other direction, provid
ingonly broad and general guidelines, and the Constitution would lack
"teeth" and fail to provide the practical guideposts that meld a diverse
group ofpeople and individual states into a single union. There must
be a coherent, consistent, enduring framework holding the enterprise
together, preventing disintegration into a squabbling group ofindepen
dent little countries.

So, they came up with an ingenious invention, the amendment
mechanism. One of the first of its type in human history, the mech
anism would allow the Constitution to evolve organically, enabling
future generations to make adjustments when situations arose that
the founders could not possibly envision. Equally important, they de
signed the mechanism to ensure stability, creating a very high hurdle
for change. After the first 10 Amendments (the Bill of Rights) in 1791,
there were only 17 amendments in the next 220 years. The framers
had made amendments rare bydesign, requiring a two-thirds majority
in the House of Representatives, a two-thirds majority in the Senate,
and then ratification by three-fourths of the individual states. Think
of everything that happened between 1791 and 2011, and yet the Con
stitution was amended only 17 times. The authors of the Constitution

clearly understood that change must be possible, but they also under
stoodthat a greatnation musthave a consistent framework to work from
especially in a radically changing and utterly unpredictable world.26

Any enterprise, whether a company, society, nation, church, social
venture, school, hospital, military unit, orchestra, team, or any other
human organization, faces a constant struggle to find the balance be
tween continuity and change. No human enterprise can succeed at
the highest levels without consistency; if you bring no coherent unify
ing concept and disciplined methodology to your endeavors, you'll be
whipsawed bychanges in your environment andcede your fate toforces
outside your control. Equally true, however, no human enterprise can
succeed at the highest levels withoutproductive evolution.
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We came to see the way 10X enterprises reconciled this greathuman
tension as similar to the way the framers thought about the Constitu
tion and the amendment mechanism. You need concrete rules of the

road to guide decisions, providing a coherent framework and consis
tencyover time.Andyou need to take the time to get those rules right,
building them upon a savvy understanding aboutwhatactually works.
In 1787, the new nation sentsomeof itsvery best people to Philadelphia

for four months to work out the details of the Constitution. The Decla

ration ofIndependence provided the idealism ("We hold these truths to

be self-evident"), but the Constitution needed to realistically take into

accounthowpeople and power actually work, aboutthe undying forces
of self-interest, about the necessity of checks and balances, about the
dangers of reactionary masses, about the value of compromise. And it
neededa mechanism for change.27

Changes to a solid and proven SMaC recipe are like amend

ments to the Constitution: if you get the recipe right, based on

practical insight and empiricalvalidation, it should serve you well

for a very long time; equally important, fundamental changes

must be possible, Continually question and challenge your rec

ipe, but change it rarely.

Greatness comes to those who keep moving forward, figuring out
whatworks, driving down Moore's Law, advancing the Southwest Air
lines model across the country, cracking the code for EPO, marching
relentlessly to make Windows a standard, making computersand MP3
players that we'd want for ourselves. Those who spend most of their

energy "reacting to change" will do exactly that, expend most of their
energy reacting to change. In a great twist of irony, those who bring
about the most significant change in the world, those who have the
largest impact on the economy and society, are themselves enormously
consistentin their approach. They aren't dogmatic or rigid; they're dis
ciplined, they're creative, they're paranoid. They're SMaC!



KEY POINTS

• SMaC stands for Specific, Methodical, and Consistent. The

more uncertain, fast-changing, and unforgiving your environ
ment, the more SMaC you need to be.

• A SMaC recipe is a set of durable operating practices that cre

ate a replicable and consistent success formula; it is clear and

concrete, enabling the entire enterprise to unifyand organize its
efforts, giving clear guidance regarding what to do and what not
to do. A SMaC recipe reflects empirical validation and insight
about what actually works and why. Howard Putnam's 10points at

SouthwestAirlines perfectly illustrates the idea.

P- Developing a SMaC recipe, adhering to it, and amending it
(rarely) when conditions merit correlate with 10X success. This

requires the three lOXer behaviors: empirical creativity (for de

veloping and evolving it), fanatic discipline (for sticking to it), and
productive paranoia (for sensing necessary changes).

• All but one of the comparison cases also had solid recipes dur
ing their best years, yet they lacked the discipline to implement
them with creative consistency, often making reactionary lurches
in response to turbulent times.

• Amendments to a SMaC recipe can be made to one element or

ingredientwhileleaving the restof the recipe intact. Likemaking
amendments to an enduring constitution, this approach allows
you to facilitate dramatic change and maintain extraordinarycon-



sistency. Managing the tension between consistency and change
isone ofthe greatchallenges for anyhuman enterprise.

• There are two healthy approaches to amending the SMaC

recipe: (1) exercising empirical creativity, which ismoreinternally
driven (fire bullets, then cannonballs), and (2) exercising produc
tive paranoia (zoom out, then zoom in), which is more externally
focused.

UNEXPECTED FINDINGS

• It is possible to develop specific, concrete practices that can
endure fordecades—-SMaC practices.

• Once they had their SMaC recipes, the 10X cases changed
them only by an average of 15 percent (compared to 60 percent
for the comparison cases) over their respective eras of analysis,
and anygiven element ofa 10X recipe lasted on average for more
than two decades. This is a stunning finding, given that all the
companies in the study, 10X cases and comparisons alike, faced
rapid change and unrelenting uncertainty.

• Far more difficult than implementing change is figuring out
what works, understanding why itworks, grasping when tochange,
and knowing when not to.

ONE KEY QUESTION

• What isyour SMaC recipe and does it need amending?
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"Look, if you had one shot,or one opportunity
To seizeeverything you everwanted in one moment
Wouldyou capture it?Or justlet it slip?"

—Marshall Bruce Mathers III, "Lose Yourself

In May 1999, Malcolm Daly and Jim Donini stood three thousand
feet up an unclimbed face on Thunder Mountain in Alaska, only a few

hundred feet below the summit. Daly offered to let Donini go first on
the rope to experience the joy of reaching the summit first, but Donini
said, "No, you keep it, youare the one who deserves the gift."2

Less than an hour later, Daly would be dangling at the end of the
rope, legs shattered, justbeginning an epic fight for his life, a life that
would be forever transformed bylosing one ofhis feet.

Daly climbed toward the summit, swinging his ice axe like a giant
claw, kicking knife-like spikes attached to his boots (called crampons)
intothe ice, moving methodically up the near-vertical wall. He dragged
the safety rope (knotted to his waist harness) alongbehind him, while
Donini remainedanchored to the wall, feeding the ropethrough a fric
tion device that wouldsnap tight if the rope suddenly jerked, like a car
seatbelt that would seize tight in a crash. The plan: Daly would climb
to the summit ridge, placing protection points along the way (mainly

149
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"ice screws" twisted into frozen solid sheets of ice); anchor himself to

the top of the mountain; and then hold the safety rope while Donini

climbed up to meet him.

With onlyabout 15 feetofsteep climbing to go, Dalyreached a sec
tion of rock where he could place no protection. No problem, though,
the final few feet of climbing looked easy. Dalyplaced his left hand on
a big jut of rock, groping aboutwith his righthand, lookingforanother
hold, thinking to himself, "Gosh, this next move is it and there are no
more moves on the route. We are essentially up."

Somethinggave way.
He fell.

Ten feet.

Twentyfeet.

Ice screws ripped out.

Fortyfeet.

A hundred feet.

Still falling!

The rope whipped, the geardangled as Daly bounced and flew.
He smashed into his partner, puncturing Donini's right thigh with

the pointed teeth ofhis crampons.
Daly hurtled past.
Still falling.

Sixtymore feet.

Something sharp sliced the rope. Ten of twelve core strands of rope
severed rightthrough. If the remaining two were to break . . .

Dalycratered into the mountainside. The two remaining strands of
cord, less than two millimeters thick, stretched but didn't break. Daly
stopped,a crumpled lump.

"Malcolm, Malcolm, are you okay? Are you alive?" yelled Donini,
thinking that Dalymust be dead.

Dalydidn't respond.
Donini kept yelling. No response.

Then finally, Daly regained consciousness. Blood dripped from his
scalp. He looked at his lower legs and feet, shattered with compound
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fractures; feet flopping around, useless. Daly felt the ends of busted
bones rubbing together.

Donini descended to Daly, and they tried to engineer a self-rescue
but soon realized that any movementcould worsen the compound frac

tures and Daly might bleed to death. Daly told Donini, "You have to
go get a rescue." After anchoringDalyto the wall, Donini tookoffon a
three-thousand-foot solo descent.

Within minutes after Donini reached base camp at the bottom of
the mountain, he heard something quite unexpected: his friend Paul
Roderick of the TalkeetnaAirTaxi (an expedition-support service) just
happened to be flying by that particular valley at that exact moment.
Donini waved him down, and Roderick flew Donini directly to the
ranger station; a plan to rescue Daly began immediately, many hours

sooner than if Donini had needed to hike out to the station. Those

hours proved pivotal. By the time the rescue was organized, impending
storms threatened to curtail the attempt. Racing the weather, a heli
copterflew up to Daly's perch,and a rescue pilothangingfrom a cable
below the chopper swung into the mountainside and plucked Daly off
the mountain.

Four hours later, a huge storm enveloped the mountain and raged
on for 12days.

_ LU£KL£fi SKILL?

Now, askyourself, what role did luck playin this story? There's the bad

luck of Daly's seemingly solid stance inexplicably giving way, sending
him hurtling into the abyss. And there is lots of good luck. The sliced
rope wasn't cut all the way through. Daly didn't die in the fall. He

didn't kill Donini on the way down. Donini reached base camp just
as the airplane happened to fly by. And had everything taken justfive
hours longer, Daly would not havesurvived.

But now, let's add some other pieces to the story.
Malcolm Daly had prepared well in advance. He drew on tremen

dous physical reserves and wilderness experience, layers of fitness and
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strength built by thousands of hours of rigorous training—biking,
climbing, running, skiing, and mountaineering. He'd also prepared
mentally, readingsurvival literature "just in case"he everended up in a
desperate battle for his life. In fact, justdays before the climb,he'd been
readingabout Ernest Shackleton and his mission to rescuehimselfand
his men from Elephant Island, Antarctica, in 1916. Dalylearned from
his preparation that wallowing in your misfortune increases risk. "I
loved myfeet," he later reflected. "[But] there was nothing I could do
that would affect the outcome ofmyfeet, other than worry about them
too much and add that level ofstress and then perhaps I could hurt my
chances ofsurvival. So I put that thoughton a shelf."

Dalymade a plan to live, whathe laterdescribed as a decision to live.

He had to stay warm, not go hypothermic. So, he set forth a regimen:
do 100 windmills on one arm, swinging it around in full 360-degree
circles; then 100 on the other arm; then 100 stomach crunches; then

repeat without stopping, keeping hismindfocused, countingprecisely,
not "approximately" 100, but exactly 100. He tired but kepta regimen,
dropping the sets to 50, then eventually 20, but always with the regi
men. That Daly had the stamina and tenacity to keep this up for 44
hours is certainlynot luck.

He had the rightpartner in Jim Donini, as Dalyhad always chosen
his partners with great care, knowing that the ultimate hedge against
danger and uncertainty is whom you have on the mountain with you.
Donini had logged thousands of days in the mountains, from Patago
nia to the Himalaya, capturingsome of the most coveted first ascents
in climbing history, and he was one of onlya handful of people in the
world withthe skill to descend three thousandfeetsolo, withouta single
misstep, despite having a puncturedthigh.3

When the rescue began, Daly prepared for the helicopter bycutting
open the pack into which he'd stuffedhis brokenfeet so they'd pull out

with ease; slicing away his bloody, frozen leg coverings; and chipping
away any residual ice that mighthave frozen somethingto the wall. He
knew to take these steps because he'd studied helicopter rescues. And
he was ready.
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Which brings us to perhaps the most significant element in Daly's
survival: he'd developed relationships with people who loved him and
who would risk their lives for him. The rescue leader who swung in
from the helicopter, Billy Shot, was a longtime friend. When Shot
swung onto the snow slope, his radio communications went awry,
which would have normally meant an automatic abort. But Shot

knew he had to get his friend—his friend!—off the mountain before
the storm, so he made an on-the-spot switch to hand signals. Claw
ing at the snow with ice tools, he gouged and scampered up to Daly,
snapped him onto the cable, then signaled the helicopter to whoosh

them away from the mountain. Shot held Daly in a huge bear hug. As
they dangled from a cable thousands of feet in the air, Shot sported a
huge smile. "You knowwho I am?" Dalyshook his head, unable to see
his rescuer's face. Then Shot lifted his faceplate. "It's Billy Shot!" Daly's

friend had come to save his life and deliver him to safety. Luck clearly

played a role in Daly's survival, but luck didn't save Daly in the end.

People did.

JBEHAX_R0UJL11£K2

The very nature ofthis study—thriving in uncertainty, leadingin chaos,
dealingwith a world full ofbigdisruptive forces that wecannot predict
or control—led us to the fascinating question, "Just what is the role of
luck?" And how, if at all, should luck factor into developing our strat
egies for survival and success? Perhaps everything we've studied and
written about, what leaders and people do, accounts for the difference

between only IX and 2X success, and luck accounts for the difference
between 2X and 10X. Perhaps the 10X winners really were just much

luckierthan the comparisons. Or . . . perhaps not.
We decided to undertake an analysis of luck, asking three basic

questions:

1. Is luck a common or rare element in the histories of the 10X

and comparison cases?
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2. What role, if any, does luck play in explaining the divergent
trajectories of 10X and comparison cases?

3. What can leaders do about luck to help them build great com
panies on a 10X journey?

But first, we had to develop a rigorous and internally consistent
method for analyzing the topic, beginning with a clear definition of a
luckevent. Werealized that people thinkaboutluckin imprecise ways,
captured in common phrases like "Luck is where preparation meets
opportunity" or "Luck is the residue of design" or even "The harder I
work, the luckier I get." None of these oft-repeated phrases are precise
enough to actuallyanalyze the role of luck,so we constructed a defini
tion that would allow us to engage directly with the topic, focusing on
identifying specific luckevents.

We defined a luck event as one that meets three tests: (1) some

significant aspect of the event occurs largely or entirely inde

pendent of the actions of the key actors in the enterprise, (2)

the event has a potentially significant consequence (good or

bad), and(3) the event has some element of unpredictability.

All three parts of the definition are important. Some significant as
pect of the event must happen largely or entirely independent of the
actions of the key actors. For example, Daly and Donini didn't cause
Paul Roderick to fly by in his airplane at just the right moment; it was
a huge luck event, especially given the time pressure to get Daly off
the mountain before a looming storm. The event must have a poten
tially significant consequence (good or bad); consider the two uncut
rope strands that stopped Daly's fall. The event must have some ele
ment of unpredictability; Daly didn't foresee that his seemingly solid
stance would give way, sending him hurtling on a two-hundred-foot
fall.

Yet notice howother details of the Daly/Donini story do notqualify
as luck. Daly's 44-hour marathon of sit-ups and arm circles was an act
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of sheer will and incredible fitness. Donini's successful three-thousand-

foot solo descent down the face of the mountain was a matter of skill

and experience. Daly's friends would risk their lives to save his, not
because of luck, but because they knewhe would've done the same for

them.

Our definition of luck leaves unaddressed the possible explanations

for the event's ultimate cause. Whether the luck event results from ran

domness, accident, complexity, Providence, or anyother force, doesn't
matter for the sake of our analysis. You could lookat the two unbroken
strands of Daly's rope as pure chance, or as a miracle. As long as an
event meets the three dimensions of our definition, whatever its cause,

it qualifies as a luck event.

We developed a method that considered the significance of each
luck event to account for the fact that some events have greater im

pact than others, taking care to be consistent in our analysis within
each pair. In the table "Luck-Coding Example: Amgen versus Ge-
nentech," we've listed 7 representative luck events for each company
(fromthe combined total of46 luck eventswe identifiedfor this pair) to

illustrate.

Analyzing luck is difficult, and perhaps novel. By applying a

consistent methodology to both members of each matched

pair, we were able to use evidence-based analysis to attack

this elusive topic, focusing on the question, "Did the 10X com

pany get more good luck,or less bad luck, than the comparison

company?"

UJUCK^^WiHILEXAMeLE.

AMGEN VERSUS GENENTECH

The 14luck eventsdescribedhere are a representative listof the 46 luck

events analyzed for this matched pair.
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Amgen

Luck Event Assessment

1981: ATaiwanese scientist named Fu-Kuen Lin just
happened to see(and respond to) a small help-wanted
classified advertisement placed byAmgen.4 Amgen could
neithercontrol who saw the ad norpredict that one of
the respondents would bea genius with the ferocity to
persist against all odds andskeptics tolead the EPO-gene
breakthrough. Amgen s decision to take outa classified ad
isn't luck; that Fu-Kuen Lin happened to see the ad at the
precise momenthe was looking for a job opportunity is
luck.5

Good luck

High
importance

1982: The biotechnology industry experienced a downturn,
which impacted investor sentiment andfunding options for
the fledgling company; this was potentially significant for
Amgen given that it planned to gopublic soon thereafter.6

Bad luck

Medium

importance

1983-89: Amgen isolated the genefor EPO,which it
likened to "finding a sugar cube in a lake onemile wide,
one mile long andone mile deep." EPO proceeded through
clinical trials and FDA approval. Creating a successful new
productin biotechnology always involves some element
ofluck, no matter how skilled the R&D people; there's
always a chance itwill notmake it from concept all the way
through clinical trials to FDA approval.7

Good luck

High
importance

1987: A rival company, Genetics Institute,was issueda
patent thatcircumvented Amgen s proprietary technology
for producing EPO. Amgen hadcracked the code on how
tomake bioengineered EPO; Genetics Institute hadgained
a patent on so-called "natural" EPO made from human
urine. An article in Nature summed up, "GeneticsInstitute
has a claim onthe final destination and Amgen on theonly
way ofgetting there."8 Thisunexpected event imperiled
Amgen s ability to fully capitalize on its breakthrough.

Bad luck

High
importance

1991: The Court ofAppeals forthe Federal Circuit reversed
courtdecisions thatAmgen hadpreviously lost in itsdispute
with Genetics Institute, and the U.S. Supreme Court
declined to heara furtherappeal byGenetics Institute,
giving Amgen complete victory. That Amgen mounteda
smart and ferocious legaldefense isn't luck; the luckhere
stems from the fact that how a court rules and whether
the Supreme Court agrees to hearan appeal cannotbe
determined bythe company. The outcome was a big
surprise to manyobservers who believed thatAmgen could
not win its case and should seek a settlement.9

Good luck

High
importance
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1995: The anti-obesity gene, leptin, didn't makeit through
all the probability gates to a successful product. The market
potentialwas gigantic; if the productwere to work, people
would be ableto takea pill to cut their appetite and reduce
their weight. Amgen's initiative didn't affectpatients
sufficiently to merit continued development, and Amgen
discontinued clinical trials.10

1998: MGDF (Megakaryocyte Growth and Development
Factor), which reduced platelet lossduring chemotherapy
and was regarded as a likely "home run" product, didn't
makeit through all the probability gates. It couldhave been
a quarter-of-a-billion-dollar productby2000, but clinical
trialsshowed that some patientsdeveloped antibodies that
neutralized its effectiveness.11

Genentech

Bad luck

Medium

importance

Bad luck

Medium

importance
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Luck Event Assessment

1975: Financier Robert Swansonand molecular biologist
Herbert Boyer happened to be in the rightplace (the San
Francisco Bay Area) at the righttime (just asscientific
advancements madegenesplicing viable) whentheymet
for the first time. They hit it off, becomingfast friends,
and realized that a confluence offerees (the rise of venture
capital and the advancementofgene-splicing technology)
made possible the creationof the first biotechnology
companyin history.12 That theystarteda companyisn't
luck;that they happened to be in precisely the rightplaceat
precisely the right time to be first is luck.

Good luck

High
importance

1980: Time magazine dedicated an entire page to
Genentech's impending public stock offering.13 The
offering farexceeded expectations, becoming oneof
the first supernova public offerings in modern business
history—a Netscape or GoogleIPO of its time—with its
stock price rising more than 150% ($35 to $89) in less
than a day.14 That Genentech had a successful IPO isn't
luck; that its stock jumped 150% in a daywasunexpected,
uncontrollable, and significant luck.

Good luck

Medium

importance

1982: Genentech became the first companyto succeed
at applying gene splicing to create a commercially viable
recombinant-DNA drug (human insulin) that was approved
bythe FDA.15 That Genentech figured out howto splice
genes isn't luck; that no one elsegot there first is luck. That
Genentech developed a product isn't luck; that it made it
through clinical trials to FDAapproval is luck.

Good luck

High
importance

(continued on nextpage)
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Luck Event Assessment

1982: The biotechnology industry experienced a downturn,
impacting investorsentiment; shares fell to less than
$35 from theIPO high of$89, raising thecost ofcapital.
Markets arealways uncontrollable andunpredictable. The
downturn was potentially significant asGenentech had
less than $1 million in profits anddepended upon access to
equity capital to fund breakthrough R&D.16

Bad luck

Medium

importance

1987: Genentechs t-PA discovery, trade-named Activase,
made it through clinical trials towin FDA approval. The
potential market was huge, asitcould be used tostop heart
attacks in the early stages.17 The chairman ofmedicine
at Harvard Medical School said that t-PA would "do for
heart attacks whatpenicillin did for the treatmentof
infections." 18 Seen as biotech's first blockbuster, Activase
was proclaimed as the"most successful new drug ever
launched" andseen as a candidate for turning Genentech
into the first billion-dollar-revenue biotechnology company,
"biotechs first superstar."19

Good luck

High
importance

1989: The New England Journal ofMedicine published an
article that challenged the effectiveness oft-PA relative to
more conservative strategies and alternative treatments.20
Other studies also challenged t-PA.21 Genentech could
notcontrol studies done outside its own walls; theprestige
of the NewEngland Journal ofMedicine increased the
significanceof the event.

Bad luck

High
importance

1993: Astudycalled GUSTO found that Genentech's
t-PA, contrary to earlier studies, did savemore livesthan
alternative treatments; t-PA regained market support and
jumpedto having70% marketshare.22 That Genentech
sponsored the GUSTO study isn't luck; thatthestudy
validated t-PA had an element ofluck, as there's always the
possibility thatsuch a study will notproduce hoped-for
results.

Good luck

High
importance

We became increasingly excited by this analysis, curious to see just
what the data would show. After all, to our knowledge, no one had ever
taken on the topic of luck in this way, and we didn't know what the
evidence would yield. Using our definition, we identified and system
atically coded 230 significant luck events for the 10X and comparison
cases. All the companies had good luck and bad luck—luck happens,
a lot—but does luck play a differentiating role, an explanatory role, a
definitive role in creating 10X success?
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To get at this question, we looked through multiple lenses. (See Re
search Foundations: Luck Analysis.) First, weconsidered whetherthe 10X
cases got substantially more good luck than the comparison cases. As a
general rule, the answer was no. The 10X cases averaged seven signifi
cant good-luck events and the comparison cases averaged eight signifi
cantgood-luck events across theera ofanalysis, with noevidence thatthe
10X cases gotsubstantially more good-luck events than the comparisons.

Matched Pairs Number of Significant Good-Luck Events

10X Case Comparison Case

Amgen and Genentech 10 18

Biomet and Kirschner 4 4

Intel and AMD 7 8

Microsoftand Apple 15 14

Progressive and Safeco 3 1

Southwest and PSA 8 6

Stryker and USSC 2 5

Average 7 8

Total 49 56

Then we considered: did the comparison cases get more bad luck
than the 10X cases? As a general rule, the answer was no; the analysis
showed similar levels ofbadluck, eachgroup averaging aboutnine bad-
luck events.

Matched Pairs Number of Significant Bad-Luck Events

WXCase Comparison Case

Amgenand Genentech 9 9

Biomet and Kirschner 7 4

Intel and AMD 14 11

Microsoftand Apple 9 7

Progressive and Safeco 8 10

Southwest and PSA 13 13

Strykerand USSC 5 6

Average 9.3 8.6

Total 65 60
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Then we considered whether a single luck event—a big "luck spike-
could be so huge as to explain nearly all the success ofa 10X company rela
tive to its comparison. Butin only onepair, Intel versus AMD,didweseea

huge luck spike on one side ofthe pair (IBM's selecting the Intel micropro
cessor for its personal computer) without a corresponding comparable luck
spike ontheother side ofthepair. Even in this case, Intel s three decades of
sustained success cannot befully explained by this individual luck event, es
pecially given the company's earned reputation that "Intel Delivers," solidly
inplace since the early 1970s.23 As ageneral finding, both the 10X cases and
the comparisons each got some big good-luck events and some big bad-luck
events; theevidence does not support thehypothesis thatthe 10X cases won
because ofone gigantic piece ofluck that dwarfed everything else.

Finally, we analyzed the time distribution of luck, wondering if
perhaps the 10X cases got their good luck early, while the comparison
cases got their bad luck early, before they had achance to fully establish
themselves. Perhaps getting an outsized share ofgood luck early set
the 10X cases ona permanently superior path. But again, we found no
significant difference. The 10X cases did not systematically have more
good luck early, and the comparisons did not have more bad luck early.
lOXers won not because they had better early advantages or superior
early luck. As a general rule, they had neither.

Throughout our analysis, we were very careful to distinguish be
tween luck and outcomes. An enterprise can get bad luck yet create a
good outcome, and equally, acompany can squander good luck and get
a bad outcome. The real difference between the 10X and comparison
cases wasn't luck persebutwhat they did with the luck they got.

Adding up all the evidence, we found that the 10X cases were

notgenerallyluckier than the comparison cases. The 10Xcases

and the comparisons both got luck, good and bad, in compara

ble amounts. The evidence leads us to conclude that luck does

not cause 10X success. People do. The critical question is not

"Are you lucky?" but "Do you get a high return on luckV
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WHO IS YOUR BEST LUCK?

In 1998, Amgen chairman Gordon Bindergave a speech at the Newcomen

Society in which he identified "perhaps the defining moment in the Amgen

story." And whatdid he pick? Early venture funding? Amgen's IPO? FDA ap
proval of blockbuster EPO? Some other major product? Nope. The "defining

moment" came when Taiwanese scientist Fu-Kuen Linjust happened to see

(and respond to) a help-wanted ad.24

When George Rathmann drove intothe company parking lot one morning

before dawn in 1982, he spotted lights glowing in a lab building. "Someone

must have left them on last night by mistake," he thought to himself. When

he entered the lab to turn out the lights,he found Lin toiling away; he'd been

there all night. Unassuming, ferociously patient, and relentless in his work,

Lin attacked the problem of cloning the EPO gene, logging 16-hour days

for nearly two years non-stop. The problem proved so difficult that people

avoided Lin's seemingly quixotic quest. "My assistant was told by the other

associates, 'What a dummy you are to work with this guy on a project that

is going nowhere,'" reflected Lin. What if Lin had neverseen the ad? What

if he'd taken a job elsewhere? Would Amgen have created the first billion-

dollar biotechnologyblockbuster?25

We tend to think of luck as a "what" variable-the plane flies by at the

right moment,your IPO becomes much more successful than expected, etc.

But one of the most significantforms of luckcomes not as "what" but in the

form of who. In a family business, for example, there's a significant amount

of luck in whether a son or daughter has the right stuff to lead a company to

greatness; Progressive began as a small family business inCleveland, Ohio,
and the family owners got a remarkable 10Xerson in Peter Lewis, who took

overthe companyin 1965.26

This research project began with the premise that we live in an environ

ment of chaos and uncertainty. But the environment doesn't determine why

some companies thriveinchaos and why others don't. People do. People are

disciplined fanatics. People are empirical. People are creative. People are

productively paranoid. People lead. People build teams. People build organi

zations. People build cultures. People exemplify values,pursue purpose, and

achieve big hairy audacious goals. Of all the luck we can get, people luck-

the luck of finding the right mentor, partner, teammate, leader, friend-is one

of the most important.
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H1GJ±„R£LL: RJEIURN QNLLUCK^

Why did Bill Gates become a lOXer, building a truly great software
company in thepersonal computer revolution? Through one lens, you
might see Bill Gates as incredibly lucky. He just happened tohave been
born into anupper-middle-class American family thathad theresources
to send him to a private school. His family enrolled him at Lakeside
School in Seattle, which hadobtained a teletype connection to a com
puter upon which he could learn to program, something unusual for
schools in the late 1960s and early 1970s. He just happened to have
been born at the right time, coming ofage just as the advancement of
microelectronics made the personal computer inevitable; born 10 years
later, or even 5 years later, he would have missed the moment. His
friend Paul Allen just happened to see a cover story inthe January 1975
issue ofPopular Electronics titled "World s First Microcomputer Kit to
Rival Commercial Models." Itwas about the Altair, designed by asmall
company in Albuquerque. Gates and Allen had the idea to convertthe
programming language BASIC into a product that could be used on
the Altair, which would put them in position to be the first to sell such
a product for a personal computer. Gates went to college at Harvard,
which just happened to have a PDP-10 computer upon which hecould
develop and test his ideas.27 Wow, Gates was really lucky, right?

Yes, Gates was lucky, but luck is notwhy Gates became a lOXer.
Consider the following questions:

Was Gates the only person of his era who grew up in an upper-
middle-class American family?

Was Gates the only person born in the mid-1950s who attended a
secondary school with access tocomputing?

Was Gates the only person who went to a college with computer
resources in the mid-1970s?

Was Gates the only person who read the Popular Electronics article?
Was Gates theonly person who knew how toprogram in BASIC?
No, no, no, no, and no.

Lakeside might have been one ofthefirst schools tohave a computer
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that students could access during those years, but it wasn't the only
such school.28 Gates might ve been a math and computer whiz kid at
a top college that had computers in 1975, but he wasn t the only math
and computer whiz kid at Harvard, Stanford, Princeton, Yale, MIT,
Caltech, Carnegie Mellon, Berkeley, UCLA, Chicago, Georgia Tech,
Cornell, Dartmouth, USC, Columbia,Northwestern, Penn, Michigan,
or any number of other top colleges with comparable or even better
computer resources. Gates wasn't the only person who knew how to
program in BASIC; the language had been developed by professors at
Dartmouth a decade earlier, and it was widely known by 1975, used
in academics and industry.29 And whataboutall the master s and PhD
students in electrical engineering andcomputer science who had even
more computer expertise than Gates on the day the Popular Electron
ics article appeared? Any ofthem could have decided to abandon their
studies and launch a personal computer-software company, as could
have computer experts already working in industry and academia.

Buthow many ofthem disrupted their life plans (and cut theirsleep
to near-zero, inhaling food as fast as possible so as not to let eating
interfere with work) to throw themselves into writing BASIC for the
Altair? How many ofthemdefied their parents, dropped outofcollege,
and moved to Albuquerque—Albuquerque! New Mexico!—to work
with the Altair? How many of them got BASIC for the Altair written,
debugged, and ready toship before anyone else?30 Thousands ofpeople
could have done the exact samething asGates, at the exactsametime,
butthey didnt.

The difference between Bill Gates and similarly advantaged

people is not luck. Yes, Gates was lucky to be born at the right

time, but many others had this luck. And yes, Gates was lucky

to have the chance to learn programming by 1975, but many

others had this same luck. Gates did more with his luck, taking

a confluence of lucky circumstances and creating a huge return

on his luck.And this is the important difference.
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When we first started working on the luck analysis, a number ofour
colleagues and associates said, "Ifyou can't cause luck—if luck issome
thing, by definition, that's out ofyour control—why spend time think
ing about it and studying it?" True, luck happens, good and bad, to
everyone, whether we like it or not. Butwhenwelook at the lOXers, we
see people like Gates who recognize luck and seize it, leaders who grab
luck events and make more ofthem than others do. It's the 10X ability
toget a high return onluck atpivotal moments thatdistinguishes them
and this has a huge multiplicative effect. They zoom out to recognize
when a luck event has happened and to consider whether they should
let it disrupt their plans. Imagine if Bill Gates had said to Paul Allen
after seeing the Popular Electronics article, "Well, Paul, I'm kinda fo
cused on my studies here at Harvard right now. Let's wait a few years
and then I'll be ready to start."

Look at the diagram entitled "Don't Confuse Luck with Return on
Luck," which we'll use as an organizing framework for the middle of
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this chapter. Everyone gets luck, good and bad, but 10X winners make
more of the luck they get. The Bill Gates story illustrates the upper-
rightquadrant, gettinga greatreturn on good luck.

We've encountered two extreme views on the topic of luck. The first
sees luck as the dominant explanation for abnormal success, holding
that big winners are merely the fortunate beneficiaries of a series of
lucky coin flips; after all, if you put a million monkeys in a room flip
ping coins, somemonkey will eventually garnera stringof 50 heads in
a row justbyrandom chance. In thisview, people like Bill Gates are the
lucky people who just happened to flip 50 heads in a row. The second
extreme view claims that luck plays no role, our success and survival
deriving entirely from skill, preparation, hard work, andtenacity. Those
who espouse thisview dismiss theundeniable fact ofluck: "Luck played
no role in my success; I'm just really good." In this view, Bill Gates
could have become Bill Gates even if he'd grown up as a peasant in

Communist China during the Cultural Revolution.
Our research doesn't support either extreme. On the one hand, we

cannotdeny the fact ofluck ordeny that some people startfrom a more
fortunate place in life. On theother hand, luck by itselfdoes notexplain
why some people build great companies and others don't. Our unit of
analysis isn't a single event or a short moment in time; we examine
great companies that sustained excellent performance for a minimum
of 15 years and the leaders who builtthem. Across all the research we've
conducted for this book and our previous books regarding whatmakes
companies great (which has involved investigating the histories of 75
major corporations), we've never found a single instance of sustained
performance due simply to pure luck. Yet also true, we've never studied
a single great company devoid ofluck events along its journey. Neither
extreme—it's all luckor luckplays no role—has the evidence on itsside.
Afarbetter fitwith the data isa synthesizing concept, return on luck.

Getting a high return on luck requires throwing yourself at the luck
eventwith ferocious intensity, disrupting your life, and not letting up.
Bill Gates didn't just get a lucky break and cash in his chips. He kept
pushing, driving, working—staying on a 20 Mile March; firing bul-
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lets, then bigcalibrated cannonballs; exercising productive paranoia to
avoid the Death Line; developing and amending a SMaC recipe; hir
inggreat people; building a culture ofdiscipline; never deviating from
his monomaniacal focus—and sustained his efforts for more than two

decades. That's not luck; that's return on luck.

SQUANDERING LUCK: POOR RETURN ON GOOD LUCK

Whenwe turn tothe comparison companies, we see a substantial num
ber of good luck events but a generally poor overall return on luck.
Some ofthecomparison cases got extraordinary sequences ofgood luck
yet showed a spectacular ability tofritter it away.

In the mid-1990s, perennial also-ran AMD experienced a series
of good-luck events. First, a federal jury cleared the company to es
sentially clone Intel microprocessors, a huge court victory that gave
AMD a chance to take advantage of a rising customer tide against
Intel's power. Computer makers desperately wanted an alternative
source for microprocessor chips, chafing at being beholden to pow
erful Intel. AMD developed its K5 chip, going head-to-head with In
tel's Pentium chip, and customers began to make commitments to
AMD. Then with AMD building momentum, clocking sales records,
and lessening Intel's power, came a huge stroke of good luck: IBM
halted shipments of computers that used Intel's Pentium chip due
to a highly publicized glitch that caused a rounding error in certain
rare calculations. Intel eventually announced a $475 million charge
against earnings to replace Pentium chips for its customers. And all

this happened just as thetechnology boom fueled huge growth in chip
demand.31

And what didAMD do with all this good luck?
"AMD developed a rip in itsmainsail, and wedidn't catch the wind,"

wrote Sanders in his 1995 annual report. "The rip in our mainsail was
our tardiness in bringing to market our fifth-generation AMD-K5 mi
croprocessor." The K5 project slipped months behind schedule, and
customers began to turn back to Intel, driving AMD's microprocessor
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sales down 60 percent. By the time AMD solved its K5 problems, Intel
had moved on to the next generation of microprocessors.32 AMD ap

peared to be out of the race, again.
Then, against all reasonable odds, AMD got another two lucky

breaks. First, a small company named NexGen had developed a work

ing clone of Intel's next-generation microprocessor, and—lucky for
AMD—NexGen had run short of cash, forcing it to seek a friendly

buyer. AMD purchased NexGen and in one step put itselfback in the
game. In fact, the resulting AMD-K6 appeared to be faster and cheaper
than Intel's Pentium Pro when running Windows. Second, the entire
industry took a sharpturn that favored AMD: sub-$l,000 personal com
puters had become the fastest growing part of the market, and AMD's
K6 chips were well-suited to this shift. Hereagain, AMD had a perfect
scenario. Customers wanted to lessen Intel's power, the market shift
toward cheaper computers gave AMD an edge, and the K6 was an ideal
product at exactly the right moment in the midst ofone of the greatest
technology booms in history.33

And then . . . AMD failed to execute brilliantly, unable to make

enough chips to meet demand. Customers rooted for AMD—they re
ally wanted a viable alternative to Intel—but they couldn't reliably get
enough of the K6 due to AMD's manufacturing problems, and they
began to turn back to Intel. Despite an extraordinary run ofgood luck
at the best possible moment, AMD's stock fell more than 70 percent
behind the general stock market from the startof 1995 through the end
of2002.34

The AMD story illustrates a common pattern we observed in the

comparison companies during their respective eras of analysis,

the squandering of good luck. When the time came to execute

on their good fortune, they stumbled. They didn't fail for lack of

good luck; they failed for lack of superb execution.

In 1980, IBMsoughtan operatingsystem for itsthen-in-development
personal computer. We now know that this led to a turning point in
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Microsoft's history, but when IBM first went looking, the outcome
could've been very different. Microsoft didn't have an operating system
or even have plans to be in the operating-system business. The clear
front-runner, the company that should have established the dominant
standard in the personal computer business, was Digital Research in
Pacific Grove, California. Digital Research would have been a compar
ison candidate in our research butwas excluded due to being privately
held; still, the story isworth sharing to highlight the question, "When
the moment comes, will you capture it,or just let it slip?"

Digital Research had developed CP/M, the leading non-Apple op
eratingsystem for personal computers, and IBM executives traveled to
Digital Research's offices to discuss thepossibility ofworking together.
Digital Research's CEO, Gary Kildall, had a previously scheduled busi
ness meeting in the Bay Area, and piloting his own private plane, he
flew up to San Francisco, leaving the first part ofthe IBM meeting in
the hands ofcolleagues. By the time Kildall piloted himselfback in the
afternoon, the meeting had taken a negative turn. The IBM people
left later that day, unimpressed, and Kildall departed for a vacation.
Accounts vary as to precisely why the talks disintegrated, but the result
was that IBM turned to Microsoft infrustration.35 Microsoft recognized
the moment and committed itself to a brutal schedule toget an operat
ingsystem ready for the launch ofthe IBM PC.36 Digital Research had
the incredibly good fortune to be in the right place at the right time
when IBM came knocking, but it didn't get a great return on luck.
Microsoft did.

IOXers SHINE: GREAT RETURN ON BAD LUCK

On November 8, 1988, Peter Lewis received news that shocked and

stunned the insurance industry. California voters passed Proposi
tion 103, a punitive attack on car-insurance companies, mandating
20 percent price reductions andrefunds tocustomers, andplunging the
world's largest auto-insurance market into chaos. Progressive Insurance
had significant exposure, with nearly a quarter of its entire business
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from that one state—bang!—severely damaged bya 51 percentvote on
a single day.37

Lewis zoomed out to ask, "What the heck isgoing on?" He placed a
call to his former Princeton classmate, Ralph Nader. Nader had long
been a consumer-rights activist, at one point leading a sort of special-
forces unit nicknamed Nader's Raiders, and he'd championed Proposi
tion 103. The message Lewis heard: People hate you. People simply

hated dealingwith insurance companies and they revolted, screaming
with their votes. "People were saying 'We hate your guts, we're going
to kill youand we don't give a damn,' " said Lewis. Chastened by what
he'd heard, Lewis called his staff together, told everyone, "Our cus

tomers actually hate us," and challenged his team to create a better
company.38

Lewis came to see Proposition 103 as a gift, and he used this gift to
deepen the company's core purpose, to reduce the economic cost and
trauma caused by auto accidents. So, Progressive created "Immediate
Response" claims service. Nomatterwhat timeyou hadan accident—24
hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year—Progressive would be
available to help. Claimsadjusters would work from a fleet ofvans and
SUVs dispatched to policyholder homesor evendirectlyto an accident.
By 1995, 80 percentof the time the Progressive adjuster would've gone
to a customer readyto issue a check within 24 hours of an accident. In

1987, the year before Proposition 103, Progressive ranked #13 in the
American private-passenger auto-insurance market; by2002, it reached
#4. Years later, Peter Lewis called Proposition 103 "the best thing that

everhappened to this company."39

Progressive and Peter Lewis illustrate how IOXers shine when

clobbered by setbacks and misfortune, turning bad luck into

good results. IOXers use difficulty as a catalyst to deepen pur

pose, recommit to values, increase discipline, respond with cre

ativity, and heighten productive paranoia. Resilience, not luck, is

the signature of greatness.
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As we were working on this research, we read about an analysis of
Canadian-born hockey players, wherein academic researchers identi
fied a correlation between birth date and hockey success. Those born
in the second half of the year had less success than those born in the
first halfof the year. Being 10% years old versus 10 years oldcan make
a difference in terms ofsize and speed. So, with an age-class cutoff of
January 1, the kids born at the beginning of the year have a physical
advantage over those born at the end of the year, which then com
pounds asthey have more early success andgarner more attention from
coaches. Author Malcolm Gladwell popularized these findings, writ
ing that this pattern eventually played out all the way to the National
Hockey League (NHL), where the distribution of birth dates is skewed
to the first halfofthe year by70 percent to 30 percent.40

Buta closer look at the data leads to a very different conclusion for
truly great hockey players, the lOXers, those few who make it to the
Hockey Hall of Fame. (Those who make it to the Hall of Fame are

members ofa much more elite group than those who only make it to
theNHL. The Hall ofFame currently inducts nomore thanfour play
ers per year, and induction isbased on a player's entire career.) In fact,
half of Canadian-born Hall of Famers had birth dates in the second half

ofthe year. (See Research Foundations: Hockey Hall ofFame Analysis.)
Now, consider the following. Ifindeed a substantially lower percentage
ofCanadian-born NHL players are born in the second halfofthe year
than in the first halfofthe year, yet halfofCanadian-born HallofFame
inductees have birth dates in the second halfofthe year, this leads to a
very interesting inversion: Canadian NHL players with the "bad luck"

ofbeing born in the second halfofthe year have a higher likelihood of
making it into the Hall ofFame than those with the "good luck" ofbe
ing born in the first halfof the year!41

Consider Ray Bourque, born in December, who came from a poor
family, grew up in a working-class neighborhood, lived in an apartment
with children "stacked from floor to ceiling in bunkbeds," and thrilled
at even having skates at all. Bourque lived hockey, sleeping with his
skates, creating a makeshift rink in the cellar of his apartment build-
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ing, practicing thousands ofshots, blasting the puck ata goal pinned to
the wall so hard that it cracked the cement, water leaking in, his father
repairing the dingy walls with crack filler. Bourque developed a crush
ing work ethic that endured; formostofhis NHL career en route to the

Hall ofFame, he played more thanthirty minutes a game, at times dou
ble thatofhis teammates, reflecting his prodigious, self-imposed fitness
regimen. He played in 19 consecutive NHLAll-Star games and retired
as the most proficient scoring defenseman in NHL history. Bourque
was a gifted physical specimen, andhe likely hadsuperior skills even as
a youngster. But most players who make it to the NHL are also impres
sive physical specimens, and most likely had outstanding skills even
as youngsters. There are far fewer, however, who prove themselves to
be lOXers across an entire career, like Ray Bourque.42 "Goals live on
the other side of obstacles and challenges," said Bourque. "Along the
way, make no excuses and place no blame."43 Bourque had luck in his
journey, good and bad, but luck did not make Bourque into one of the

greatest hockey players ofall time.
Now, you might be thinking, "But Bourque is an exception."
Precisely. The whole point is to become exceptional.

Nietzsche famously wrote, "What does not kill me, makes me stron

ger."44 We all get bad luck. The question is howto use that bad luck to
make us stronger, to turn it into "one of the best things that ever hap
pened,"to not let it become a psychological prison. And that's precisely
what lOXers do.

BAD LUCK, POOR RETURN: THE ONE PLACE YOU

REALLY DON'T WANT TO BE

We came across a remarkable moment at the very start of Southwest

Airlines' life, described by its first CEO, Lamar Muse, in his book,
Southwest Passage: "The very first Sunday morningof Southwest's life,
we narrowly escaped a disaster. . . During the takeoff run, the right
thrust-reverser deployed. Only the captain's instantaneous reaction al
lowed him to recover control and make a tight turn for an emergency
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landing on one engine."45 What if, despite the pilot's heroics, he'd not
been able to stop the aircraft from a flat spin? What if the 737 had

smashed intothe groundin the first week ofbuildingthe brand? Would
there even be a Southwest Airlines today?

There's onlyone truly definitive formofluck, and that's the luck that

ends the game. If Southwest missed an opportunity to open in a new
cityor graba setofgates at a new airport, it stillcouldhave turned itself
into a great company. But if Southwest had been knocked out of busi

ness witha planecrash in its first week ofoperation, it likely would have
lostforever the chance to becomea greatcompany. Recallthe essential
first half of Nietzsche's quote, "What does not kill me ..."

Therms an interesting asymmetry between good luck and bad

luck, Asingle sttrqk? of good luck, no matter how bigthe break,

cannot by itself make a great company. But a single stroke of

extremely bad luck that slams you on the Death Line, or an ex

tended sequence of bad-luck events that creates a catastrophic

outcome, can terminate the quest.

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, both PSA and Southwest strug
gled with a similar sequence of bad-luck events. Both companies got
smacked by an oil shock that spiked jet-fuel prices; both companies
experienced an air-traffic-control strike; both companies faced a se
vere recession and spiraling inflation (particularly difficult forairlines);

both companies suffered from skyrocketing interest rates that increased
the cost of jet leasing; both companies had an unexpected change of
CEOs. AsPSA's PresidentPaul Barkley noted in 1982, "It has been less

than two years... it seems more like ten years have gone by."46 From
1979 through 1985, PSA fell into a self-destructive DoomLoop, raising
prices ratherthan lowering costs, destroying its culture with layoffs and
acrimonious labor battles, downgrading its balance sheet with increas
ingdebt, and putting in placea CEO whoabandonedthe SMaC recipe
and delivered erratic earnings. PSA got poor returns on bad luck and
fell permanently behind Southwest.47
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If we all getsome combination ofboth heads (lucky flips) and tails
(unlucky flips), and if the ratio of heads to tails tends to even out over

time, we need to be skilled, strong, prepared, and resilient to endure
the bad luck long enough to eventually get good luck. Malcolm Daly
had to belucky enough to survive the fall, but healso had tobestrong,
skilled, and resilient before the 44 hours ofperil after his two-hundred-
foot fall. The Southwest pilot had to be skilled and prepared before the
thrust-reverser deployed, and the Southwest spirit had to be strong and
resilient before the bad luck of the early 1980s.

Aswe discussed in Chapter5, IOXers exerciseproductive para

noia, combined with empirical creativity and fanatic discipline,

to create huge margins of safety. If you stay in the game long

enough, good luck tends to return, but if you get knocked out,

you'll never have the chance to be lucky again. Luck favors the

persistent, but you can persist only ifyou survive.

Dane Miller grasped this idea in the early days of lOX-case Biomet,
running lean to the extreme to buffer against whatever the company
might encounter in its fledgling years from 1977 to 1982. Miller and
three colleagues quit their jobs and threw their personal savings into
the company, working 12 to 16 hours a day (including weekends) in a
ramshackle space—a converted barn, actually—with a hole cut in the
wall to attach a mobile home for storing inventory. They'd leave the
air-conditioning offas longaspossible in the summer to minimize util

ity charges, people working at fold-up card tables with beads of sweat
dripping offtheir noses. Tosave money on a financing trip, Miller and
one of his colleagues spent the night in the motor home of a Presbyte
rian church and had to shower in ice-cold water. At one point, Miller
noticedan emptyfield behind their headquarters, and he had an idea:
Why not raise cows, letting them graze on the unused grassland? If
the company ran out ofcash, theycould eat the cows to get through a
rough patch. So, they herded three cows onto the lot, making Biomet
the first cattle-farming hedge play in the medical-devices industry.
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Biomet had to endure more than five tough years before it obtained
substantial outside funding, trying a range ofproductpossibilities, eat
ingthe cows, andtaking cold showers along the way. It survived being
turned down by venture capitalists. It survived when its subcontract
manufacturers failed to deliver parts Biomet needed. It survived being
turned down byestablished distributors. It survived long enough for its
implant products to finally gain traction, setting the company on a path
to beat its industryby more than 11 times.48

LUCK IS HOlJk STRATEGY

Life offers no guarantees. But it does offer strategies for manag
ing the odds, indeed, even managing luck. The essence of "manag
ing luck" involves four things: (1) cultivating the ability to zoom out
to recognize luck when it happens, (2) developing the wisdom to see
when, and when not, to let luck disrupt your plans, (3) being suffi
ciently well-prepared to endure an inevitable spate of bad luck, and
(4) creating a positive return on luck—both good luck and bad—
when it comes. Luck is not a strategy, but getting a positive return on
luck is.

And howwould you get the highest possible return on luck? It turns
out that you've been reading about it all the way along in the previ

ous chapters. Keep in mind the original premise of the study: life is
uncertain, full of big, consequential forces that we can neither predict

nor control. Luck is uncertain, uncontrollable, and consequential. In
deed, we could reframe the entire study around luck and how to get a
great ROL.

Let's review where we've been:

lOXer behaviors: Leaders with fanatic discipline, empirical creativity,
productive paranoia, and Level 5 ambition never relax when blessed
with good luck. They never wallow in despair when hit with bad luck.
They keep pushing, driving for the overall goal and cause.
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20Mile March: When lOXers get a lucky break, they seize it and then
build upon it, not just for days or weeks but for years or decades. A
lOXer builds a culture thatcan achieve results whether itgets good luck
or bad, engendering deep confidence that success, in the end, doesn't
depend upon luck.

Fire bullets, then cannonballs: While lOXers don't "cause" their luck,
they increase the chances ofstumbling upon something that works by
firing lots ofbullets. By marrying creativity with empirical validation,
lOXers can fire bigcannonballs that don't rely on luckfor ultimate suc
cess. Uncalibrated cannonballs require luck for a successful outcome;
calibrated cannonballs do not.

Leading above the Death Line: By having lots of extra oxygen canis
ters (building big buffers andmargins ofsafety), lOXers give themselves
more options for responding to luck. By managing three types of risk-
DeathLine risk, asymmetric risk, and uncontrollable risk—they shrink
the odds of catastrophe in the face of bad luck. The ability to zoom
out, then zoom in helps them recognize luck and consider if it merits
disrupting their plans.

SMaC: SMaC behaviors minimize mistakes that can amplify bad-luck
events. They also increase the odds of executing brilliantly when a
good-luck moment arrives. Having a clear SMaC recipe can help you
decide whether and how to let a luck event disrupt your plans.

All the concepts in this book contribute to getting a high ROL.
lOXers recognize that we're all swimming in a sea of luck. They un
derstand that we cannotcause, control, or predict luck. Butbybehav
ingand leading in 10X ways, they make the most ofthe luck they get.
There's an adage that says "Better to be lucky than good." And it's per
haps true—for those who seek to be only good, not much better than
average, creating nothingexceptional. Butour research brings us to an
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entirely opposite conclusion for those who aspire to more: it's far better
to be great than lucky.

The best leaders we've studied maintain a paradoxical relationship
to luck. On the one hand, theycreditgood luck in retrospect forhaving
played a role in their achievements, despite the undeniable fact that
others were just as lucky. On the other hand, they don't blame bad
luck for failures, and theyhold only themselves responsible if they fail
to turn their luck into great results. lOXers grasp that if theyblame bad
luck for failure, they capitulate to fate. Equally, they grasp that if they
fail to perceive when good luck helped, they might overestimate their
ownskill and leave themselves exposed whengood luckruns dry. There
mightbe more good luck down the road, but lOXers never count on it.



KEY POINTS

• We defineda luck eventas one that meets three tests: (1) some
significant aspect of the event occurs largely or entirely inde
pendent of the actions of the key actors in the enterprise, (2) the
event has a potentially significant consequence (good orbad), and
(3) the eventhassome element ofunpredictability.

• Luck happens, a lot, both good luck and bad luck. Every com
pany in our research experienced significant luck events in our
era ofanalysis. Yet the 10X cases were not generally luckier than
the comparison cases.

©The 10X companies did not generally get more good luck
than the comparisons.

• The 10X companies did notgenerally getless bad luck than
the comparisons.

©The 10X companies did notget their good luck earlier than
the comparisons.

• The 10X companies cannot be explained by a single giant-
luckspike.

• We've encountered two extreme views on the topic of luck.
One extreme holds that luck is the primary cause of 10X success;
the other extreme holds that luck plays no role in 10X success.
Both views are not supported bythe evidence from our research.
The critical question is not "Are you lucky?" but "Do you get a
high return on luck?"



• There are four possible ROLscenarios:

• Great return on good luck

© Poor return on good luck

© Great return on bad luck

• Poor return on bad luck

• We observed an asymmetry between good luck and bad. A
single stroke ofgood fortune, no matter how big, cannot by itself
make a great company. Buta single stroke ofextremely bad luck,
or an extended sequence of bad-luck events that create a cata

strophic outcome, can terminate the quest. There's onlyone truly
definitive form of luck, and that's the luck that ends the game.
lOXers assume they'll get a spate of bad luck and prepare ahead
of time.

• The leadership concepts in this book—fanatic discipline; em
pirical creativity, productive paranoia-, Level 5 ambition; 20 Mile
March; fire bullets, then cannonballs; leading above the Death
Line; and SMaC—all contributedirectlyto earning a great ROL.

• lOXers credit good luck as a contributor totheirsuccess, despite
the undeniable fact that others also experienced good luck, but

they never blamebad luckfor setbacks or failures.

UNEXPECTED FINDINGS

• Some of the comparison companies had extraordinarily good
luck, better luck even than the 10X winners, yet failed because

they squandered it.
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• 10X cases gota substantial amountofbad luck yetmanaged to
get a great ROL. This is when lOXers really shine, exemplifying
the philosophy, "Whatdoes notkill me, makes me stronger."

• ROLmightbe an even more important conceptthan return on
assets (ROA), return on equity (ROE), return on sales (ROS), or
return on investment (ROI).

• "Who Luck"—the luck of finding the right mentor, partner,
teammate, leader, friend—is one of the most important types of
luck. The best way tofind a strong current ofgood luck is toswim
with great people, and to build deep and enduring relationships
with people for whom you'd risk your life and who'd risk their
lives for you.

KEY QUESTIONS

• What significant luck events have you experienced in the last
decade? Did you get a high return on luck? Why or why not?
What can you do to increase your return on luck?

BONUS QUESTION

• Who is your best luck?
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"One should ... be able to see that things are hopeless
and yet be determined to make them otherwise."

—F. Scott Fitzgerald1

re sense a dangerous disease infecting our modern culture and
eroding hope: an increasingly prevalent view thatgreatness owes more
to circumstance, even luck, than to action and discipline—that what
happens to us matters more than what we do. In games ofchance, like
a lottery or roulette, this view seems plausible. But taken as an entire
philosophy, applied more broadly to human endeavor, it's a deeply de
bilitating life perspective, one thatwe cant imagine wanting to teach
youngpeople. Do we really believe that our actions count forlittle, that
those who create something great are merely lucky, that our circum
stances imprison us? Do we want to build a society and culture that
encourage us to believe that we aren't responsible for our choices and
accountable for our performance?

Our research evidence stands firmly against this view. This work be
ganwith the premise that most ofwhat we face lies beyond our control,
thatlife is uncertain and thefuture unknown. And as we wrote inChap
ter 7, luck plays a role for everyone, both good luck and bad luck. But
if one company becomes great while another in similar circumstances

181
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andwith comparable luck does not, the rootcause ofwhyone becomes

great and the other does not simply cannot be circumstance or luck.
Indeed, if there's one overarching message arising from more than six
thousand years ofcorporate history across all our research—studies that
employ comparisons of greatversus good in similar circumstances—it
would be this: greatness is not primarily a matter of circumstance;
greatness is first and foremost a matter of conscious choice and disci

pline. The factors that determine whether or not a company becomes

truly great, even in a chaotic and uncertain world, lie largely within
the hands of its people. It is not mainly a matter of what happens to
them but a matter ofwhat they create, what they do, and how well they

doit.

This bookand the three that precedeit (Built to Last, Good toGreat,
and How the Mighty Fall) are looks into the question of what it takes
to build an enduringgreat organization. As we conducted the 10X re
search, we simultaneously tested the concepts from the previous work,

considering whether any of the key concepts from those works ceased
to apply in highly uncertain and chaotic environments. The earlier
concepts held up, and we are confident that the concepts from all four
studies increase the odds ofbuildinga greatcompany.

But do they guarantee success? No, they don't. Good research ad
vances understanding but never provides the ultimate answer; we
always have more to learn. And life offers no guarantees. It's always
possible that game-ending events and unbendable forces—disease, ac
cident, brain injury, earthquake, tsunami, financial calamity, civil war,
or any of a thousand other possible events—will subvert our strongest

and mostdisciplined efforts. Still, we must act.
When the moment comes—when we're afraid, exhausted, or

tempted—what choicedo wemake? Do weabandon our values? Do we
give in? Do we accept average performance because that's what most
everyone elseaccepts? Do wecapitulate to the pressure ofthe moment?
Do we give up on our dreams when we've been slammed by brutal
facts? The greatest leaders we've studied throughout all our research
cared as much about values asvictory, as much about purpose as profit,
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as much about being useful as beingsuccessful. Their drive and stan
dards are ultimately internal, rising from somewhere deep inside.

Weare not imprisoned byour circumstances. Weare not imprisoned
by the luck we getor the inherent unfairness oflife. We are not impris
oned by crushing setbacks, self-inflicted mistakes or our past success.
We are not imprisoned by the times in which we live, by the number
ofhours in a day or even the number ofhours we're granted in ourvery
short lives. In the end,we cancontrol only a tiny sliver ofwhat happens
to us. Buteven so, we arefree tochoose, free tobecome great bychoice.
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Q: Were any of the concepts from Good to Great, Built to Last, or

How the Mighty Fall overturnedby this research?

No.Aswe conducted the 10X research, wesystematically examined the

relationship of the 10X cases (and their comparisons) to concepts from
the priorwork. The evidence showed that the 10X casesexemplified the

prior concepts to a greater degree than the comparison cases.

Q: To what extent did the Level 5 leaders in Good to Great exhibit

lOXer behaviors?

We observed fanatic discipline, empirical creativity, and Level 5 ambi
tion in the Level 5 leaders in the Good to Great research, very much as

with the lOXers; however, we observed less productive paranoia in the

good-to-great leaders than in the 10X leaders in this study. We believe
this is because they operated in less severe environments. Recall the

analogy from Chapter 1 about going on a leisurely hike, with warm,
sunlit meadows on a warm spring day with a truly great mountaineer
ing expedition leader. In those situations, you wouldn't see everything
that makes him different from others. The Level 5 leaders in Good

to Great operated in safer environments than the lOXers. Also, the
good-to-great leaders generally took over already-established (andoften
quite large) good companies, whereas the lOXers in this study began
as entrepreneurs or small-business leaders, which rendered them more

exposed and vulnerable to their environments. If Level 5s in Good to
Great had been leadingsmallcompanies facing the level ofuncertainty

184
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and chaos faced bythe 10X leaders in thisstudy, we suspect theywould
have shown more productive paranoia. Finally, we'd note that Good to
Great perhaps put moreemphasis on the humility aspectof the Level 5
duality (a Level 5 leads with a paradoxical blend of personal humility
and professional will), whereas this study highlights more of the will
aspect. Tobe a true Level 5 leader, however, always requires exercising
both humility andwill.

Q: What role does the "First Who" principle play when leading a
company amidst uncertainty and chaos (the conceptof getting the
right people on the bus,the wrong people off the bus,andthe right
people into key seats; and then figuring out where to drive the bus)?

We didn't write much about First Who in this book because the con

cept is so heavily covered in Good to Great. But make no mistake: 10X

leaders are fanatic aboutgetting the right people on the bus and into
the right seats. Recall David Breashears's dedication tohaving the right
people on Everest, living by the adage that a summit team is only as
strong as its weakest member. Time magazine wrote of Southwest Air
lines in 2002, "The airline received 200,000 resumes lastyearbut hired
only 6,000 workers—making it more selective than Harvard." Progres
sive Insurance identified having the right people as the #1 strategic pil
lar for accomplishing its objectives andbeating its competition, noting
proudly in 1990 that "thereare 15 people who we asked to leave whobe
came presidents ofother insurance companies." John Brown at Stryker
hada giftfor picking the right people andthe discipline to move people
out of seats in which they were failing, following a Stryker philosophy
that it's better to invest heavily in the right people than to pour too
much energy into people who aren't going to make it. George Rath-
mann said ofAmgen's early history, "Amgen isone of those companies
where all the assets go home atnight in tennis shoes," andby the 1990s,
Amgen rejected 57 of every 58 job applicants. Intel cofounder Robert
Noyce assembled Intel's founding team before deciding what products
to make; he took personal responsibility for recruiting Intel's early tal
ent and believed that the rightpeople in the rightculturewould leadto
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great outcomes.AsTom Wolfe wroteabout Ted Hoffand his invention

ofthe microprocessor: "Noyce took Hoff's triumphasproof[thatif]you
created the right type of corporate community, the right type of au
tonomous congregation, genius would flower." Microsoft used extreme

standards toselect the rightpeople for Microsoft, withGates's summing
up in 1992, "Take away our 20bestpeopleand I tell you that Microsoft

wouldbecomean unimportantcompany." Biometpaid fastidious atten

tion to getting the rightpeople in every seat, usingstock options at all
levels to attract and retain the best talent.1

Allthe 10X companies cultivated cult-like cultureswhereinthe right

people would flourish and equally, where the wrong people would
quickly self-eject. The 10X study is predicated on the premise of un
ending uncertainty, which increases the importance of First Who; if
you cannot predictwhat's goingto happen, you need people on the bus

who can respond and adaptsuccessfully to whatever unforeseenevents

might hit.

Q: Is there a relationship between the SMaC recipeand the Hedge
hog Concept from Good to Great?

A Hedgehog Concept is a simple, crystalline concept that flows from
a deep understanding about the intersection of the following three
circles:

1- What you are passionate about
2. What you can be the best in the world at
3. What drives your resource or economic engine

Once the good-to-great companies were clear on their Hedgehog

Concepts,theybuilt momentumbymakinga series ofdecisions relent
lessly consistent with that concept,liketurning a giant, heavyflywheel,
turn upon turn. A SMaC recipe is the code for translatinga high-level
HedgehogConcept into specific actionand forkeepingan organization

focused in the same direction, therebybuilding flywheel momentum.
(See adjacent diagram that shows Hedgehog Concept, SMaC Recipe,
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and Flywheel Effect.) Southwest Airlines, for example, hada high-level
Hedgehog Concept: tobe the best high-spirit, low-cost airline, steadily
increasing profit-per-fuselage, with great passion for being an industry
renegade. It translated this high-level concept into Putnam's 10 points,
discussed in Chapter 6. By consistently adhering to the recipe, South
west built cumulative momentum in the flywheel, flight by flight, city
by city, gate by gate, year by year, to rise from a start-up in Texas to
become the most successful airline.

Steps Forward,
Consistent with

f? Hedgehog Concept
\ :

Flywheel Builds
Momentum

Accumulation of
Visible Results

^ People line up,
Energized by Results

Hedgehog Concept Smac Recipe Flywheel Effect

Q: Do you have any guidance for how to craft a SMaC recipe?

The key to crafting a SMaC recipe is to go directly to the practical,
the empirical, and when possible, the specific and concrete. You can
vaguely aspire to "high aircraft utilization," or like Southwest Airlines,
you can specify "gate turns of 10 minutes" or "fly only 737s." You can
aim withoutprecision to "advance technology," or likeIntel,you can fo
cus on a more concrete task: "double the number of components every

two years." You can seek to "be efficient with the camera" or you can

specify, "Be able to assemble the camera, mount on tripod, load and
thread film, aim and shoot in five minutes flat."

The SMaC recipe should reflect insight—based on empirical
validation—about what works, and why. It should help make it clear
what to do and what not to do. It should be durable, so that it requires
only amendments, not wholesale revolution, in response to changing

conditions. When formulating a SMaC recipe, ask, "What durableand
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specific practices best drive our results?" Inlaboratory working sessions
with executives, we ve employed the following methodology:

1. Make a list ofsuccesses your enterprise has achieved.
2. Make alist ofdisappointments your enterprise has experienced.
3. What specific practices correlate with the successes but notthe

disappointments?

4. Whatspecific practices correlate with the disappointments but
not the successes?

5. Which of these practices can last perhaps ten to thirty years
and apply across a wide range ofcircumstances?

6. Why do these specific practices work?
7. Based on the above, what SMaC recipe, consisting of 8 to

12 points that reinforce each other as a coherent system, best
drives your results?

Q: If the 10X concepts are universal, why didn't theybecomestarkly
clear in Good to Great?

As we wrote in Chapter 1, each research study is like poking holes
in the side of a black box and shining a light inside to see the inner
workings of the principles that make great companies. Each hole pro
vides a different perspective. The Good to Great study focused on
how to make a leap from oppressive mediocrity to great results. We
selected the good-to-great companies based on a pattern of 15 years
of mediocre performance punctuated by a breakthrough to 15 years
of exceptional performance, not on the severity of the environment.
This study, in contrast, looked through an entirely different hole
punched in the black box, selecting small or start-up companies that
became great in uncertain, unforgiving, and chaotic environments.
There's no inconsistency between the studies or their findings, just
very different angles of analysis. The two studies don t repeat each
other, nor do they contradict each other; they complement each
other.
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Q: If Fm not a full lOXer, can I compensate by building a 10Xteam

that has all the behaviors?

Instead of focusing on whether any given individual is a lOXer, it's
better to focus on working as a team to implement the key ideas in
Chapters 3 through 7 as an entire enterprise. Seta 20 Mile March and
commit to it. Fire bullets, then fire calibrated cannonballs. Practice all

the elements of productive paranoia discussed in "Leading above the
Death Line."Adhere to and selectively amend a SMaC recipe. Become

highly attuned to luck, and respond to every luck event, good or bad,
withthe question, "What are we going to do togeta high return on this
luck (ROL)?" If your team and enterprise succeed at all of these, it will

matter less whether anysingle individual isa full-fledged lOXer.

Q: Does leading above the Death Line mean avoiding BHAGs (Big

Hairy Audacious Goals)?

No. Roald Amundsen en route to the South Pole and David Breashears

with his IMAX camera on Everest were pursuing BHAGs, as were the
10X leaders in our research-study companies. The task is to pursue

BHAGs andstayabove the Death Line.

Q: How is the 10Xconcept "firebullets, then cannonballs" different
from the Builtto Lastconcept"try alotof stuff andkeep whatworks"?

The two ideas overlap, but the key additional insight from the 10X re
searchisthat lOXers follow up successful bullets with cannonballs. Try
ing a lot of stuff is, in essence, firing bullets. But keeping what works
is not the same thing as making a big bet to fully exploit what you've
learned from firing a bullet. That's whatcannonballsare for.

Q: What are the implications for innovation-driven economies of
your finding that 10X cases didn't always out-innovate comparison

companies?

Our research suggests that treating innovation alone as the silver bullet
for achieving a competitive advantage would be naive and unwise. We
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conclude that 10X success requires the ability to scale innovation with
great consistency, by blending creativity and discipline to build orga
nizations that turn innovation into sustained great performance. This
is the Intel story. It's also the Southwest story, the Microsoft story, the
Amgen story, the Stryker story, the Biomet story, the Progressive story,
the story ofthe resurgence ofGenentech underLevinson, and even the
Apple story during its best years. If an enterprise—whether a company
or a nation—retains its creativity yet loses discipline, increases pioneer
ing innovation yetforgets howto multiply that innovation at scale (and
at minimum cost), our research suggests that enterprise willbe at risk.

Q: You mention the "Genius of the AND" a few times in the text.

What's the Genius of the AND and how does it apply here?

We found in the Built to Last study that leaders ofenduring great com
panies are comfortable with paradox, having the ability to embrace two
opposed ideas in the mindat the same time. Theydon't oppress them
selves with what we call the"Tyranny ofthe OR," which pushes people
to believe that things mustbe eitherAOR B,but not both. Instead, the
best leaders liberate themselves with the Genius of the AND—the abil

ity to embrace both extremes of a number of dimensions at the same

time. In the words of F. ScottFitzgerald, "The test of a first-rate intel
ligence is the ability to holdtwo opposed ideas in the mind at the same
time,and still retain the ability tofunction." In the 10X study, we found
extensive evidence ofthe Genius ofthe AND. Forexample,

Disciplined And Creative

Empirical validation And Bold moves

Prudence And BHAGs (BigHairy
Audacious Goals)

Paranoid And Courageous

Ferociouslyambitious And Not egocentric

Severe performance standards,
no excuses

And Nevergoing too far,
able to hold back

On a 20 Mile March And Fire bullets, then cannon
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Threshold innovation And One fad behind

Cannot predict the future And Prepared for what
they cannot predict

Go slowwhen they can And Go fastwhen they must

Disciplined thought And Decisive action

Zoom out And Zoom in

Adhering to a SMaC recipe And Amending a SMaC recipe

Consistency And Change

Never count on luck And Get a high ROL
when luck comes

Q: How do you respond to criticsof your research findings who point

to the failings of previously great companies you've researched and

written about?

As wediscussed in Chapter 1, our research isbased upon studying spe
cific, dynastic eras of performance, likestudying the greatest sportsdy

nasties in history. That somesports dynasties latercease to be dynasties

would be irrelevant to the overall analysis of what it takes to build a

great sports dynasty.

Q: Can this book help companies avoid the five stages of decline

outlined in How the Mighty Fall?

Yes. In fact, the comparison cases in this studythat fell from potential
greatness (PSA, Safeco, USSC, Genentech pre-Levinson, and Apple
beforethe return of Steve Jobs) all showed elementsof Stages 1through

4 of decline, and some wentall the way to Stage 5. (See diagram, "The
Five Stages of Decline.") The 10X concepts in this work can play a
significant role in staving off the stages of decline. Doing a 20 Mile
March, avoiding uncalibrated cannonballs, and adhering to a SMaC
recipe help companies stay out of Stage 2. "Leading above the Death
Line" concepts (amassing oxygen canisters, bounding risk, and zoom
ing out/zooming in) directly aid in keeping Stage 3 at bay. Carefully
amending a SMaC recipe (ratherthan incitingwholesale, reactive revo

lution) enables companies to avoid Stage4. As for the peril of Stage 1,
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hubris, those who truly practice productive paranoia never feel they're
invincible; they always fear that potential doom lurks just around the
corner.

The Five Stages of Decline from How the Mighty Fall by Jim Collins

Stage 1
Hubris Born
of Success

Stage 2
Undisciplined

Pursuit of More

Stage 3
Denial of Risk

and Peril

Stage 4
Graspincj for

Salvation

Stage 5
Capitulation to
Irrelevance or

Death

Q: How did you two (Jim and Morten) beginyour working partner
ship, and whydid youdo this research project as a team?

Wefirst metat Stanford Graduate School ofBusiness in 1991. Jim, then
teaching entrepreneurship and small business, and his colleague Pro
fessor Jerry Porras had embarked on the Built to Last research project,
and Morten joined the research team en route to receiving his PhD.
Later, while a faculty member at Harvard Business School, Morten

contributed critical input on research methods and study design for
Jim's Good to Great project. We always talked about collaborating on
a project from the ground up if we discovered a mutually fascinating
question. The question behind this book—why do some thrive in the
face of immense uncertainty, even chaos, and others do not?—had
beengestating in ourminds for years, buthadbeenpushed to the back-
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ground while working on other projects. Then, in the aftermath of9/11
and the bursting stock bubble, watching the exponential rise ofglobal
competition and the relentless onslaught of technological disruption,
hearing the rising chant of"change, change, change," the question as
serted itself. We both came to believe that uncertainty is permanent,

chaotic times are normal, change is accelerating, and instability will
likely characterize the rest ofour lives.

Q: Do you see your book as about defining and thriving in a New
Normal?

No. The premise behind this work is that instability is chronic, uncer
tainty is permanent, change is accelerating, disruption is common, and
we can neither predict nor govern events. We believe there will be no
"new normal." There will only be a continuous series of "not normal"
times.

The dominant pattern of history isn't stability, but instability and
disruption. Those of us who came of age amidst stable prosperity in
developed economies in the second halfof the 20th centurywould be
wise to recognize that we grew up in a historical aberration. How many
times in history do people operate inside a seemingly safe cocoon, dur
ing an era of relative peace, while riding one of the most sustained
economic booms of all time? For those of us who grew up in such
environments—and especially for those who grew up in the United
States—nearly all our personal experience lies within a rarified slice of
overall human history, very unlikely to repeat itselfin the 21st century

and beyond.

Q: How widely applicable is the question underlying this study? Do

you see it as universal?

Stop to think about your own situation or organization, and consider
the following question. Rate the context in which you operate today on
a l-to-10 scale. A ratingof 1 meansyou face no big forces outside your
control,nothing moves particularly fast, youcan predict most of what's
going to happen, everything feels stable and certain, and there's noth-
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ing out there that can significantly alter your trajectory (good or bad).
Arating of 10 means you face tremendous, fast-moving, unpredictable
forces outside ofyour control, that elicit feelings ofuncertainty and in
stability, and that can have a huge impact (good or bad) on your trajec
tory. How would you rate your environment—stable orunstable, certain
or uncertain, predictable orunpredictable, in your control or not,more
like a 3 or more like an 8?

It doesn't matter whether we're discussing this question with small-
company entrepreneurs, Army generals, K-12 educators, church lead

ers, membership associations, police chiefs, city managers, healthcare
professionals, philanthropists, CIOs, CFOs,CEOs,or even individuals
concerned about their jobs and families. When we ask this question,
we geta remarkably consistent pattern ofanswers. After giving people a
moment to reflect, we ask for a show of hands.

"How many have a scoreof less than 5?"

Almost no hands go up.
"How many have a score of 5 or 6?"

Afew handsgo up.
"How many have a scoreof 7 or 8?"

More than half the people in the room raise their hands.
"How many have a scoreof 9 or 10?"

The remaining people raise theirhands.
The question of what it takes to thrive in the face of uncertainty,

even chaos, feels relevant to every industry and every social sector we've
encountered so far.

Q: Do you see the causes of chaos and uncertainty as primarily
economic?

Not entirely. Certainly, there are economic drivers, such as increased

global competition, volatile capital markets, and rapidly evolving busi
ness models. Butclearly, the sources ofinstability comefromfaroutside
economics, such as government regulation (or deregulation), undisci
plined government spending, unpredictable political risk, disruptive
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technologies, newmedia, the amplifying effect ofa 24-hour news cycle,
naturaldisasters, terrorism, energy shocks, climate change,political up
heaval in emerging countries, and so on. And there'll be entirely new
disruptions and chaotic forces as yet unforeseen.

Q: Do you see this book as about the past or the future?

We've studied the past, but we see this book as having great relevance
for leading in the future. Our strategy was to carefully examine com
panies that had achieved greatness in the most uncertain and chaotic
industries, and to glean the general principles for thriving in such envi
ronments so that theycan be applied byall enterprises dealingwith the
uncertainty and episodes of chaos in the 21st century.

Q: My world feels fairly stableright now;does this apply to me?

Remember a lesson from Chapter 5: it's what you do before the storm

comes that most determines how well you'll do when the storm comes.

Those who fail to plan and preparefor instability, disruption, and chaos

in advance tend to suffer more when their environments shift from sta

bility to turbulence.

Q: Do the 10X concepts apply as much to the social sectors as the

Good to Great ideas?

While conducting this research, we simultaneously worked with lead
ers from a wide range of social sectors, including K-12 education,
higher education, churches, nonprofit hospitals, the military, police
forces, government (city, county, state, and national), museums, orches
tras,social-safety-net (hunger- and homelessness-related) organizations,
youthprograms, and a wide range ofcause-driven nonprofits. Likebusi

ness leaders, they face big forces outside their control; high degrees of
uncertainty; fast-moving events; dangerous threats; and huge, disrup
tive opportunities. We've found these ideas to be directly relevant for
them, albeit with unique translation to each sector.
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Q: Doyou see thiswork as being primarily about navigating in times
of austerity and crisis?

No. This is not a book on crisis management, nor is it about thriv
ing amidst recession or even economic calamity. Crises and "difficult
times" are simply special-case scenarios ofa more general condition of
unrelenting instability and chronic uncertainty, whether in good times
orbad. In fact, disruptive opportunity is just as dangerous as disruptive
threat. Times ofexplosive growth are at least as difficult to navigate as
times of economic austerity.

Keep in mind some ofthe industries we studied: software, comput
ers, microelectronics, biotechnology, insurance, and medical devices.
These industries were full of spectacular growth and opportunity,
while also being uncertain and chaotic. Consider computer software.
In 1983, Industry Week magazine published a story entitled "Software
Sparks a Gold Rush" andlisted the top 16 personal computer-software
companies. All 16 sat right on the nose cone of a rocket about to take
off, a nascent industry that would sell more than a billion personal
computers worldwide bythe early 2000s. Yet along the way, most ofthe
early leaders lost their independence, and some died outright. Ofthe 16
leaders listed in the 1983 article, only 3remain standing as independent
companies at the time of this writing. The opportunity was huge, the
amount of change was huge, and the resulting carnage was huge. If
we're living in an age roiling with tumultuous opportunity, those who
have the right tools and concepts, and the discipline to employ them,
will pull even farther ahead. Those who don't will fall farther behind.
Many—despite the richand robust opportunities—will getknocked out
of the game entirely.2

Q: How did the 2008 financial meltdown affect your thinking for
this study?

Itserved only to reinforce the relevance ofthe study question. Very few
people predicted the 2008 financial crisis. The next Great Disruption
will come, and the next one after that, and the next one after that,
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forever. Wecannotknow with certainty what they'll be or when they'll
come, but we can knowwith certainty that they will come.

Q:Areyoumoreorless optimisticandhopeful after conductingthis
study?

We're much more optimistic and hopeful. More than any of our prior
research, this study shows that whether we prevail or fail, endure or die,
depends more upon whatwe do than on what the world does to us. We
take particular solace from the fact that every lOXer made mistakes,
even some very big mistakes, yet was able to self-correct, survive, and
build greatness.
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re chose the matched-pair case method as an appropriate research

approach. The essence of this method is to select pairs of comparable
companies such that each company in the pair differs on a particular
dimension (long-term performance in our case). To form each pair,
we identified seven companies that had attainedexceptional long-term
performance in highly uncertain and chaotic industries (called "10X
companies"). We then matched each 10X company with a comparison
company that had a similar starting point (same industry, similar age
and size), yet achieved only average performance. The resulting data
set consists of 14 companies organized intoseven contrast pairs. Using
historical company chronologies that we created throughan exhaustive
data-collection effort, wethen analyzed the variables that could explain
the differences in long-term performance. Hereare the steps wetook.

1. Identifying the Research Question and Unit of Analysis. Our re
search question was, uWhy do some companies thrive in uncertainty,
even chaos, and others do not?" We classified an industry as highly un
certain and chaotic if it experienced a significant number of events
that met these five criteria: (1) the events were out of the control of

companies in the industry, (2) the events had an impact quite quickly
(usually in much less than five years), (3) the events' impact could hurt
companies in the industry, (4) some significant aspects of the events

201
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were unpredictable (e.g., the timing, the form, the shape), and (5) the
events actually happened (they weren't justpredicted). The selected in
dustries experienced tumultuous events that wreaked havoc, including
deregulation, radical technology shifts, price wars, fuel shocks, regula
tory and legal changes, consolidations, and industry recessions.

The unit of analysis in our study was not a company in perpetuity
but a company era—the time from founding to June 2002, which was
our observation period (our study overall covered the time period from
approximately 1970 to 2002). Bounding the time frame was important,
because we can't comment on what will happento the companies after
our study period. This era covered the company's start-up phase, its
transition to a public company, its growth years, and itsmature years as
a large public enterprise.

2. Selecting the Appropriate Research Method: the Matched-Pair

Methodology. We chose a methodology that would allow us to maxi
mize the potential for discovering new insights that could be gener
alized across specific companies and industries: the multiple-case
research methodology used in organizational behavior research. It is a
comparative-case-method research design that is based on qualitative
data collection and an inductive method of analysis. This approach re
lieson a small number of cases that can be studied in depth to identify
patterns that form the basis of newfindings.

In this method, researchers select cases that highlightdifferences in
the variables of interest. The idea is that a contrast between the cases

(companies) affords the best possibility to arrive at new findings. This
approach follows a tradition in organizational behavior, finance, and
medical research.1 In their overview of this approach in the Academy
ofManagement Journal in 2007, Kathy Eisenhardtand Melissa Graeb-
ner noted, "A particularly important theoretical sampling approach is

polar types,' in which a researcher samples extreme (e.g., very high
and very low performing) cases in order to more easily observe con
trasting patterns in the data."2 For example, in their study published
in the Academy of Management Journal in 2010, Jeffrey Martin and
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Kathy Eisenhardtselected high-and low-performing collaborative soft
ware teams, and analyzed factors that could explain the difference in

performance.3
A key benefit of using the matched-pair method is that we avoid

"sampling on success." If researchers studyonlysuccessful companies,

it becomes difficult to know whether the findings had anything to do
withexplaining that success. Perhaps losers followed the samemanage
ment principles asthe winners. Toavoid thisproblem, weselected both
successful and less successful companies, and studied the contrast.4

3. Selecting the Study Population: Companies That Went Public in
the United States. We chose a study population such that the compa
nieswouldfeel the impactofuncertain and chaoticevents around them,

and notbe insulated from those events because ofsheer size orage. We
selected companies from one population that fits this requirement—
those that went public (had their initial public offering, or IPO) in the
United States between 1971 and 1990. These were mostly young and/
orsmall companies when they went public, andthuswere fairly vulner
able to events in their environment.

4. Identifying Exceptionally Performing Companies. To compare
companies across industries, we chose a performance measure, stock
return, that applies equally across industries. (See Research Founda
tions: lOX-Company Selections for the precise measure.) This measure

excludes different measures of performance that matter to other stake
holder groups, such as employees and communities. Nevertheless, it is
perhaps themost important common metric for public companies. This
measure also excludes other intermediate outcomes, such as innovation

and sales growth. We view these measures, however, as possible input
variables that might explain subsequent stock market performance.

Using stock-performance measures, we went through a systematic
screening process and identified seven exceptionally performing com
panies (10X firms) in seven highly uncertain and chaotic industries
drawn from our initial study population.
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5.Selecting Comparison Companies. We used two overarching prin
ciples for selecting a comparison company for each of the seven 10X
firms: (1) at the time when it became a public company, the compari
sonshould have beensimilar to the 10X company (same industry, simi
lar age, and similar size); and (2) it should have registered an average
stock market performance (so as to create a contrast in performance
between each 10X and comparison company). See Research Founda
tions: Comparison-Company Selections for details.

6. Collecting Data: Historical Chronology. We systematically went
backin time and collected historical documentation foreach company.
Forexample, for Intel, we collected historical documentation for every
year since its founding in 1968—company reports and press articles
that appeared in 1968,1969,1970,1971, and so on. We used a broadset
ofarchival data sources to ensure that weobtained a comprehensive set

of facts, views, and insights on the companies:

• All major articles published on each company over our entire
observation period (from company founding date to 2002), from

broad sources such as Business Week, the Economist, Forbes,

Fortune, Harvard Business Review, the New York Times, the

Wall Street Journal, and the Wall Street Transcripts; and from

industry-or topic-specific sources

• Business-school case studiesand industry analyses

• Books written about each company and/or its leaders

• Annual reports, proxy reports, and IPO prospectus for each
company

• Major analystreports on each company

• Business and industry reference materials, such as the Bio
graphical Dictionary ofAmerican Business Leaders and the In
ternational Directory of Company Histories

• Materials obtained directly from each company (we wrote to

them requesting information such as their corporate history,
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speeches by senior executives, investor relations materials, and
articles about the company)

• Company financial data: income and balance sheet data (from

Compustat)

Consistentwith qualitative-research methods, we examined a range
of factors that could potentially explain the difference in outcomes

between the 10X and comparison companies. This was a systematic
effort to be open to possible novel explanations—the very purpose of
using inductive case research. To this end, we collected information on

a number offactors over time,which included the following:

• Leadership: keyexecutives, CEO tenure and successions, lead

ership styles and behaviors

• Foundingroots: founding team and circumstances
• Strategy: product and market strategies, business models, key

mergers and acquisitions, strategic change
• Innovations: newproducts, services, technologies, practices
• Organizational structure, including significant reorganiza

tions

• Organizational culture: values and norms

• Operating practices

• Human resource management: policies and practices relatedto
hiring, firing, promotions, reward systems

• Use oftechnology, including information technology
• Company sales and profit trends, financial ratios

• Key industry events: downturns, booms, shocks, technology
shifts, market shifts, regulatory changes, competitor moves,
price wars, business-model changes, consolidations

• Major luckevents (good and bad)
• Significantriskevents

• Speed: time to spot threats and opportunities, time taken to
make decisions, time to market (first mover or follower)
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We then built a historical chronology by grouping all information
on each company by year, starting with the earliest year and moving
forward to 2002, the lastyear ofour observations.

In building the historical chronology, we also searched for more than
one source to verify each piece of information. This triangulation of
data reduced the risk thatour information was inaccurate, incomplete,
or biased. For example, a book on PSA claimed that a Southwest Air
linesteamvisited PSA in California in 1969 and was allowed to copy its
operating manuals. We triangulated this information, and it was con
firmed in another bookby Southwest Airlines CEO Lamar Muse, who
participated in the visit.5

In summary, our approach relied on gatheringhigh-quality data. We
followed rigorous academic principles for ensuring the integrity of the
data, by gathering historical (not current) information dating back to
the time of company founding, byincluding a breadth ofdata sources,
by triangulating across sources, and by collecting data on a range of
factors to avoid narrowing the inquiry up-front.

7. Conducting Analysis. Within-pair analysis. Once the historical chro
nology was constructed for a pair of companies, each one of us—Jim
and Morten—separately read every single document, and wrote a de
tailed case report on each companyand a pairwise case analysis. These

pairwise documents averaged 76 pages (27,600 words) each, for a total

of 1,064 pages (386,400 words) of case reports.

For each pair, we read each other's report. After a series of discus
sions, we generated a list of main possible explanations for the perfor
mance difference in a pair. A possible explanation had to meet the

following criteria:

• A clear difference between the 10X and comparison compa

nies, supported by compellingevidence
• An explanation for why this difference affected the outcome,

known in academic research as a causal mechanism (the ex

istence of a difference is not enough; there also needs to be a
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plausible explanation for how the variable in question explains
the difference in performance)

Cross-pair analysis. We looked for factors that were clearly present in
most ofthe seven 10X companies andnotin the comparison companies.

Concept generation. By drawing on the within-pair and cross-pair analy
ses, we identified the major concepts that seemed to explain the differ
ences in outcomes. We made inferences from a set of individual factors

and grouped them to develop more unifying concepts.

Financial analysis. We obtained data from Compustat and built de
tailed annual income, balance sheet, and cash flow statements from

time ofcompany founding (or earliest year with available data) to 2002,
creating a spreadsheet with a total of 300 company-years of annual
statements.

Event-history analysis. Deploying the event-history analysis method
used by organizational scholars studying the evolution of compa
nies, we analyzed the following events in a company's life: "20 Mile
March" events, innovation events, "cannonball" events, risk events,
time-sensitive events, and "SMaC recipe'-change events.6 For each,
we defined the term and coded for any occurrence by year, yielding
an event history for each company (see the subsequent sections in Re
search Foundations).

8. Limitations and Issues. Every research method has its strengths and
weaknesses. Ours is no exception. Here are the most common ques
tions raised regarding it and our responses.

Isnt a study of 14 companies too small a sample?
No, because our aim wasn't to test existing hypotheses in a large

sample of companies but rather to generate new findings. The test of
whether we had an adequate study set was whether we were confident
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thatwehadenough pairs todetect a pattern across them, such thatif we
added yet one more pair, we would likely not learn anything new.7 This

is known in research methods as redundancy or theoretical saturation:

at some point in qualitative case analysis (usually after 8 to 12 cases),
the researcher reaches saturation, at which point no new knowledge
is gained bysimply adding more cases.8 In our study, the final pair we
added did not add further insight. One reason we reached saturation
was that our deliberate, matched-pair design generated "polar types"

that allowed us to discover differences more easily.

Isthis sampling on success?
No, it isn't, as we explained earlier. We didn't select successful

companies only. We selected contrasting pairs of companies in one in
dustry, such that one company performed very well and another (the
comparison) did not.

Can our findings be generalized?
Yes, they can, but withsome qualifications:

• Across many industries and companies. We don't know whether
our findings would hold across all companies. We are confi
dent, however, that they are likely to hold across many compa
niesand industries, because our findings arebasedon a diverse
data set consisting of seven industries (and not justone or two
industries). Also, because westudied U.S. companiesonly, one
needsto be careful in extending the findings to other countries

and cultures.

> Across time. Although we studied companies in the 1970-2002
era, we strongly believe that our findings are highly relevant
for 2011 onward. The reason is that we purposefully selected
highly uncertain andchaotic industries. To the extent that the
world continues to be uncertain, what these industries experi

enced in terms of turmoil is likely to become the norm going
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forward, making the insights derived from our research very
relevant for the future.

Isthere a potential bias in relying onrecall ofhistorical data?
This can be a potential problem, but our approach mitigates this

issue. We have gone to great lengths to collect historical records, as
opposed to currentwritings that interpret history bylooking backward.
For example, it is one thing to use an article on Intel from 2000 that
looks back at its formative years in the 1970s; such an approach relies
on historical interpretation, and thisaccount mightbe colored byIntel's
success in 2000. This approach is prone to problems known as attribu
tion errors? In contrast, we went back to historical records and collected

information on events involving Intel as they were happening in the
1970s. Atthose times, the subsequent huge success of Intel had not oc
curred, so no one could make these attribution errors.

Can we claim causality?
Much of social science research, including most management re

search and ours, cannotclaim causality if that term refers to determin
istic causality ("a given change in x reliably produces a change in y").
Following a long tradition in organizational and strategic-management
research, we instead seek to isolate explanations that likely led to per
formance differences between the companies. We've carefully chosen
our language to reflect statements such as "There is likely an associa
tion between x and performance" and "An increase in x is likely to
lead to an increase in y," which are probabilistic, not deterministic,
statements.

Is there an issue ofureverse causality"?
Reverse causality occurs when the explanation is in the opposite di

rection from an initial hypothesis. For example, perhaps you initially
thought that innovation hadledtoa company's success, when in fact, it
was the company's success that led to better innovation (more success-
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ful firms have more money to invest in innovation). Welargely avoided
this potential problem because we relied on historical documents,
through which we were able to identify when certain practices started,
and thus we knew which factors came first.

Are there other companies that followed these principles and didnt attain
thesame level of success?

Since we haven't studied all companies in the United States, we
can't verify whether this is the case. But the following makes this less
of an issue:

• Our diverse data set (seven different industries) reduces the

likelihood that our findings are just idiosyncratic to one or two

companiesand/or industries.

• As we said above, we are not claiming a deterministic causal
chain—thatifyouadopttheseprinciples, youwillattain excep
tional performance (guaranteed). We're stating that pursuing
these principles improves the probability ofsuccess.

• Our 10X companies practiced all the principles articulated in
this book; companies that practice one or a few would most
likely not achieve exceptional performance.

Dont industry characteristics explain the outcomes?
We control for the impact of industry conditions by studying two

companies in each industry (a matched pair). While both companies
in a pair faced very similar industry situations, they nevertheless varied
significantly in their practices and in their performances. Because in
dustry factors are held constant for each pair, they alone can't explain
these differences.

Werent the 10X companies just lucky?
Critics of management research sometimes charge that the role of

luck is often excluded in the analysis. Rather than ignoring the role of
luck, we defined the construct, collected data on good- and bad-luck
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events, and examined the role these luck events played in explaining
performance. We devote Chapter7 to our findings about luck.

What ifsome ofthe companies dontperform well after our study period?
If this were to happen, it would not mean that what we found was

invalid. Our claim isbounded; we studied company eras, not company
performance in perpetuity. Performance may not last forever in these
specific companies because of the following:

• The company may stop practicing the factors that led to its
success.10

• Some redirection or new practices may be required aftera very
long run.

^ Competitors mayhave caughtup and copied a company's prac
tices, rendering the original formula for success less potent.

• The stock market may have fully understood the company's
success factors and thus accounted for them in the company's
share price, making future extraordinary stock returns more
difficult to achieve.

Any one of these explanations can cause a company's performance
to erode. Justbecause greatperformance did not last, this does not in
validate thefactors thathelped create the performance in thefirst place.
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re used three overarching selection principles to identify our study
set of exceptionally performing companies:

1. They achieved spectacular results; theywere the clearwinners
in the stock marketand their industry during our observation

period.
2. They were in highly uncertain and chaotic industries.
3. Theywere vulnerable early on (being young and/orsmall com

panies that wentpublic in 1971 or later).

We began with a data setdrawn from the University ofChicago Cen
ter for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) database and went through
the following 11 "filtering" steps to winnow it down.

SCREENING PROCESS TO IDENTIFY

EXCEPTIONALLY PERFORMING COMPANIES

CUT 1. Begin with 20,400 companies that first appeared in CRSP 1971 or
later. Eliminate those that firstappeared after 1995

15,852 companies left

CUT 2. Companiesstill in existence after June 2002
3,646 companies left

212
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CUT 3. TSR performance at least 3xby 2002*
368 companies left

CUT 4. Real U.S. companyIPO 1971-90
187companies left

CUT 5. Exclude small companies as of 2001
J24 companies left

CUT 6. TSR performance at least4x 15 years after IPO*
50 companies left

CUT 7. Eliminate inconsistent performance patterns
25 companies left

CUT 8. Uncertain and chaotic industries only
12companies left

CUT 9. Red flag test (concerns)
9 companies left

CUT 10.Exclude too largeand old at IPO
8 companies left

CUT 11.Outperform industry
7 companies left

* Companycumulative return ratioto the market(see "Key Definitions")

Cut 1: Select companies first appearing in CRSP 1971-95. We rea
soned that a first dataentry in CRSP was a good proxy for when a com
pany went public (see Cut 4).11

Cut 2; Keep companies in existence after June 2002. We wanted to

include only companies that were ongoing, independent concerns at
the end of the observation period in 2002.

Cut 3: Meet initial stock performance threshold. We eliminated all
companies where the company s monthly cumulative return ratio to
the market fell below 3.0, based on the time from a company's first
CRSPend-of-month date to June 28, 2002 (see "Key Definitions").12
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KEY DEFINITIONS

> Monthly Total Return: The total return to shareholders in a

given month, including dividends reinvested, for an individual

security (also called total shareholder return, TSR).

> Cumulative StockReturn: The compounded value of $Y in

vested in an individual security between times t1 and t2, us

ing the formula $Y x (1 + Monthly Total Return @ ml) x (1 +

Monthly Total Return @ m2) x ... (1 + Monthly Total Return @

t2); where ml =end ofthe first month following t1, m2= end of

the second month following t1, and so forth.

i> General Stock Market (also calledgeneralmarket or just the

market): NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ value-weighted return, which

consists of the combined market value of all companies traded

on these exchanges (including dividends reinvested), weighted

by the capitalization of the company divided by the capitaliza

tion of the market.

> Cumulative Return Ratio to the Market: At the end of any

given time period, this ratio is calculated as the cumulative re

turn of $Y invested in the company divided by the cumulative

return of $Y invested in the general stock market, such that $Y

is invested in both the company and the market on the same

date.

Note: We used the same formulas for Cut 6, replacing monthly-

with daily-return data.

Cut 4: Verify were real U.S. companies with IPOs 1971-90. We per

formed due diligence on every remainingcompanyto verify when the
companywent public and that it was indeed a real company. We elimi

nated non-traditional IPOs such as spinouts, reverse mergers, mergers,
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reverse LBOs, REITs, and limited partnerships. We also eliminated
foreign companies.

Cut 5: Eliminate companies with less than $500 million in revenue
as of 2001. While we wanted to analyze young and/or small compa
nies in their early years, we also neededto analyze companies that had
grown into large companies bythe end ofthe observation period.

Cut 6: Meet stock-performance threshold from IPO date to IS years
afterward. We used a more precise and stringent stock-performance
criterion based on daily-return data for the period from a company's
IPO date to 15 years afterward. We eliminated all companies where
a company's cumulative return ratio to the market for this period fell
below 4.0.

Cut 7: Eliminate companies withinconsistent stock-performance pat
terns. The purpose ofthis cut was to eliminate companies that showed
inconsistent stock-performance patterns (e.g., erratic, up and down).

Cut 8: Select companies in highly uncertain and chaotic industries.
We classified an industry as highly uncertain and chaotic if it experi
enceda significant numberofevents thatmetthe following five criteria:

1. The events were out of the control ofcompanies in the indus
try; theycouldn'tprevent themfrom happening.

2. The events had an impact quite quickly. For our purposes,
"quickly" meant less than five years. (Usually, they happened
much faster than that.)

3. The events' impact could hurt companies in the industry. They
mightnot have hurt every single company (including the com
pany under consideration), but they had the potential to hurt
them.

4. Some significant aspects of the events were unpredictable.
The events themselves might not have been entirely unpre-
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dictable, but some important elements of the events were
unpredictable—the timing, the form, the shape, the impact,
etc. (For instance, deregulation in the airline industry was pre
dictable, but the exact form that deregulation took and how it
affected the industry shakeout was not entirely predictable.)

5. The events actually happened; theyweren't justpredicted.

We systematically collected information on the industries and cre

ated coding documents for each industry. Using these analyses, we
categorized industries as "stable," "moderately uncertain," and "highly
uncertain and chaotic." Weselected companies whose industries fell in
the latter category.

Cut 9: Red Flag test. We conducted a "red flag" analysis to identify
whether the company had experienced a significant restatement of
earningsduring the observation period and/orwas fundamentally weak
at the time of final selection. We excluded cases of concern.

Cut 10: Young or small at IPO. Because we wanted only companies
that were eitheryoungor smallat the time ofIPO, weeliminated those
that were both old and large at that time.

Cut 11: Outperform industry index. The purpose of this test was to

ensure that the companies did not simply perform well because their
industryperformed well. We created industry stock-performance indi
ces and excluded a company if its cumulative stock return did not out

perform that of its industry by 3x from the date of the company's IPO

to 15 years afterward.
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SLEJ. E C TI 0JLS

Using historical documents, we conducted a systematic search to
identify industry peers, scored each of them, and selected the best
match. We scored comparison candidates on the following six crite
ria. Criteria 1 to 4 ensure that the comparison had a similar starting
point as the 10X company; Criterion 5 creates the performance gap;
and Criterion 6 is a face-validity check. The final comparison choices
rate as excellent or very good based on our criteria, withone exception
(Kirschner, which was acceptable).

1. Business fit (early years). The 10X company and the comparison
candidate were in similar businesses atthetime when the 10X company
went public (practically speaking, we used the year of first available
stock returns in CRSP, hereafter calledthe "match year").13

2. Age fit. The comparison candidate was founded around the same
time as the 10X company.

3. Size fit (early years). The two companies were of similar size at the
time when the 10X company wentpublic.
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4. Conservative test (early years). At the time when the 10X company
went public, the comparison candidate was more successful than the
10X company (it is a more stringent screen to have an initially strong
comparison).

5. Performance gap. The comparison candidate's cumulative return

ratio to the market (referred to as "ratio" below) was close to or below

1.0 during our selection period (i.e., the comparison candidate's share
holder return was no better than the general stock marketduring this
time).14

6. Face validity (in 2002). The comparison candidate "makes sense"
when looking at the two companies at the end of our observation pe
riod; they continued to be in similar businesses.

SUMMARY REMARKS FOR

EACH MATCHED PAIR

Amgen. Number of biotech firms considered: 12. Best match: Genen-
tech. Match year: 1983. Excellent matchon conservative test, facevalid

ity, business fit, and performance gap(ratio 1983-2002 = 0.92). Weaker
match on age fitand sizefit. Comment: Genentech was an earlyleader
in the biotech industry (founded in 1976), while Amgen was one of
several new biotech companies formed in 1980. Runners-up: Chiron,

Genzyme.

Biomet Number of orthopedic medical-device makers considered: 10.

Best match: Kirschner. Match year: 1986. Very goodmatch on business
fit, sizefit, and performance gap (ratio 1986-94= 0.76). Weaker match
on conservative test,face validity, and agefit. Comment: Kirschner and
Biomet both focused on the orthopedic-implant and reconstructive-
device markets. Runners-up: Advanced Neuromodulation Systems,

Intermedics.
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Intel. Number of integrated-circuit firms considered: 16. Best match:
Advanced Micro Devices (AMD). Matchyear: 1973. Excellent match on
business fit, age fit, face validity, andperformance gap (ratio 1973-2002
= 1.05). Weaker matchon conservative testand size fit. Comment:Both
Intel and AMD were started by men who left Fairchild Semiconduc
tor in the late 1960s and focused on memorychips. Runners-up: Texas

Instruments, National Semiconductor.

Microsoft. Number of computer firms considered: 10. Best match: Ap
ple. Matchyear: 1986. Excellent matchon agefit, face validity, and per
formance gap (ratio 1986-2002 = 0.51). Weaker match on business fit,
conservative test, and size fit. Comment: During our key observation
years (late 1970s to mid-1990s), Microsoft and Apple offered two alter
nativepersonal computer platforms and werecompetitors. Runners-up:

Lotus, Novell.

Progressive. Number of insurers considered: 16. Best match: Safeco.
Match year: 1973. Excellent match on business fit, conservative test,
and performance gap (ratio 1973-2002 = 0.95). Weaker match on face
validity, size fit, and age fit. Comment: Like Progressive, Safeco was
long a premier auto insurer with underwriting discipline. Runners-up:
GEICO, Employers Casualty.

Southwest Airlines. Number of airlines considered: 25. Best match: Pa

cific Southwest Airlines (PSA). Match year: 1973. Excellent match on

business fit, conservative test, face validity, and performance gap (ra
tio 1973-87 = 0.99). Weaker match on size fit and age fit. Comment:

SouthwestAirlines copied its business model directly from PSA. Run

ners-up: Braniff, Continental/Texas.

Stryker. Number of surgical-device firms considered: 15. Best match:
United States Surgical Corporation (USSC). Match year: 1979. Excel-
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lent match on business fit, conservative test, face validity, and perfor
mance gap (ratio 1979-98 = 1.16). Weaker match on age fit andsize fit.
Comment: From the 1970s onward, both USSC andStryker focused on
surgical instruments and equipment. Runners-up: Birtcher, American
Hospital Supply.
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ilr%s discussed inChapter 3, we coded for and analyzed thecompanies'
20 Mile March behaviors; i.e., whether they had markers that delin

eated lower bounds for performance and self-imposed constraints to

hold back during good times. We catalogued whether the companies
articulated and achieved such practices, and we also analyzed the ef
fects ofadheringto the 20MileMarchprinciple on company outcomes
in 52 industry-downturn events.

Finding 1. The 10X companies practiced the 20 Mile March
principle to a much greater extent than the comparison companies

(strong evidence). There was strong support for this in six out ofseven
pairs and good support in one pair (Amgen and Genentech). Two com
parison companies (PSA and Safeco) started out adhering to the 20
Mile March approach but then neglected it over time. Two compari
son companies, Genentech and Apple, adopted a 20 Mile March ap
proach later on. The other comparison companies (USSC, Kirschner,

and AMD)showed little evidence ofhavinga 20 Mile March approach
(see the "20Mile March Contrasts through 2002" table in Chapter 3).

Finding 2. Companies that practiced the 20 Mile March prin

ciple at a given time performed much better in subsequent industry
downturns than those that didn't (strongevidence). There wasstrong

support for this finding in all seven pairs. Several comparison compa-
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nies that did not adhere to the 20 Mile March practice fared poorly
during industry downturns.

As the following table reveals, there was a very large benefit from
20 Mile Marching before a difficult time in the industry. Practicing 20
Mile Marching was far more often associated with subsequent good
outcomes (29events) than pooroutcomes (0) in difficult times. Not tak
ing a 20 Mile March approach was far more often associated with poor
outcomes (20) than good outcomes (3).

As shown in the table, the comparison companies also benefited
from 20 Mile Marching during the few times (4) theypracticed it. Also,
the few times (2) the 10X companies failed to practice the 20 Mile
March, the outcomes were negative. The 10X companies did much bet
ter indifficult industry times because they adhered to the 20 Mile March
approach beforehand, while the comparison companies suffered poor
performance in difficult industry times because they most often did not
adhere to this practice.

20 MILE MARCH PRACTICE AND

OUTCOME DURING INDUSTRY DOWNTURNS

Type of Combination
(20 Mile March + Outcome)

Number of Events (%)

10X

Companies
Comparison
Companies Total

IndustryDownturn Events 27 25 52

20 Mile March Practice 25 (100%) 4 (100%) 29 (100%)

20 Mile March +

Good Outcome
25 (100%) 4 (100%) 29 (100%)

20 Mile March +

Poor Outcome
0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

No 20 Mile March Practice 2 (100%) 21 (100%) 23 (100%)

No 20 Mile March +

Good Outcome
0 (0%) 3 (15%) 3 (13%)

No 20 Mile March +

Poor Outcome

2 (100%) 18 (85%) 20 (87%)

N=52 industry downturns

Note: Comparable numbers ofyears codedfor 10X and comparison companies.
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ir%s discussed in Chapter 4, we performed an analysis of290 innova
tion events to determine the types and degreeof innovation among the

10X and the comparison companies.

The term "innovation" is a multifaceted construct. First, innovation

refers to different dimensions, including product, operational, and busi
ness-model innovations. What constitutes critical innovation depends

on the industry.

Second, much has been written about degrees of innovativeness.15
A radical or revolutionary innovation has a very large performance or
feature improvement compared to existing offerings, while an incre
mental or evolutionary innovation has a small performance or feature

improvement. We coded innovations according to whether they were
incremental, medium, or major. By an innovative company, we meant

one that had several major and medium innovations.

Third, several reference points can be used—innovative compared

to what? One reference point is relative to what the company had of
fered previously (an internal reference point). Another reference point

is relative to what existed in the marketplace at that time (an external
reference point). We adopted the latter viewpoint.

Fourth, its possible to have a very innovative product that isn't a
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commercial success. It is important not to confuse innovation with the
financial outcome in the market.

We began by identifying the most important areas of innovation
in each industry. We also judged the innovation threshold in each
industry—to what extent the nature ofthe industry required a company
to be innovative just to be a player. While some industries have high
thresholds (e.g., biotech), others have low thresholds (e.g., airlines).

We coded innovation events by analyzing historical company and
press documents to identify announcements of innovations.16 To code
for the degree ofinnovativeness, we created the following categories:

• Major innovation. The innovation clearly offered a highdegree
of performance or feature improvement compared to existing
products/services in the marketplace. Often called "pioneer
ing," "revolutionary," or "breakthrough."

• Medium innovation. The innovation offered a solid degree of
performance or feature improvement.

• Incremental innovation. The innovation offered some perfor
mance or feature enhancement, but it clearly didn't signify
major progress.

Finding 1. The companies in our study created a number of in
novations during our observation period (good evidence). Overall,
we counted 290 innovation events across the companies: 31 major, 45
medium, and 214 incremental ones (see the following table). Twelve
companies clearly developed a number ofinnovations duringthe study
period. Two, Safecoand Kirschner, did not.

Finding 2. There appears to be an innovation "threshold" effect:

companies innovatedmore in industries in which innovation played
a significant role (good evidence). Companies in high-threshold in
dustries (biotech, semiconductors, personal computers) created on av
erage 7.5 major/medium innovations during our observation period,
while this number was 5.0 for medium-threshold industries (medical
devices) and 2.8 for low-threshold ones (airlines, auto insurance).
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Finding 3. The 10X companies were notmore innovative thanthe
comparison companies (strong evidence). The following table shows
no clear pattern across the pairs. Three 10X companies were clearly
more innovative byhaving a higher number ofmajor/medium innova
tions (Intel more than AMD; Progressive more than Safeco; Biomet
more than Kirschner). In the otherfour pairs, it appears to be the other
way around; the comparison companies were more innovative than the
10X companies (PSA over Southwest Airlines; Genentech over Amgen;
USSC over Stryker; Apple over Microsoft).

(In biotech, patents can be used to indicate innovativeness. Accord
ing to data provided by the U.S. Patent Office, Genentech had many
more patents issued [772] than Amgen [323] from founding to 2002.17
In addition, according to patent data provided by INSEAD professor
and patent-data expert Jasjit Singh, Genentech spatents were also more
cited by other patents, a measure of degree of innovation: average cita
tions perpatent were 7.09 for Genentech versus 4.23 for Amgen.18 Thus,
Genentech was more innovative based on the patentmeasure, confirm

ing our innovation count.)
Finding 4. The 10Xcompanies pursued more incremental inno

vations than the comparisoncompanies (some evidence). In five out
of seven pairs, the 10X companies had higher incremental innovation
counts than their comparisons (see the last column in the following
table). This tendency ties in with the notion of the 20 Mile March:
companies that adhere to a practice of taking "small steps of progress
every day" are likely to emphasize small but frequent innovations.
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BULLETS-THEN-CANNONBALLS

A.JLA LYJSLUL

i he discussion inChapter 4 is based on our analysis ofthe prevalence
ofa bullets-then-cannonballs approach and the outcome of62 cannon-
ball events for the 10X and comparison companies. We conducted an
event-history analysis by identifying, counting, and analyzing bullets
and cannonballs.19

Finding 1. The 10X companies pursued more of a bullet ap
proach than the comparison companies (good evidence). The 10X
companies practiced the bullet approach more than their comparison
companies in five out of the seven pairs. In two pairs, the companies
practiced itat the same level (Southwest Airlines and PSA; Amgen and
Genentech).

Finding 2. The 10X companies did not fire more cannonballs
than the comparison companies (strong evidence). As shown in the
following table (Column 1), the comparison companies fired more can
nonballs in five pairs, while the opposite was true in two pairs (Intel
more than AMD; Progressive more than Safeco).
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COUNT OF CANNONBALLS

Column # 1 2 3 4

Company Number of

Cannonballs
Number of

Calibrated
Number of

Uncalibrated
Calibrated*

(%)

Southwest

Airlines
5 4 1 80%

PSA 8 0 8 0%

Intel 7 5 2 71%

AMD 6 3 3 50%

Biomet 1 0 1 0%

Kirschner 3 0 3 0%

Progressive 4 3 1 75%

Safeco 3 0 3 0%

Amgen 3 2 1 67%

Genentech 4 2 2 50%

Stryker 2 1 1 50%

USSC 5 1 4 20%

Microsoft 4 3 1 75%

Apple 7 2 5 29%

Average for 10X
Companies

3.7

(Total = 26)
2.6

(Total = 18)
1.1

(Total = 8)
69%

Average for
Comparison
Companies

5.1

(Total = 36)
1.1

(Total= 8)
4.0

(Total = 28)
22%

N=62 cannonball events

Note: Comparable numbers ofyears coded for 10X andcomparison companies.
* (Number in Column 2)/(Number in Column 1)*100.

Finding 3. The 10X companies had a higher proportion of can
nonballs that were calibrated than the comparison companies
(strong evidence). As shown in Column 4 in the table above, when

using cannonballs, the 10X companies deployed calibrated ones 69per
centofthe time whereas thecomparison companies did so only 22 per
centof the time (remember that calibration means that the company
had conducted an empirical trial beforehand to validate the initiative).

Finding 4. Calibrated cannonballs yielded morepositive outcomes
than uncalibrated ones (strong evidence). Ofallthe calibrated cannon-
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balls launched, 88 percent resulted ina good outcome (see thefollowing
table). In stark contrast, only 23 percent ofthe uncalibrated ones yielded
a good outcome. (Calibration is anactivity that takes place before betting
big; there's no guarantee, however, that calibration leads tosuccess.)

CANNONBALL CALIBRATION AND OUTCOME

(ALL COMPANIES)

Type of Outcome Number of

Calibrated

Cannonballs (%)

Number of

Uncalibrated

Cannonballs (%)

Total

Number of

Cannonballs

Number of Positive

Outcomes

23 (88%) 7 (23%) 30

Number of Negative
Outcomes

3 (12%) 23 (77%) 26

Total 26 (100%) 30 (100%) 56

N=56 (excludessix cannonballs with unclear outcome)

Note: Comparablenumbers ofyears coded for 10X and comparison companies.

Finding 5. The 10X companies had more success with their can
nonballs than the comparison companies, principally because they
launched more calibrated ones (strong evidence). As the nexttable re
veals, of the 26 cannonballs that the 10X companieslaunched, 18 were

calibrated, and 17 of those were successful. In contrast, the compari

sons launchedonly 8 calibrated cannonballs (out of 36), and 6 of those
were successful. The comparison companies had a low chance ofsuccess
with their cannonballs because somany of them were uncalibrated.

CANNONBALL CALIBRATION AND OUTCOME

Type of
Cannonball

Outcome 10X

Companies
Comparison
Companies

Total

Outcomes

Calibrated Number of Good

Outcomes (%)
17 (94%) 6 (75%) 23 (88%)

Number of Poor

Outcomes (%)
1 (6%) 2 (25%) 3 (12%)

Number of

Calibrated (%)
18 (100%) 8 (100%) 26 (100%)

(continued on nextpage)
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Type of
Cannonball

Outcome 10X

Companies
Comparison
Companies

Total

Outcomes

Uncalibrated Number of Good

Outcomes (%)
3 (37%) 4 (18%) 7 (23%)

Number of Poor

Outcomes (%)
5 (63%) 18 (82%) 23 (77%)

Number of

Uncalibrated (%)
8 (100%) 22 (100%) 30 (100%)

N=56 (excludes six observations with unclear outcome)

Note: Comparable numbers ofyears coded for 10X and comparison companies.
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CASH AND BALANCE-SHEET-RISK
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irks discussed in Chapter 5, we conducted an analysis of 300 com
pany-years of financial statements to determine the extent to which
the 10X and comparison companies built cash reserves and used

debt.

Using Compustat data,we analyzed the following financial ratios for
each matched pair on an annual basis and determined how frequently
each 10X company had a better ratio than itscomparison company. For

cash, a higher ratio was considered better, and for debt, a lower ratio
was considered better.

• Current ratio = (current assets)/(currentliabilities)

• Cash to total assets = (cash and cash equivalents)/(total assets)

• Cash to current liabilities = (cash and cash equivalents)/
(current liabilities)

• Total debt to equity = (long-term debt + current liabilities)/
(stockholders' equity)

• Long-term debt to equity = (long-term debt)/(stockholders'
equity)

• Short-term debt to equity = (current liabilities)/(stockholders'

equity)
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Finding 1. The 10X companies overall had more conservative
balance sheets during the observation period than the comparison
companies (strong evidence). As the following table shows, the 10X
companies overall had moreyears withbetter cashand debt ratios than
the comparison companies during the observation period ("All Years"
column). Theytook less risk according to these measures.

Finding 2. The 10X companies overall had more conservative
balance sheets in their first five years as public companies than the
comparison companies (strong evidence). Finding 1 could simply
have been because the 10X companies performed better (and thus
could afford to have stronger balance sheets). But as the following ta
ble reveals, the 10X companies overall had better financial ratios than
their comparisons in their first 5years as public companies (as well as
in the first 10 years). They took less risk early on according to these
measures.

Finding 3.The 10Xcompaniesoverall had more conservative bal
ance sheets in their first year as public companies than the compari
son companies (fairly good evidence). If we look at their first year as
public companies ("IPO Year" column in the following table), the 10X
companies had better cash ratios than the comparisons, and they per
formed better regarding two ofthedebt ratios, with the long-term debt
ratio beingequal across groups (three comparisons—PSA, Genentech,
Apple—had lower debt than their corresponding 10X companies dur
ing their respective IPO years).
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COMPARISON OF FINANCIAL RATIOS (ALL COMPANIES)

Area Ratio

%ofTime the 10X Companies
Had Better Ratio Than the
Comparison Companies Which

Did

Better?

All

Years*

5

Yearst

10

Yearst

IPO

YearS

Cash Current ratio 72% 83% 72% 83% 10X

Cash to total assets 80% 83% 80% 67% 10X

Cash to current

liabilities

80% 90% 80% 83% 10X

Debt Totaldebt to equity 64% 80% 80% 67% 10X

Long-termdebt to
equity

61% 61% 67% 50% Mixed

Short-term debt to

equity
64% 87% 78% 100% 10X

*AllYears = from firstyearduring whichboth 10X and comparison companiesbecame
public and financialdata wereavailable to 2002(comparable number ofyearsfor 10X
and comparison companies).

t 5Years = from IPO year to 5 yearsafterward.

+ 10Years = from IPO year to 10yearsafterward.

J IPO Year= firstfiscal year in which the companiesbecame public.
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T11he discussion of risk categories in Chapter 5 is based on the follow
ing analysis of 114 decision events.

Weanalyzed the following types of risks:

> Death Line risk: Thiscould kill orseverely damage theenterprise.
• Asymmetric risk: The potential downside is much bigger than

the potential upside.

$> Uncontrollable risk: This exposes the enterprise to forces and
events that it has little ability to manage or control.

Finding 1. The 10Xcompanies overall made fewer decisions in
volving Death Linerisk thanthe comparison companies (strong evi
dence). The comparison companies made an average of 2.9 decisions
involving Death Line risk (36 percent of decisions, or nearly 4 out of
10), compared to only 0.9 such decisions (10 percent, or 1 out of 10)
made bythe 10X companies (see the following table).

Finding 2. The 10X companies overall made fewer decisions in
volving asymmetric risk than the comparison companies (strong evi
dence). While 36 percent of comparison-company decisions involved
this type of risk, only 15 percent of lOX-company decisions involved
asymmetric risk.

Finding 3. The 10X companies overall made fewer decisions in

volving uncontrollable risk than the comparison companies (strong
evidence). The percentage of decisions involving uncontrollable risk
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was substantially lower for the 10X companies (42 percent) than for the
comparisons (73 percent).

Finding 4. The 10X companies overall made less risky decisions

(strong evidence).As the following table shows, 56percent ofdecisions
made bythe 10X companies were low risk, compared with only22 per
cent for the comparison companies (a low-risk decision doesn't involve
any of the three types of risks outlined above). In contrast, 43 percent
of decisions made by the comparison companies were high risk, com
paredwith only22percentfor the 10X companies.

TYPE AND EXTENT OF RISK INVOLVED

IN IMPORTANT DECISIONS

Type of Decisions Made 10X

Companies
Comparison
Companies

lOXor

Comparison
Took More

Risk?

Average Number of Decisions
Analyzed Per Company

8.4 7.9

Decisions Involving Death Line
Risk, %(Average Number)

10% (0.9) 36% (2.9) Comparison

Decisions Involving Asymmetric
Risk, % (Average Number)

15% (1.3) 36% (2.9) Comparison

Decisions Involving Uncontrol
lable Risk, % (Average Number)

42% (3.6) 73% (5.7) Comparison

Decisions Classified as Low

Risk* (%)
56% 22%

Comparison
Decisions Classified as Medium

Riskt (%)
22% 35%

Decisions Classified as High
Riskt (%)

22% 43%

100% 100%

N=l 14 decisions

Note: Comparable numbers of years coded for 10X and comparison companies. Death
Line Risk, Asymmetric Risk, and Uncontrollable Risk are not mutually exclusive
categories (percentage refers to proportion of all decisions analyzed). Low Risk,
Medium Risk,and High Riskare mutuallyexclusive categories.

* Low Risk=no Death Line Risk,no AsymmetricRisk,no Uncontrollable Risk.
t Medium Risk= no Death Line Risk,but one of eitherUncontrollable Risk orAsym

metric Risk.

t High Risk= Death Line Riskand/or both Asymmetric Riskand Uncontrollable Risk.
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Finding 5. The 10Xcompanieshad ahighersuccess rate in all risk
categories (good evidence). As the next two tables reveal, for low-risk
decisions, the 10X companies succeeded 85 percent of the time (versus

64 percent of the time for the comparison companies). For medium-
risk decisions, the 10X companies had a 70percentsuccess rate (versus
50 percentfor the comparison companies). Forhigh-risk decisions, the
10X companies succeeded 45 percent of the time (versus 5 percent of

the time for the comparison companies). The high-risk contrast isstrik
ing. The main reason for this is that these decisions involved major
bets—cannonballs. As we saw in the Bullets-Then-Cannonballs analy

sis, the 10X companies spent more time experientially validating those

bets (by firing bullets) before going ahead, increasing the chances of
success.

DECISION RISK AND OUTCOME

(10X COMPANIES ONLY)

Outcome

Risk Taken

Low (%) Medium (%) High (%)

Poor 0% 15% 55%

OK 15% 15% 0%

Success 85% 70% 45%

100% 100% 100%

N=59 decisions

DECISION RISK AND OUTCOME

(COMPARISON COMPANIES ONLY)

Outcome

Risk Taken

Low (%) Medium (%) High (%)

Poor 18% 28% 75%

OK 18% 22% 20%

Success 64% 50% 5%

100% 100% 100%

N=55 decisions
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SUEJEUtt ANAJLXSXS

iHks discussed in Chapter 5, we analyzed 115 time-sensitive moments
todetermine the 10X andcomparison companies' speed ofrecognition,
deliberation, decision, and action.

We defined unequal moments as events where there are signs that
conditions have changed and the risk profile is changing with time.

CLASSIFICATION OF UNEQUAL MOMENTS (ALL COMPANIES)

Facet Characteristic (%)

Pace of Events Slow-Moving*: 30% Fast-Moving: 70%

Nature of Momentt Threat: 79% Opportunity: 21%

Clarity of Response! Clear: 42% Unclear: 58%

Outcome^ Good: 68% Poor: 32%

N=115 moments

* Slow-moving = moment unfolded over a long period (one to threeyears typically).

t Fourteen moments were not classified.

t Clarity = pretty obvious what the company's response should have been (no need to
deliberate for long).

§ There were 13 moments with unclear/OK outcomes.

Finding 1. Early recognition of an unequal moment was associ
ated with a good outcome (strong evidence). As shown in the follow
ing table, in cases with good outcomes, the moments were recognized
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early 71 percent of the time (versus only 28 percent for cases with poor
outcomes).

TIME OF RECOGNITION OF UNEQUAL MOMENT

AND OUTCOME (ALL COMPANIES)

Time of Recognition Good Outcome (%) Poor Outcome (%)

Early* 71% 28%

Late 13% 66%

N=101 moments (excludesobservationswith insufficient information)

Note: MediumTime ofRecognition category leftout (100% = Early+ Medium + Late).

* Early = the company recognized the first signals that the unequal moment was
forming.

Finding 2. The benefit of fast decision making depended on the

pace of events (fairly good evidence). Overall, fast decision making
was associated with good outcomes (see the following table). This was
even more pronounced in the case of fast-moving events. However,

when events were moving slowly, 61 percent of cases with good out
comesinvolved a slow/medium decision-making speed. In other words,

in good-outcome cases, decisions were not always made quickly; a fair
number were made at a slow pace, when the events allowed. This sug

gests a "fast whenyou must, slow when you can" approach.

DECISION SPEED AND OUTCOME (ALL COMPANIES)

Speed of Events Decision Speed Good Outcome

All Observations (N = 98)
Slow/Medium (%) 35%

Fast* (%) 65%

Fast-Moving Events (N - 69)
Slow/Medium (%) 25%

Fast* (%) 75%

Slow-Moving Events (N - 29)
Slow/Medium (%) 61%

Fast* (%) 39%

N=98 (excludesobservations with insufficient information)

* Fast= decisionwasmade quicklyonce the moment wasrecognized.

Finding 3. Deliberatedecision making was associated with good
outcomes (strong evidence). By deliberate, we mean that there was
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evidence that the leaders tooka step back, zoomed out, and considered
at a deeper level why things were happening. In contrast, when using
the term "reactive," we mean decision making that lacked rigorous de
liberation, situations in which the leaders either followed convention

or made impulsive decisions. As the following table shows, 63 percent
of the good-outcome cases were associated with a deliberate approach,
while a full 97 percent of the bad-outcome cases were associated with
a reactive approach.

DELIBERATE VERSUS REACTIVE APPROACHES

AND OUTCOME (ALL COMPANIES)

Type of Decisions Good Outcome (%) Poor Outcome (%)

Deliberate 63% 3%

Reactive 37% 97%

N=100(excludes observations with insufficient information)

Finding 4. The benefit of fast execution depended on the pace
of events (good evidence). Overall, fast execution was associated with
good outcomes (see the following table). This was even more pro
nounced with fast-moving events, with 81 percent ofthe good-outcome
cases associated with fast execution. With slow-moving events, the pic
ture is mixed: both fast and slow/medium executions were associated

with good outcomes.

EXECUTION SPEED AND OUTCOME (ALL COMPANIES)

Execution Speed Good Outcome (%)

All Observations (N = 65)
Slow/Medium (%) 27%

Fast* (%) 73%

Fast-Moving Events (N = 46)
Slow/Medium (%) 19%

Fast* (%) 81%

Slow-Moving Events (N = 19)
Slow/Medium (%) 50%

Fast* (%) 50%

N=65 (There arefewer observations here because many times companies didnotchange
anything, so no execution followed.)

* Fast = leaders implemented quicklyonce decision wasmade.
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Finding 5. The 10X companies adhered to Findings 1 to 4 more
than the comparison companies (strong evidence).

• Time ofrecognition. The 10X companies recognized the emer
gence of an unequal moment early in a greater proportion of
cases (68 percent) than the comparisons (42 percent).

• Decision speed. Overall, the 10X companies made decisions
quickly in a greater proportion of cases (57 percent) than the
comparisons (45 percent). However, they were also much bet
ter at moderating decision speed: their proportion of fast de
cision making increased to 71 percent for quick-paced events
(versus 52 percent for the comparisons). And this dropped to
25 percent for slow-moving events (versus 31 percent for the
comparisons).

• Deliberate versus reactive. The 10X companies were deliberate

in a higher proportion of the decisions (68 percent) than the
comparisons (14 percent).

• Execution speed. Overall, the 10X companies did not execute
quickly in a substantially higher proportion of cases (66 per
cent) than the comparisons (63 percent). However, they were
much better at moderating execution speed: the proportion

of fast-execution decisions increased to 76 percent for quick-

paced events (versus 62 percent for the comparisons). And this
dropped to 40 percent for slow-moving events (versus 67 per

cent for the comparisons).

As a result, the 10X companies had a greater proportion of unequal
moments with good outcomes (89 percent) than the comparison com
panies (40 percent).
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DECISION-RELATED BEHAVIORS ADHERED TO

BY THE 10X AND COMPARISON COMPANIES

DURING UNEQUAL MOMENTS
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Aspect of Unequal Moment
10X

Companies
(N = 57)

Comparison
Companies

(N = 45)

Time ofRecognition Recognized Early(%) 68% 42%

Decision Speed

FastDecision Making (%) 57% 45%

Fast Decision Making for
Fast-Moving Events (%)

71% 52%

Fast Decision Making for
Slow-Moving Events (%)

25% 31%

Deliberate vs.

Reactive

Deliberate Decision

Making (%)
68% 14%

Execution Speed

Fast Execution (%) 66% 63%

Fast Execution for

Fast-Moving Events (%)
76% 62%

Fast Execution for

Slow-Moving Events (%)
40% 67%

N=102 moments(excludes observations with insufficient information)

Note: Comparable numbers ofyears coded for 10X andcomparison companies. 100% =
allobservations in thatcategory for the 10X (comparison) companies.
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ir\s discussed inChapter 6, we analyzed each company to identify the
extentto which it had a SMaC recipe, and if so,compiled itselements.
We recorded 117 SMaC elements across all the companies; when they

originated; whetherthey changed; and if so,when.
Finding 1. The 10X companies had clearly understood SMaC

recipes (strong evidence).Allseven 10X companies had a fullyformed
SMaC recipe as a young and/orsmallcompany.

Finding 2. The comparison companies had clearly understood
SMaC recipes (fairly good evidence). Five comparison companies

(PSA, Safeco, Apple, Genentech, and USSC) had clearly established
SMaC recipes as young and/or small companies, while one company
(AMD) had a vague recipe and one (Kirschner) never had one.

Finding 3. The 10X companies rarely changed the elements of
their SMaC recipes (strong evidence). As the table below reveals, the
10X companies changed only 15 percentoftheir SMaC-recipe ingredi
ents on average during our observation period.
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CHANGE IN SMaC-RECIPE ELEMENTS

(10X COMPANIES)

243

Company Number

of

Elements

Number

of

Elements

Changed
(%r

Number

ofYears to

Change
Elements

Average
Number

ofYears to

Change
Elements

Number

ofYears

to Make

First

Change

Amgen 10 1 (10%) 10 10 10

Biomet 12 1 (10%) 8 8 8

Intel 11 2 (20%) 23,30 26 23

Microsoft 13 2 (15%) 21,24 22 21

Progressive 9 2 (20%) 35,40 37 35

Southwest

Airlines

10 2 (20%) 23,26 24 23

Stryker 9 1 (10%) 19 19 19

Average 10 15% 24 20

Percentages are rounded
approximate.

off because numbers of SMaC-recipe elements are

Finding 4. The comparison companies changed their SMaC-
recipe elements more than the 10X companies (strong evidence).
As shown in the following table, the comparison companies changed
60percent oftheirSMaC-recipe elements onaverage—a far higher per
centage than the 10X companies (15 percent).

CHANGE IN SMaC-RECIPE ELEMENTS

(COMPARISON COMPANIES)

Company Number

of

Elements

Number

of

Elements

Changed
(%)*

Number

ofYears to

Change
Elements

Average
Number

ofYears to

Change
Elements

Number

ofYears

to Make

First

Change

Genentech 8 5 (60%) 14,
19,19,19,19

18 14

Kirschner no SMaC

recipe

AMD 6 4 (65%) 15,15,15,29 18 15

Apple 8 5 (60%) 7,8,10,15,15 11 7

(continued on next page)
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Company Number

of

Elements

Number

of

Elements

Changed

Number

ofYears to

Change
Elements

Average
Number

ofYears to

Change
Elements

Number

ofYears

to Make

First

Change

Safeco 7 5 (70%) No info

PSA 7 5 (70%) 16, 20, 26, 26
(1 no info)

22 16

USSC 7 4 (55%) 23, 29, 29, 31 28 23

Average 7 60% 19 15

* Percentages are rounded offbecause numbers ofSMaC-recipe elements are
approximate.

Finding 5. The 10X and comparison companies on average took
a long time to change elements of their SMaC recipes (strong evi

dence). As the previous twotables illustrate, it tookthe 10X companies
an average of 24 years to change an element (19 years for the compari
sons). The 10X companies madethe first changeto their SMaC recipes
after 20 years on average (the comparisons took 15 years).
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i he discussion in Chapter 7 is based on our analysis of 230 luck
events. We analyzed the 10X and comparison companies' luck events
(good and bad) to explore whether the companies experienced different
magnitudes, types, and time distributions of luck events.20

OPERATIONAL DEFINITION OF LUCK. We defined a luck event as one

where (1) some significant aspect ofthe event occurs largely or entirely
independently of the actions of the key actors in the enterprise, (2)
the event has a potentially significant consequence (good or bad) for
the enterprise, and (3) the event has some element of unpredictability.
There are two gradations of luck:

1. "Pure" luck, in which the occurrence ofthe event iscompletely
independent of the actions ofthe key actors in the enterprise.

2. "Partial" luck, in which the occurrence of the event is largely
but not completely independent ofthe actions of the key actors
in the enterprise. To qualify as partial luck, some significant
aspect of the event could not have been altered (prevented or
caused) by the key actors, regardless of their skill.

In codinga luckevent, it was important to pinpointexactly whatwas
the luck part of the event. To illustrate, consider Genentech in 1977.
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That year the company was the first to accomplish gene splicing. That
feat by itselfwas likely due to skill, not luck. But they were lucky that
no one else had done this before them (an event outside their control,

as they could not affect what others were doing). We coded the event
"first to accomplish gene splicing" as "partial" luck (a combination of
skill and luck).

In considering whether to classify an eventas "good" luck or "bad"
luck, the main consideration was howa reasonable person would have

viewed the eventat the time when it happened. We coded luck as good
or bad based on this principle and not on the basis of later outcomes.

We systematically examined our company-documents and coded
luckevents byapplying ourdefinition and usingthe following categories:

• Pure luck, "Pure" (good or bad).
• Partial luck, "Partial" (good or bad).
• Medium importance, "Medium."The event had some impact

on the success of the company (good or bad).
• High importance, "High." The event had a major impact on

the success of the company (good or bad).

Aftereach one of us (Jimand Morten) had independently completed

a companypair,wecompared notes and discussed discrepancies in our
codingofluckevents (they occurredfor 5percentofthe events, indicat
ing a high inter-rater reliability) and resolved them in follow-up meet
ings. This process yielded 230 luck events across all the companies in
our data set (see examples fromAmgenand Genentech in Chapter 7).

Finding 1. Both the 10Xand comparisoncompanies experienced
goodluck during our observation period(strong evidence). As shown
in the following table, the 10X and comparison companies experienced
on average seven and eightgood-luck events, respectively.
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GOOD-LUCK EVENTS
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Matched

Pairs

Number of

Years Coded*

Number of

Good-Luck

Events

Number of

Good-Luck

Events per
Decadet

10X Had

More

Good-

Luck

Events?

10X COMPt 10X COMPt 10X COMPt

Amgen and
Genentech

23 27 10 18 4.3 6.7 Fewer

Biomet and

Kirschner

26 9 4 4 1.5 4.4 Fewer

Intel and

AMD

35 34 7 8 2.0 2.4 Similar

Microsoft

and Apple
28 27 15 14 5.4 5.2 Similar

Progressive
and Safeco

32 32 3 1 0.9 0.3 More

Southwest

Airlines and

PSA

36 43 8 6 2.2 1.4 More

Stryker and
USSC

26 31 2 5 0.8 1.6 Fewer

Average 29.4 29.0 7.0 8.0 2.4 3.1 Similar/

Fewer

Total 206 203 49 56

N=105 good-luckevents

* From company founding to 2002. Progressive and Safeco coded from 1971, and
Stryker from 1977 due to incomplete information.

t Controls for differences in number ofyears ofobservation within company pairs (e.g.,
forAmgen, 10good-luck events divided by2.3 decades).

} COMP = comparison companies.

Finding 2. The 10Xcompanies did not experience substantially
moregood-luck events than the comparison companies (strong evi
dence). As summarized in the last column of the table above, there
was no clear pattern. The 10X companies had more good-luck events
than their comparisons in two pairs, fewer in three pairs, with two pairs
being similar.

Finding 3. The 10X companies did not experience more high-
importance and pure good-luck events than the comparison com-
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panies (strong evidence). The table below reveals no substantial
difference between the two groups for these important luck events; the
10X and comparison companies had a total of 36 and 40 such luck

events, respectively.

GOOD-LUCK EVENTS BY TYPE

Type of Good-Luck
Event 10X COMP*

Ratio 10X/

COMP

10X Had More

Good-Luck

Events?

Number of Good-Luck

Events

49 56 0.9

Number of High-
Importance Good-Luck
Events

22 28 0.8 Fewer

Number of Medium-

Importance Good-Luck
Events

27 28 1.0

Number of Pure Good-

Luck Events

14 12 1.2 Slightly more

Number of Partial

Good-Luck Events

35 44 0.8

SUM: Number of High-
Importance orNumber
of Pure Good-Luck

Events

36 40 0.9 Slightlyfewer

N=105 good-luck events

* COMP = comparison companies.

Finding 4. The 10X companies did not experience substantially
more good-luck events than the comparison companies during their
early years (strong evidence). We performed this analysis to check
whethereither the 10X or comparison companies were luckierearlyon
in their lives, but this was not the case (see the following table).
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GOOD-LUCK EVENTS BY TYPE,

FOUNDING TO 5 AND 10 YEARS AFTERWARD
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10X COMP*

10X Had More

Good-Luck

Events?

Average Number of Good-Luck
Events from Founding to 5Years
Afterward

2.8 2.8 Same

Average Number of Good-Luck
Events from Foundingto 10 Years
Afterward

5.0 4.5 Slightlymore

Average Number of High-
Importance Good-Luck Events
from Founding to 5Years
Afterward

1.4 1.5 Slightlyfewer

Average Number of High-
Importance Good-Luck Events
from Foundingto 10Years
Afterward

2.8 2.3 Slightlymore

Note: Two 10X companies (Stryker and Progressive) and one comparison company
(Safeco) were excluded from this analysis because of lack of data for the early years
after their founding.

* COMP = comparison companies.

Finding 5. The comparison companies did not experience sub

stantially more bad-luck events than the 10X companies (strong evi

dence). It is possible that bad luck might explain why the comparison
companies did not do as well. As the following table shows, however,

the 10X and comparison companies experienced about the same num
ber of bad-luck events (9.3 and 8.6 on average, respectively).
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BAD-LUCK EVENTS

Matched

Pairs

Number of

Years Coded*

Number of

Bad-Luck

Events

Number of

Bad-Luck

Events per
Decadet

Comparison
Had More

Bad-Luck

Events?

10X COMPt 10X COMP 10X COMP

Amgenand
Genentech

23 27 9 9 3.9 3.3 Fewer

Biomet and
Kirschner

26 9 7 4 2.7 4.4 More

Intel and

AMD

35 34 14 11 4.0 3.2 Fewer

Microsoft

and Apple
28 27 9 7 3.2 2.6 Fewer

Progressive
and Safeco

32 32 8 10 2.5 3.1 More

Southwest

Airlines and
PSA

36 43 13 13 3.6 3.0 Fewer

Stryker and
USSC

26 31 5 6 1.9 1.9 Same

Average 29.4 29.0 9.3 8.6 3.2 3.1 Similar

Total 206 203 65 60

N=125 bad-luck events

* From founding to 2002. Progressive and Safeco coded from 1971, and Stryker from
1977 due to incomplete information.

t Controls for differences in number ofyears ofobservation within company pairs.

+GOMP = comparison companies.

Finding 6. The comparison companies did not experience sub
stantially more bad-luck events than the 10Xcompanies during their
early years (strong evidence). It's possible that the comparison compa
nies did less well because theyexperienced more bad luckinitially, but
this was not the case, as shown in the following table.
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BAD-LUCK EVENTS BY TYPE,

FOUNDING TO 5 OR 10 YEARS AFTERWARD
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10X COMP*

Comparison Had
More Bad-Luck

Events?

Average Number of Bad-
Luck Events from Founding
to 5 Years Afterward

1.2 0.8 Slightly fewer

Average Number of Bad-
Luck Eventsfrom Founding
to 10 Years Afterward

3.0 1.7 Fewer

Average Number of High-
Importance Bad-Luck
Events from Foundingto
5 Years Afterward

0.2 0 Similar

Average Number of High-
Importance Bad-Luck
Eventsfrom Founding to
10 Years Afterward

0.6 0.2 Slightly fewer

Note: Two 10X companies (Stryker and Progressive) and one comparison company
(Safeco) were excluded from this analysis because of lackof data for the earlyyears
after their founding.

* COMP = comparison companies.
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HOCKEY HALL OF FAME ANALYSIS

#%s discussed in Chapter 7, we compared the distribution ofbirth
months in theCanadian general population with thatofthe truly great
Canadian-born hockey players—those inducted into the Hockey Hall
of Fame.

We performed the following analysis, with the assistance of re
search associate Lorilee Linfield. We first collected birth-month data

for Canadian-born Hockey Hallof Fame inductees who were born be
tween 1950 and 1966, and who had played at least one season in the
National Hockey League (NHL).21 We focused on players born 1950 or
later to ensure data reliability and to perform the analysis in the most
recent era. (In a follow-up analysis, we went back to 1873, used a larger
sample, and came to the same conclusion.)22

We then collected birth-month data for the Canadian general popu
lation from 1951 to 1966 and tabulated these by months, quarters, and
half-years.23

Finding 1. There is no disproportionate number of Hockey Hall
of Fame inductees born in Canada between January and March
(strong evidence). Ifanything, there might be a slightly disproportion
ate numberborn from October to December (1.9 percentmore than in
the general population), although the numbers are too small to draw
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any conclusion except that there isno meaningful difference across the
birth-month groups.

BIRTH-MONTH DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE CANADIAN-BORN

HOCKEY HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES WHO PLAYED IN THE

NHL AND FOR THE CANADIAN POPULATION

Birth-Month Canadian-Born Canadian Hockey
Range Hockey Hall of Population (%) Hall of Fame

Fame Inductees percentage
(%)* Minus

Canadian-

Population
percentage (%)

January-March 22.9% 24.4% -1.5%

April-June 25.7% 26.1% -0.4%

July-September 25.7% 25.7% 0%

October- 25.7% 23.8% 1.9%

December

January-June 48.6% 50.5% -1.9%

July-December 51.4% 49.5% 1.9%

N=35 (We also increased the sample size to 155 by going further back in time and
came to the same conclusion.) Data is through 2009 Induction Year.
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CHAPTER 1: THRIVING IN UNCERTAINTY

1. Jason Zweig, "Risk-Management Pioneer and Best-Selling Author
Never Stopped Insisting Future is Unknowable," Wall Street Journal,
June 13, 2009, A14.

2. Source for all stock-return calculations in this work: ©200601 CRSP®,
Center for Research in Security Prices. Booth School of Business, The
University ofChicago. Used with permission. All rights reserved, http://
www.crsp.chicagobooth.edu. Key definitions include:

© Monthly Total Return: The total return to shareholders in a given
month, includingdividends reinvested, for an individual security.

© Cumulative Stock Return: The compounded value of $Yinvested
in an individual securitybetween times tl and t2, using the for
mula $Yx (1 + MonthlyTotalReturn @ml) x (1 + MonthlyTotal
Return @m2)x ... (1 + MonthlyTotal Return @t2); where ml =
end ofthe first month following tl, m2 = end ofthe secondmonth
following tl, and so forth.

© General Stock Market (also calledgeneral market or just the mar
ket): NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ value-weighted return, which con
sists of the combined market value of all companies traded on
these exchanges (including dividends reinvested), weighted bythe
capitalization of the companydivided by the capitalization of the
market.

© Cumulative Return Ratio to the Market: At the end of any given
time period, this ratio is calculated as the cumulative return of
$Y invested in the company divided by the cumulative return of
$Yinvested in the generalstock market, such that $Yis invested in
both the company and the market on the same date.

3. "Southwest Airlines Co.: Presentation by Howard D. Putnam, Presi
dent and Chief Executive Officer, Before the Dallas Association of In-
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vestment Analysts," Wall Street Transcript, May 28, 1979; Jon Birger,
"30-Year Super Stocks: Money Magazine Finds the Best Stocks of the
Past 30Years," Money Magazine, October9, 2002; Southwest Airlines
Co., Fiscal 1976 Annual Report (Dallas: Southwest Airlines Co., 1976).
Source for all stock-return calculations in thiswork: ©200601 CRSP®,
Center for Research in Security Prices. Booth School of Business, The
University ofChicago. Used with permission. All rights reserved, http://
www.crsp.chicagobooth.edu.

4. Invest in each company on December 31, 1972, and hold investment
until December 31, 2002; ifa company was notpublic onDecember 31,
1972, grow investment at general stock market rate of return until first
monthofCRSP dataavailable for the company. Invest the sameamount
in the general market on December 31, 1972, and hold market invest
ment until December 31, 2002. Divide cumulative value ofcompany by
cumulativevalueof marketon December 31, 2002.

5. Regarding Industry Indices: We constructed an industry index for each
company in the study, using Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
codes. The SIC code for a company may change over time; if therewas
only one SICcodesince the company's IPO date, weusedthat codefor
the index; if there was more than one SIC code across the era, we used
all relevant SIC codes to create one index. The data in the table show
the value ofmaking an investment in eachofthe 10X cases at the end of
the month they each first appeared inthe CRSP database held through
December 31, 2002, divided by the value of an investmentof the same
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We decided not to use an alternative database, SDC, because we
discoveredseveralweaknesses with it with respect to our needs.
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(1983).
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continuities and Organizational Environments," Administrative Science
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novators Dilemma: When New Technologies Cause Great Firms toFail
(Boston: Harvard Business SchoolPress, 1997).

16. These also include incremental innovations, although very small in
novations and tweaks to existing products would likely not hit this ra
dar screen (thus we don't knowwhether there wasa difference between
companies in terms of number ofvery incremental innovations).

17. Source: United States Patentand Trademark Office (USPTO) official
database. (http://patft.uspto.gov/netahtml/PTO/search-adv.htm). We
counted the number ofpatents issued by year (using the number ofpat
ents applied for by year leads to the same conclusion). Note that this
countincludes allpatents issued from year offounding (Amgen in 1980,
Genentech in 1976) to 2002, while the chart showing patent data in
Chapter 7 covers 1983 to 2002.

18. In addition to using patent count to measure a firms innovativeness (a
measure that is very sensitive to a company's proclivity to file patents),
management scholars often examine the average number of citations
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the relative quality or significance of each of these patents. We asked
Professor Jasjit Singh to pull data on patent citations for Amgen and
Genentech from his extensive database on patent citations for thou
sands offirms worldwide. Although a variety ofpatent-citation measures
exist, we used a simple one. The information he provided us included
the numberoftimes a patent hadbeencited and snowed the mean cita
tion count bypatent. Whilea few patents were citeda lot, mostreceived
a low number of citations, with an average patent citation of 6.6 in
Singh's database. Singh wrote to us, "Even within their specific technol
ogy class, Genentech is above average—the normalized citation countis
1.1 for it (1.0 implies you are ataverage). Amgen again below average at
0.78" (personal communication, June 2,2010). See thefollowing article
for a similar application ofpatent citations and description of Singh's
database: Jasjit Singh, "Distributed R&D, Cross-Regional Knowledge
Integration and Quality of Innovative Output," Research Policy, 2008,
77-96.

19. Because bullets are by definition small-scale experiments, they may not
always show upinwritten company orpublic documents. Thusits quite
possible that we underreported the existence of bullets; however, this
potential bias would be the same for all the companies in our data set.
Thiswasn't a problem in coding cannonballs, which we found easier to
spotas they were big,visible investments and efforts.

20. Anumber ofscholars have addressed the role ofluck in society, and in
financial markets in particular. These works inspired ustoconsider luck
as an explicit variable in our analysis. While manyworks exist, Nassim
Nicholas Taleb's two books are some of the most well known in this
genre: Fooled by Randomness: The Hidden Role ofChance inLife andin
the Markets (New York: Random House, 2005, 2nd ed.) and The Black
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Swan: The Impact ofthe Highly Improbable (New York: Random House,
2010, 2nd ed.).

21. The Hockey Hall of Fame,http://www.hhof.com.
22. Specifically, we divided the group of Canadian-born inductees who
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NHL into the following birth groups: 1873-99 (N = 21), 1900-29
(N = 63), and 1930-49 (N = 36). The January-March births were in the
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a clear trend showing a disproportionate numberof inductees born in
January or fromJanuary to March.

23. FrankTrovato and Dave Odynak provided us with raw Canadian cen
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journal article, Frank Trovato and Dave Odynak, "The Seasonality of
Births in Canada and the Provinces 1881-1989: Theory and Analysis,"
Canadian Studies in Population, 1993, 1-41. We used unadjusted fig
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See, for example, the original study of the relative age effect among
hockey players: Roger H. Barnsley, Angus H.Thompson, and Paula E.
Barnsley, "Hockey Success and Birth-Date: The Relative Age Effect,"
Journal ofthe Canadian Association for Health, Physical Education, and
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